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The ‘Good Companions’ (from left to right) B. Burger, N. Guttman, 

M. Neumeier, M. Prcic, M. Vukcevich & D. Meinking (Photo: D.Dunn)

The winner of the GC Merit Award

Newman Guttman (Photo: D.Dunn)

                                           Good Companions Meeting (GCM) 2001 
by Dan Meinking 

 

The Good Companions Meeting (GCM) was held in Cleveland, Ohio from Oct 4th-7th.  In 

attendance were: Bob Burger, Danny Dunn, Newman and Dottie Guttman, Dan Meinking, 

Mike Neumeier, Mike and Virginia Prcic, and Milan and Michelle Vukcevich.  The primary 

venue was the John G. White (JGW) Chess & Checkers Library, whose staff rolled out the red 

carpet for us. Special thanks to the JGW staff for extending such gracious hospitality to the 

whole group! We're also indebted to Milan and Michelle for providing a 'meeting suite' 

Thursday evening, buffet dinner Friday night, and for handling all the accommodation details.   

The Vukcevichs hosted the informal gathering Friday night. This was mostly a get-

acquainted event, the sole 'formal' function being Newman's receiving the 'Good Companion 

Merit Award'.  Many good problems were shared and consumed. 

On Saturday, Jeff Martin treated the group to an extensive tour of the JGW facilities. This 

collection boasts 35,000-40,000 volumes, including rare newspaper clippings, manuscripts, 

letters, books, and hand-made chess sets and items from all over the world!  Everyone spent 

plenty of good 'review time' in the Treasury Room.  Jeff and his 'pages' waited on us hand-and-

foot to provide any requested items promptly.   

Bob and I presented the U.S. vs. U.K. match entries to-date.  Milan provided a 2-hour 

solving contest, won by yours truly with 52 of 68 possible points; Messrs. Prcic and Neumeier 

took 2nd and 3rd places with 44 and 40 points, respectively.  Milan squashed all takers at 5 -

minute chess, and Team Guttman/Prcic did likewise to Burger/Meinking at bridge. 

A few highlights from our 'formal' meeting: The group unanimously agreed to having 

separate judging of series-movers (proposed by Kevin Begley) and to using all-lowercase 

stipulations (s#n, h#n, etc.) in StrateGems, starting 2002.  Bob Burger and Mike Prcic were 

awarded, respectively, U.S. Grandmaster and U.S. Master of Composition titles.  Bob launched 

a great annual tradition, the Sammy Award!; see details on page 6.  The group voted to hold 

the 2002 GCM at The Mechanics Institute (proposed by David Lynn) in San Francisco, from 

Oct 3rd-6th.  Bob introduced Relative Chess; see article on page 42. 

 

 

 

 

Good Companions 2nd Quick-Composing Tourney (GC2QCT) 
by Dan Meinking 

 

During this year's meeting, I was asked to propose and judge the Good Companions 2nd 

Quick-Composing Tourney (GC2QCT).  The requirements: A thematic unit travels from one 
corner to another; genres restricted to #n/=n, s#n/s=n, r#n/r=n, h#n/h=n; fairy units  allowed, 

but not fairy conditions.  U.S. composers were given 5 days to email their entries.  Fifteen 
problems were submitted, two of which were cooked.  In keeping with the Companion spirit, 

10 of  the  remaining 13 deserve mention.  I gave  preference to corner-to-corner (C2C) entries.  
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Theme-specific moves are underlined in the text below. 

W________w
[wdwdwhwd]
[dwdwdR0w]
[bdw0wdkH]
[dpHwdwdw]
[whwdwdpI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------w

1st Pr., Kevin Begley

GC2QCT 2001

ded. to R. McCracken

#3                        (5+8)

chameleons f7, f8, h1

2nd Prize

Milan R. Vukcevich

GC2QCT 2001

#3                       (8+8)

3rd Prize

George P. Sphicas

GC2QCT 2001

s=9            C- (8+3)

1st HM

Kevin Begley

GC2QCT 2001

h#6                (1+3+1n)

neutral Pawn a6

W________w
[wdwdrgwd]
[dwdwdNdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dndwdwdw]
[w0wdk)Ph]
[dwdRdw)w]
[wdPdwdwd]
[!bdwdKdw]
w--------w

W________w
[Bdwdwdw!]
[)wdwdw$P]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwGw]
[wdw)pdwd]
[dwdwIwiw]
w--------w

W________w
[wgwdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[Iwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

1st Prize (Kevin Begley):  A most appealing chameleon scheme in which the key-piece sheds
four skins in four corners.  The main logic and additional C2C side-line (2.cRh8=cQ!) lift this

above the field, despite the strong threat and minor dual.  1.cBa8=cR! (2.cRxf8=cQ

3.cRxg7=cQ#), 1...Bc8  2.cRa1=cQ! (3.cRxg7=cQ#) gxh6  3.cQh8=cN#,  1...cNh7=cB
2.cRh8=cQ! (3.cRxg7=cQ#) cBg8=cR  3.cRf5=cQ# [2...gxh6 3.cRxh7=cQ/cRf6=cQ# (dual)];

1...cNe6=cB  2.Nxe6 (3.cRxg7=cQ#) gxh6  3.cRg8=cQ#.

2nd Prize (Milan R. Vukcevich):  Another highly satisfactory directmate, where all corners

are visited after two concerted double line-clearings.  Had the intended set, 1...Re6 2.Qa8+, not

also been met by the post-key riposte, 2.Nd6+, this might have shared top honors.  1.Qh8!

(2.Qh7+) Re6  2.Nd6+! Bxd6  3.Qa8#, 1...Ng6  2.Ng5+! hxg5  3.Qh1#.

3rd Prize (George Sphicas):  A C2C harvest with precise play motivated by the need to
eliminate the h-Pawn pronto.  The quiet finishing stroke, 9.Rg2 (zz), is very pleasing.  1.Bh1!

2.Qa8+! (a8Q/B?) 3.Qh1+ 4.h8Q+! (a8Q/B?) 5.Qh1+ 6.a8Q+ (a8B?) 7.Bh2+ 8.Qh1+ 9.Rg2

Kxg2=.

1st Honorable Mention (Kevin Begley):  This gem offers a buffet of goodies, including

Rundlauf, Umnovs, underpromotion, self-pin, unpin, and Royal Battery.  Not as C2C-rich as
the prizewinners, but the bK visiting a8 twice is a wholly thematic interpretation. 1.Ka8! nPa7

2.Kb7 nPa8=nB+!  3.Ka7 nBh1!  4.e4 Kb5  5.Ka8! Kc6   6.e3+ Kb6#.

W________w
[wdwdwgrG]
[dwdw0kdw]
[w0wdwdw0]
[dPdwdwdP]
[wdwdKdpd]
[dpdPdw)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdB]
w--------w

2nd HM

Mike Neumeier

GC2QCT 2001

h=5                      (7+9)

3rd HM

Milan R. Vukcevich

GC2QCT 2001

r#2*                    (8+5)

4th HM

Robert Burger

GC2QCT 2001

#3                        (9+3)

1st Commended

Noam D. Elkies

GC2QCT 2001

#3 (4+1)

W________w
[QdwdwdR4]
[dwdwdwdp]
[w0wdwdw)]
[dPHwdwdw]
[KdkGwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdw!]
[dbdBdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdK0wdw]
[wdPdNdw)]
[dwdwHwdk]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwIw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdNdw]
[wdwdwdw$]
[dwdwdkdw]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention (Mike Neumeier):  White is ready to pounce with 1...Bxa1, but...
Black is tempo-bound.  Ironically, the 1.Ra8! 'waiter' provokes capture via the other diagonal.

That, coupled with the bi-color Bishop switchback, make this a memorable affair.

1.Ra8! (tempo) Ba1  2.b2 Kf5  3.bxa1B Bxa8  4.Bh8 Be4  5.Kg7 Ke6=.
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3rd Honorable Mention (Milan R. Vukcevich):  Plenty of actual and avoided C2C logic,
founded by an ingenious random/correction pre- and post-key correlation.  Only the unpro-

vided set, 1...Rxg8 2.Qxg8# (spoiling the 2.Nc~! intent), kept this out of the prize class.

1...bxc5/a2  2.R~/B~ Rxa8/a1Q#; 1.Qh1! (tempo) (zz), 1...bxc5/a2/Rxg8  2.Rg2!/Bg1!/Ne4!
Ra8/a1Q/Ra8#.

4th Honorable Mention (Bob Burger):  A Loydesque plot with a paradoxical twist: 'grab'
theme with two non-grab continuations!  The dual replies after 1...Ba6/1...Ba8 are unfortunate,

but otherwise an enjoyable puzzle.  1.Qa1! (zz), 1...Bg2/Bf3  2.Nf3+!/Ng2+! (non-grab)

Bf1/K~  3.Qxf1/Qg1#  1...B~  2.K,P,B,QxB (grab) Kxh2  3.Qh8#.

1st Commendation (Noam Elkies):  The primary interest in this nice 'find' is the four tries,

which close needed lines h8-h2, a1-g1 & h8-a1.  A fifth try is possible by wK→b3 & +wPg5,
for 1.Nd2? Kg1! (2.h8Q stalemate!), though it's arguable which version is better. 1.Nh4/

Ne1/Nd4/Ne5? Kg1!;   1.Ng1! K~  2.h8Q  K~   3.Qa1#.

W________w
[wdwdwdw!]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdwdwIw]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Commended

Joshua Green

GC2QCT 2001

#2                        (4+2)

3rd Commended

David Zimbeck

GC2QCT 2001

#4                        (9+8)

W________w
[wdwdwdwG]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIpdwdwi]
[dwdwdPdP]
[w0wdp)pd]
[dwdP0w)p]
[wdPdwdw0]
[dwdwdwdR]
w--------w

2nd Commendation (Joshua Green):  An
attractive miniature utilizing all four corners.

Let's hope this and the previous are not an-

ticipated. 1.Qa1! (2.Qf1) Kf3/Kh3  2.Qa8/
Qh1#.

3rd Commendation (David Zimbeck):  A
scrappy skirmish with multiple post-key

threats.  The five C2C forays in the main-line

seem noteworthy for this tourney, and the
other defensive Q-tries add value.   1.Ra1!

(2.Ra8 3.Bf6/Be5/Bb2 4.Rh8#) h1Q  2.Ra8

Qa1  3.Bxa1 ~  4.Rh8#; 2....Qg1/Qf3,Qf1
3.Bd4!/Bf6! ~  4.Rh8#.

StrateGems 2000 Moremovers Award
by Jim Grevatt

It has been a great pleasure for me to judge originals in this magazine rapidly establishing

itself among the very best.  There were 29 problems to examine, and as in 1999 the quantity

and quality were better in the second half of the year.  This may be something to do with the
editorial policy of publishing at once without a limit on numbers, obviously popular with com-

posers but I wonder how regular solvers cope with the fluctuations in workload!

The prizewinners stood out immediately, but in my first sift there were too many com-
mends and I had to work hard at the margins between Honorable Mention, Commend and

competent.  The Award contains a pleasing blend of heavyweight strategic positions and light-

weights perfectly constructed.

1st Prize - (Hans Peter Rehm - M0185)  Two Siers batteries are formed, opened and then

closed on the mating move after sacrifices on potential flights.  This idea has been explored by
(for example) Cheylan and Shavyrin (The Problemist 2000) but the way in which the bK is

shifted to prevent it accepting the sacrifices is very subtle and seems original.  1.Ng3! ~

(2.Nd7#),  1...Nxg3 2.Nd7+ Kf5 3.Rd6 Bxd6 4.Nb8+ Ke5 5.Nc6#,  1...Rxg3 2.Nc6+ Kd6
3.Bf5 Nxf5 4.Nb8+ Ke5 5.Nd7#

2nd Prize - (Milan R Vukcevich - M0184/SG11)  A staggering achievement by your section
editor to produce a #9 with 2 variations and strategy like a #5.  Repetitive maneuvers remove 4

guards  from g4 and 2 each  from f3 & f5.   The  style is reminiscent of  Milan's successful  6th
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WCCT entry where 6 men are removed from a bent line in 6 half-moves!  1.Kh7! ~ (2.Ne6+),
1...Rb7 2.Ne2+ Kh5 3.Bf3+ Nxf3 4.Nf4+ Kg4 5.Ne6+ Kh5 6.Rf5+ Nxf5 7.Nf4+ Kg4 8.Ng2+

Kh5 9.g4#,  1...Ra7 2.Ne6+ Kh5 3.Rf5+ Nxf5 4.Nf4+ Kg4 5.Ne2+ Kh5 6.Bf3+ Nxf3 7.Nf4+

Kg4 8.Ng2+ Kh5 9.g4#

3rd Prize - (Valentin Rudenko - M0177)  A fine achievement not often seen in #n, reciprocal

change of White’s 2nd moves between set play and actual.  The construction is clever and
mates are provided when bP promotes with check, but I still found the key piece easy to spot

(as wQ is cramped) and solved without finding the set play. 1...Nb7[a]/Nc6[b]

2.Nf3[A]/Ne4[B] e1Q+ 3.Qxe1; 1.Kb3! ~ (2.f4 Be4 3.Nxe4),  1...Nb7[a]/Nc6[b] 2.Ne4[B]/
Nf3[A] (3.Qe5+)

1st Honorable Mention - (L. Makaronez & J. Pavlov - M0182)  An excellent ambush key.
There are 3 Siers variations, each embellished by guard of c4 and decoy of a different bP.

Only the captures on c2 and g7 slightly detract.  1.Rc8! ~ (2.Nd6+ Kd4 3.Ncb5+ cxb5

4.Nxb5#), 1...Rxc4 2.Nxg7+ Kd4 3.Nge6+), 1...Nxc4 2.Nxe3+ Kd4 3.Nxc2+

W________w
[wHBdwdbd]
[dK)wgpdr]
[w$wdw0wd]
[dPdpiwdN]
[wdw0wdRh]
[dwdPdpdP]
[w)wdwdrd]
[dwdwdn1w]
w--------w

1st Prize

Hans Peter Rehm 

StrateGems 2000

#5                    (11+13)

W________w
[wdbdwdKd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdw0w$Pd]
[drdwhwdw]
[wdw0RHkG]
[4wdwhw)p]
[wdpdwdBg]
[dwdqdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Prize

Milan R. Vukcevich

StrateGems 2000

#9                      (8+13)

W________w
[bdwhwdwd]
[dwGpdndB]
[wdw)k)wd]
[0Pdwdwdw]
[PdPdwdNd]
[dwIwdwdp]
[wdwHp)wd]
[!wdwdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Prize

Valentin Rudenko

StrateGems 2000

#4*                    (12+8)

W________w
[K$wdwdwd]
[dwHpdwgw]
[wdpdwdBd]
[dwdw0Ndw]
[w)Pdkdpd]
[$pdw0w)w]
[b)rhPdnd]
[dwGwdwdw]
w--------w

1st HM, L. Makaronez 

&  J. Pavlov 

StrateGems 2000

#4                   (12+12)

W________w
[wdwdwgwd]
[0wHw0w0p]
[PdpdPiw1]
[dwIwHw0b]
[wdPdwdpd]
[dw$wdw)w]
[wGwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

2nd HM

Bota Stojanović 

StrateGems 2000

#8                    (10+11)

3rd HM, E. Fomichev 

& V. Shavyrin

StrateGems 2000W________w
[N4rdwdwd]
[gpdR0wdw]
[w!w0w)nd]
[dw0kdPdw]
[KdwdwdNd]
[dpdBdwdw]
[wdwdwGwd]
[hwdwdwdb]
w--------w

#4                      (9+12)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdRdwdwd]
[dwdkHKdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

4th HM

Yuri Sushkov

StrateGems 2000

#6                        (5+2)

Commended

Yuri Sushkov

StrateGems 2000

#7                        (6+3)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dpdw0Ndw]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dPHwdwdP]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention - (Bota Stojanović - M0188)  A good sacrificial key and again the
achievement of 2 interesting long variations, with R sacrifice and avoidance of stalemate.  The

subvariation 1...Kf5 2.Kd4 Qxg6 3.e4+ is also not without interest.  1.Ng6! Kxg6 2.e4 Kf6

3.Rd3+ Kg6 4.Rd4 Kf6 5.Rd6+ Kg6 6.Kxc6 exd6 7.Nd5.  1...Kf5 2.Kd4 c5+ 3.Kd5 Kxg6
4.Ke4 Kf6 5.Rd3+ Kg6 6.Rd6 exd6 7.Nd5.

3rd Honorable Mention - (E. Fomichev & V.Shavyrin - M0184/SG12)  An extension of the
Brede sacrifice idea in 2 variations into #4, with the wN moves as decoys not mates.  A fully

thematic key and 2 subtle anticipatory selfblocks.  1.Rc7! ~ (2.Rxc8 Rxc8 3.Qxb7+), 1...Be4

2.Qxc5+ Bxc5 3.Nb6 Bxb6 4.Bc4#  1...Ne5 2.Rxc5+ Rxc5 3.Nc7+ Rxc7 4.Ne3#
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4th Honorable Mention - (Yuri Sushkov - M0144)  A perfect miniature, 'postponing' a set #1
and gaining a tempo with 2 switchbacks. 1...f3 2.e4#; 1.Rc8! Kd6 2.Kf6 Kd5 3.Rc4 Kd6

4.Rc6+ Kd5 5.Kf5 f3 6.e4#

Commendations in numerical order:

Commended - (Yuri Sushkov - M0145)  Another tempo gain, with a single long-range
switchback and without the set play.  1.Kf6! b4 2.Nd5+ Ke4 3.Nxb4 Kf4 4.Nd5+ Ke4 5.Nc3+

Kf4 6.b4 e4 7.Nd5#

Commended - (Jozsef Hutya - M0155)  The consecutive wN sacrifices have indeed been

done before, but the 'Indian' royal battery is a fine addition.  1.Nf5! Kxf5 2.Ne6 Ke5 3.Nxd4

Kxd4 4.Ke6 Kc4 5.Kd5#

Commended - (Nikolai Bantush - M0175)  Three model mates with good use of material, a

switchback and a critical move.  1.Nb4! ~ (2.Bf2+ Kxb4 3.Qb3+),  1...Nc1 2.Na6+ Kd4 3.c3+
Kd3 4.Nb4#,  1...Bf7 2.Qc6+ Kd4 3.Bf2+ Ke5 4.Nd3#,  1...Bb2 2.Nd3+ Kd4 3.Qe5+.

Commended - (Leonid Makaronez - M0179)  Short threat, but 3 fine Brede sacrifices with
W occupying the square vacated by wQ on move 2 or 3.  1.Nd3! ~ (2.Nxf6+),  1...Nd5

2.Qxd4+ Kxd4 3.Bc5+.  1...Bd5 2.Qd6 Nxd6 3.Nc5+.  1...gxf2 2.Nxf6+ Ke3 3.Qxd4+.

Commended - (Albert Grigoryan - M0181)  Quite a find with 5 men and an ideal mate.  Far

from easy to spot the switch from rank to file.  1.Rc4! Kd5 2.g4 Ke5 3.g5 Kd5  4.Kd7 Ke5

5.Kc6 Ke6 6.Re4#

W________w
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwdwIBdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dpdwdwiw]
[w)w0w0wd]
[)wdpdPdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Jozsef Hutya

StrateGems 2000

#5                         (8+5)

W________w
[wIwdbdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdQgw4]
[dpiwdpdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[0wdwdwdw]
[NdPdndwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Nikolai Bantush

StrateGems 2000

#4                        (5+9)

W________w
[bIndwdwd]
[dwhwdw4w]
[pdwdp0rd]
[dw!wdpdN]
[wGw0kHwd]
[dwdwdw0p]
[wdRdP)wd]
[dwdwdwdq]
w--------w

Commended

Leonid Makaronez

StrateGems 2000

#4                      (8+14)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwdwiwdw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Albert  Grigoryan

StrateGems 2000

#6                        (4+1)
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The Loyd, or 'Sammy' Award 

by Robert Burger 

 

It may seem that there are enough awards in the problem world. Some yearn for world 

championships in everything. This is not such a concept: it is an attempt at bridging the gap 
that exists between composers and players. 

 Over the years I've been asked by many players for an example of what a problem is, and 
why it's appealing to compose one. This is a difficult question to answer, because the deeper 

one becomes involved in composing the farther the appeal moves away from the play of the 
game. Unique among composers who attracted both players and solver-composers was Sam 

Loyd. The Loyd touch is evident in paradoxical ideas, in miniatures, in sensational keys. Yet 
the more you delve into Loyd the more you see basic problem logic, extending to helpmates 

and selfmates. 

Milan R. Vukcevich

Sammy Award 2000

(1st Pr., StrateGems 1998)W________w
[wdwdwhb1]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdQ)wdw]
[P)K)w)P$]
[$Bdwdwiw]
w--------w

#3                          (12+6)

This proposal has two purposes: to encourage the type of problem Loyd made famous, and
to extend an invitation to all chess-lovers to dip their toes into problems. An Oscar? A Sammy!

The Oscars of the film world honor all sorts of achievement in the cinema. The Sammy

has no such broad purpose (though one never knows what the future holds). Rather, this is on
purpose a singular award. One year, one problem.

This problem should spin around the world in all the general-interest chess magazines.

Hey -- one problem a year in some of these magazines is a 100% improvement. This problem
might even make the general press. That, of course, will take time. But the best time to plant a

tree is either twenty years ago or now.

Jumping in with both feet, the nominations are… For the first year, one problem stands out
in my mind: First Prize in StrateGems, 1998 (announced in 2000), for threemovers, by Milan

R. Vukcevich. I believe this is worthy to be the first 'Sammy'.  The spectacular keymove is one

thing, granting checks; but Loyd would have been even more thrilled by the variation 1...g6
2.Rh1+ Kxg2 3.Qb7#.

The genre can be direct mate or any other form. Obviously, direct mates might predomi-

nate in a program aimed at players. Perhaps not. Let talent prevail!
And the winner is…The Good Companions. StrateGems. Problem composing in general.

And Sam Loyd himself. About time we put our best foot forward.

At the Cleveland meeting on October 4, 2001, the GC approved the award and stipulated
that future awards will be made annually by a membership vote. Nominations for the year 2001

(awards announced in the year 2001) are due on June 1, 2002, and will be voted on at the GC

meeting in San Francisco in October. Please send your entries to: StrateGems, 2613 Northshore
Lane, Westlake Village, CA 91361, USA

(Comments by the judge, Milan Velimirović)  This is
sheer beauty! Decoys of two black pieces by wQ

sacrifice and complementary obstruction of both black

pieces, after capture by bN, allow the wK to move away
to three different safe squares in order to activate the

wR-wB battery. The idea is simple, but the way it is

presented is highly artistic and impressive. 1. Qh7!

(2.Rh1+), 1...Qxh7+ 2.Kc3!, 1...Bxh7+ 2.Kb3!,

1...Nxh7 2.Kd3!. Also: 1...Kf1 2.Rh1+ Ke2 3.Qd3#

with Queen returning, and 1...g6 2.Rh1+ Kxg2 3.Qb7#,
with a long-range mate.

6.WCCT 1996-2000, THREEMOVERS
Judge: Robin C.O. Matthews

The theme of the tourney was: The same line is guarded by two black line-moving pieces

(R+R or Q+B or Q+R). In at least two variations, self interferences occur on this line, either

at Black’s first or second move.
I was a bit afraid that the stipulation might prove to be too narrow. However, the top ten or

a dozen problems turned out to be very interesting and original. Their composers showed great

imagination as well as technical virtuosity. They found ways of showing the theme that had not
occurred to me at all beforehand. But anticipation took a heavier toll than usual; the existence

of the predecessor squeezed some of the affected problems of the top 24 although they were by

no means completely anticipated. The theme made for heavy positions---only 28 out of 78 en-
tries had less than 21 units. Many of the entries were closely alike. There seemed to me to be

little to choose in merit among the entries that I have placed lower in the award, and indeed

between them and some that were not placed at all. A different judge would undoubtedly have
produced a different ranking. My congratulations to the successful composers and my condo-

lences to the others.
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W________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[GwHw0wdr]
[whw)RdN)]
[dP)wdpIw]
[wdwiw0wd]
[db$Bdwdp]
[qdp)Pdwd]
[hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[w!w1wdwd]
[dwdwdrdw]
[whpdwdwd]
[Hwiw)pdw]
[wdPdRdwd]
[dRhrHwdw]
[p)w)wdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdw!wdwd]
[dwGwdpdK]
[wHwdp$wd]
[$w)w0w0p]
[p0p)kdwd]
[4wdwdwdr]
[nHw)bgwd]
[dwdBdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[whwdwdnI]
[dQdwdNdw]
[pdw0wipd]
[dw0PdB0p]
[rdwdwdw4]
[dw)PgwdP]
[wGwdwdwd]
[dwdwdRdw]
w--------w

4th Place

Bo Lindgren, Sweden

#3                       (14+11)

3rd Place

Thorsten Zirkwitz, Ger.

#3                         (10+9)

2nd Place

Milivoj Nešić, Yu.

#3                       (11+14)

1st Place, Henk &

Piet le Grand, Holland

#3                       (10+12)

1st Place – Henk le Grand & Piet le Grand (Holland) The combination of black interference
and self-pins with consecutive shut-offs makes this the most attractive problem in the tourney,

even though there are only two thematic variations. It was an ingenious idea to have the bB

reinforcing the bR’s control of the batteries. Impeccable construction. A flight is thrown in
during one of the thematic variations, and there is a difficult quiet continuation in the by-play

(1...gxf5 2.Nh6). 1.Qc7! (2.Qxd6+ Kxf7 3.Bxg6#), 1...Bd4 2.Bg4+ Bf2 3.c4#, 1...Bf4 2.c4+

Be5/Kxf5 3.Bg4/Nxd6#, (1...gxf5 2.Nh6 3.Qg7,Qxd6#)

2nd Place – Milivoj Nešić (Yugoslavia) Several entries featured consecutive interferences by

different black pieces on the same line. This is the most sophisticated of them. Interferences are
carried out by N/Bf2, Be2/Bf2, Be2/N, followed by a different mate in each case. Good by-

play 1...Bf3 2.Bxe5. 1.Rxf7! (2.Qa8+ Kxd4 3.Rd7#), 1...Nc3 2.Qxg5! (3.Qxe5#) Bg3/Bxd4

3.Qe3/Qg6#, 1...Bd3 2.Qd6! (3.Qxe5#) Bg3/Bxd4 3.Bf3/Qc6#, 1...Bf3 2.Bxe5! (3.Qa8#)
Nc3/Bxd4 3.Bc2/Qxd4#

3rd Place – Thorsten Zirkwitz (Germany) The two interferences on d5 lead to Umnovs, with
dual-separation. An unusually complicated way of displaying the theme. 1.Nc2! (2.Rb5+

Nxb5/cxb5 3.b4#), 1...Ncd5 2.Rc3! (3.Nb3#) Rxc3 3.d4#, 1...Nbd5 2.Rb6! (3.Nb3/Rxc6#)

Qxb6 3.Qd6#, (1...Nxc4 2.Qb4+ Kd5 3.Qxc4#)

4th Place – Bo Lindgren (Sweden) A kind of pursuit theme. The bB opens the line for the bQ,

and the bN then interferes with the bB, sticking to it as closely as possible. 1.Qc6!

(2.Qe4+/Re4+ fxe4 3.Rxe4/Qxe4#), 1...Bc4 2.Qxb6! (3.c6#) Nb3/Qxa7 3.Rxc4#, 1...Bd5

2.Kxf4! (3.e3#) Nc4 3.Qxd5#, 1...Bxe6 2.Qf3! (3.Qf2/Qxf4#) Nd5 3.Nxe6#

W________w
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[pGwdp$pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdk)wd]
[dQdpHpdB]
[rdwdwdw4]
[dwdNgwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[Kdw!wdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[pdpdbdwd]
[)wHwiwdw]
[Pdqdr0wd]
[)w$PdBdw]
[wdwGwdwd]
[dwHw$wdw]
w--------w

15th Place

Milan R. Vukcevich, USA

#3                         (9+10)

5th Place, D.Smedley

& B.Edwards, Gr. Britain

#3                         (12+8)

5th Place – Don Smedley & Brian Ed-
wards (Great Britain) Successive interfer-

ences by the bK. It simplifies the theme that

the thematic checks and mates occur on the
squares occupied by the black line-movers,

but this is a legitimate interpretation of the

stipulation. 1.Qe7! (zz), 1...Kd5 2.Qxe6+
(2.dxc4+?) Kd4/Kxc5 3.Rxc4 (3.Rxe4+?)/

Nb3#, 1...Kd4 2.Rxe4+! (2.Rxc4+?) Kd5

3.dxc4# (3.Qxe6+?), (1...Kf5 2.Qg7 ~
3.Bg4#, 1...Qd5 2.Qg7+ Kd6/Kf5 3.Nb7/

Bg4#, 1...Qxc3 2.Bxc3+ Kd5/Kf5 3.Bxe4/

Qf6#, 1...Qxc5  2.Rxc5+ Kd4  3.Rxe4,Bc3#,

1...Qxd3 2.Qxe6+ Kd4 3.N1b3/N5b3#, 1...Qb3 2.Nd7+ Kf5/Kd4,d5 3.Qf6/Qc5#, 1...Qb4
2.Qxe6+ Kd4 3.Rxe4/Qxe4#

15th Place – Milan R. Vukcevich (USA) Critical play leads to Nowotnys. In addition unguard
of files allows exploitation of  Treffpunkts. 1.Nf1! (2.Nc3+/Ng3+ Bxc3/Bxg3 3.Ng3/Nc3#,

1...Rag2 2.Nf2+ Rxg2/Bxg2 3.Ng3/Nd2#, 1...Rhc2 2.Nd2+ Rxd2/Bxd2 3.Nc3/Nf2#, 1...Rac2

2.Qa4! (3.Qc6#) d2 3.Qxc2#, 1...Rhg2 2.Qc3! (3.Qd4/Qe5#) f2/Bxc3 3.Bxg2/Nxc3#
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Sensitive Kings 
by Mark Ridley 

 
In volume 2 of Variant Chess issues 17, 18 and 20 (April/June 1995-Summer 1996), I 

wrote an article featuring the various types of fairy Kings I had discovered.  One type of fairy 

King was not featured in that article, namely Sensitive Kings, and I now want to introduce 
readers to them. 

 Sensitive Kings are Kings which are deemed to be in check when observed by pieces of 
their own color as well as the opponents.  The French call this rule Echecs Bicolores.  The 

English may better recognize this type as Traitor Chess; however, the term cannot be used as 
the late Jack Creed used it for another type of fairy chess he invented. 

W________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdrgwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdpdKd]
[dwdwiwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[whwdwIwg]
[dwdwdwhw]
[p)wdwdwd]
[Hwdwip$w]
[w)wdwdwd]
[!Bdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdbdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpGwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdKdNdwd]
[dwdRdw)w]
[w!wdw0Pd]
[dwdwdwhk]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdp0w)w]
[wdw0wdPd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

A Markus Ott & Reto List 

British Chess Mag., 1986

#2            SK          (2+5)

B P. Monréal

La Clé October, 1970

#2            SK           (7+6)

C D. Jaffort & J. Oudot

Le Miniature, March 1971

h#1½  4 vars.   SK  (7+6)

D H. Schiegl

Le Miniature, March 1971

h==6½        SK       (3+4)

(A) is a nice demonstration of the Grimshaw theme in miniature.  The white King neatly
and thematically stops potential cooks by the white Queen. 1.Qa4! (2.Qh4#), 1...Bd4/Rd4

2.Qb4/Qa1#

(B) Sensitive Kings again permits some economy of white force.  One variation yields a
thematic pinmate.  In the diagramed position, the black Knight and the black Pawn are pinned--

-the Knight for sensitive reasons and the Pawn for orthodox reasons.  After the key move,

Black can only move his King.  With e6 and e4 guarded sensitively, we have a good demon-
stration of the King’s Star Flight theme. 1.Bf7! (zz), 1...Kd6/Kd4/Kf6/Kf4 2.Nc4/Nc6/Rxf5/

Qg3#

The rule has been popular in helpmates. In (C) we have a demonstration of AUW, unified
by Knight mates after minor promotions and the mates of the corresponding pieces after major

promotions. 1...g4 2.f1N/f1B/f1R/f1Q Ng3/Nf2/Rh3/Qh8#

In miniature again (D) is a help double stalemate, White’s last move stalemating himself
as well as Black.  Here, White builds a battery against his own King while Black advances.

1...g8B+ 2.Kd4 Bd5 3.Kd3 Bh1 4.d5 g7 5.d4 g8R 6.d5 Rg2 7.e5 Kf3= =

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdk]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdw$]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdw0wdP]
[wdwdP0K)]
[dwdw0wdQ]
[wdwdkdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0P)pdw0]
[dbdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[ndwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dkdwdpdw]
[wdpdw)wd]
[dw)wdw)w]
[wdp0wdwd]
[$w4rdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
w--------w

E Peter Wong, 3rd Prize

Babson Theme Ty. ‘89-90

h#2  Sensitive bK    (2+2)
R Sensitive Royal Pao

F Romeo Bédoni

Le Miniature,March 1971

h==5         SK        (8+9)

G G.P. Jelliss, 1st HM

The Problemist, 1977

#2            SK          (5+9)

Antipodean Circe 

H R. Turnbull, 1st Prize

1st Variant Chess TT ‘98

ser.s#10       SK      (1+1)

Sentinels
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Fairy pieces can be used in combination with the rule and produce good problems.  With

only four men (E) demonstrates the Babson task.  The Pao moves like a Rook but captures by

leaping along Rook lines over another unit.  The Pao is Royal, so if observed by an enemy unit,

it is classed to be in check as if it was a King.  It was a pity a Pao variation could not be found.
The challenge now is either to add the Pao promotion to the scheme (Super Babson) or to show

the task with another Royal white unit. a)1.e1R e8R  2.Rg1 Rh8#, b) 1.e1N e8N  2.Nf3 Nf6#,

c) 1.e1Q e8Q  2.Qe3 Qe6#, d) 1.e1B e8B  2.Bg3 Bc6#
(F) features Grasshoppers and shows a super AUW with a startling finale, boxed-in white

Queen and a double battery. 1.h1N Gd1 2.exd1R d3+ 3.Rxd3 hxg8B 4.Bxc2 h7  5.b1G h8Q= =

In (G), captured pieces are reborn a distance (4,4) away.  After the key 1.g4, White threat-
ens gxf5 (bPb1).  As the side moving the Pawn to the promotion rank decides its new status, by

choosing to make b1 a Rook, White would be mating the black King. Black defends by playing

fxg4 with the white Pawn being reborn on c8.  However, whatever piece Black chooses it to
be, White uses the new piece to mate Black.  Examples of white AUW in the direct #2 are very

rare, and the presentation is delightfully clear-cut. 1.g4! (2.gxf5[b1R]#), 1...fxg4[c8N]+

2.Na7#, 1...fxg4[c8B]  2.Bd7#, 1...fxg4[c8R]  2.Rc5#, 1...fxg4[c8Q]  2.Qe8#
Finally in (H), Sensitive and Sentinels rules are excellently used and combined with ideal

mate. (Sentinels rules: On moving, a piece leaves behind a Pawn of its own color on its depar-

ture square. The rule does not apply to Pawns, or to pieces moving from the 1st or 8th rank, nor
does it apply if there are 8 Pawns of that color already on the board). 1.Kb2(+Pa2)

2.Ka1(+Pb2)  7.b8R  8.Rb2  9.Rh2(+Pb2)  10.Rh1(+Ph2) K~#

This article shows the few examples I have seen.  It is always the black King that has been
mated.  Do readers know of any examples where the white King is mated instead?

2002 Teenagers’ Solving Tourney

(announcement)

Any teenager (19 or younger) may enter this chess problem solving tourney sponsored by

StrateGems.
For  twomove problems and instructions, send your name and address to:  Robert Clyde

Moore, 423 W. Delaware St., Tahlequah, OK 74464, USA.

Mr. Moore will award two one-year free subscriptions to StrateGems and small cash prizes
to several participants.

The use of computer solving programs is not allowed and it would spoil all the solving

fun.

PLEASE REPRINT

2001 Teenagers’ Solving Tourney Results
by Robert Clyde Moore

Elzbieta Kalafut, Garfield, NJ, Joshua Green, Phoenix, AZ, and Jim Foran, March, Eng-

land, won subscriptions to StrateGems in the 2001 Teenagers’ Solving Tourney. I awarded
small cash prizes to James Burkhart, Santa Rosa, CA, and David Zarkin, Metairie, LA, for their

good scores.

Teenagers were enthusiastic about this first solving tourney for them sponsored by Strate-
Gems! One youth wrote: “I had a great time trying to figure these problems out, so I thank you

for allowing me into your contest.”

No wonder the teenagers enjoyed the problems as some twomove selections were by such
fine living composers as Brown, Burger, Guttman, Holladay, Morse, and Vukcevich.

The editors of StrateGems commend Mr. Moore for his effort in organizing and conducting
this excellent tourney. We are glad that he is continuing this tradition.
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7th World Chess Composing Tournament of the FIDE

The 7th World Chess Composing Tournament (WCCT) has been announced. The follow-

ing are the details of the announcement.

Section A: Twomovers

Judges: Great Britain, Netherlands, Slovakia, Yugoslavia
Reserve Judge: France

Theme:  A single-phase twomovers with a blend of at least three different thematic groups of
two or more variations, i.e. at least 6 variations altogether. Two of the thematic groups may

show the same theme but must be clearly recognizable as separate systems. There should be

different mates in all thematic variations, and none of the thematic variations should appear in
more than one thematic group.

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdndw]
[N$wgwdw1]
[dwdkdp0b]
[wdwdwdw4]
[dwdPdw0w]
[wGN$wdwd]
[dwIw!Bdw]
w--------w

W________w
[BIwdRdQd]
[dN0wdNdw]
[wdwdw0w$]
[)wdkgwdw]
[PdwdwdPd]
[dwGw)wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdBiNIwd]
[Hwdpdwdw]
[wdwhwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdQGwd]
[dwdwgwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwGqdwdw]
[n0wHw$wd]
[gpiwdwdw]
[whpdw0wd]
[!wdw)wdw]
[p$wIwdwd]
[dbdwHwdw]
w--------w

(1) J. Roura

Good Companions 1919

Examples

#2                         (9+10)

(2) F.E. Godfrey

1st Prize 

Good Companions 1917

#2                         (12+4)

(3) V.Marin & Y.Llovet

8th Am. Ch. Congress Ty.

Good Companions 1921

#2                           (6+5)

(4) M.Pfeiffer

Sp. Pr., Chwila 1932

#2                         (9+11)

(1) 1.Qe8! (2.Ne3#), 1...Re4/Rc4 2.dxe4/dxc4# - exposure to capture and wP battery mates;
1...f4/g4 2.Qe4/Bg2# - black interference; 1...Bc5/Bf4 2.Nc7/Ncb4# - focal theme.

(2) 1.Bd2! (zz), 1...c6+/c5+ 2.Nfd6/Nbd6# - cross-checks; 1...B~/f5 2.Nfd8/Ng5# - opening of

white lines to guard bK flights; 1...Kc4,Kc6/Ke4 2.Nxe5/Nc5# - bK moves.
(3) 1.Qd2! (zz), 1...Bxd2/Bxf2 2.Bh4/Qa5# - focal theme; 1...exf2/exd2 2.Qg5/Bb6# - gate

opening; 1...N~/Nxc8 2.Qxd7/Nc6# - black correction.

(4) 1.Qc3! (2.Qd4#), 1...Nd3/Nd5 2.Ne4/Nb7# - indirect unpin; 1...Nc2/Nc6 2.Nd3/Rxb5# -
interference; 1...fxe3+/Qxd6+ 2.Qxe3/Bxd6# - check. First and second pair show the Dalton

theme.

W________w
[wdBGw$bh]
[0w!wdr0w]
[w)K$wdP1]
[gwdPdw)w]
[w0wdwiNH]
[dwdPdp4w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwGwdwd]
[dQdpdwdw]
[wdw4wdwd]
[0wdNdkdP]
[q0wdw0wd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dBdK$wdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdKdwdnd]
[dNdwdw!B]
[bdwdw0wd]
[$wdwdNGw]
[wdPdkdqd]
[0w)w0wdR]
[wdndPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdNdwGw4]
[dw0Ndwdw]
[wgwdpdwd]
[dPdkdb$w]
[w$wdndwd]
[Iwdwdndw]
[wdP)wdBd]
[dwdQdwdw]
w--------w

(5) G.P.Latzel

1st Prize, La Domenica

dei Giochi 1932(v)

#2                       (13+11)

(6) C.Mansfield, 1st Pr.

Evening Standard 1929

#2                           (9+7)

(7) M.Adabashev, 1st Pr.

Konk. Moldavian SSR ‘35

#2                        (11+8)

(8) L.Loshinski & V.Schiff

Commended, Sverdlovsk

Sport Committee 1946

#2                         (11+8)

(5) 1.Kb7! (2.Rc6#), 1...Rf6/Rf5 2.Qc1/Qc4# - unpin and dual avoidance; 1...Qxg5/Rxg4
2.Rf6/Re6# - self-block with white interference; 1...Bxb6/Qxg6,Nxg6 2.Rxb6/Rxg6# - direct

guard & making room for wR. (Note: bBa5 and bPb4 are added to original position to com-

plete the third thematic group.)



(6) 1.Qb5! (2.Qd3#), 1...Qxb5/Qa3 2.c4/c3# - unpin and dual avoidance and wP battery mates;
1...Re6/Rf6 2.Ne3/Ne7# - unpin, self-block with white interference, wN battery mates;

1...Qxc2+/Rxd5+ 2.bxc2/Qxd5# - direct checks.

(7) 1.Qc7! (2.Qc6#), 1...Qxg5/Qe2 2.Ng3/Nfd6# - unpin of white and dual avoidance;
1...Bb5/Bxc4 2.Nc5/Nbd6# - unpin of White and dual avoidance; 1...Qxf5+/Bxb7+/Ne7+

2.Bxf5/Qxb7/Qxe7# - direct checks. The first two pairs are thematically analogous, but are

clearly distinct systems.
(8) 1.c3! (2.Qb3#), 1...Nfxd2/Nexd2 2.Bxe4/Bxf3# - self-pin (Nietvelt); 1...Nc5/Ne5

2.Rd4/Sf6# - half-pin; 1...Nd4/Nd6 2.c4/Ne7# - white interference.
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W________w
[bgwdwdqd]
[Gwdrdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwhw]
[wdNdwdR0]
[0wdwdkdw]
[Kdw0wdR!]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

(9) Milan R. Vukcevich

Schach-Echo 1976

#2                         (6+10)

W________w
[wdndwdwd]
[dwdwHbdw]
[w4wdw$wd]
[dw$wdwdw]
[wdpiPdQd]
[Gwdwdr0K]
[wdw)Pdph]
[dBdwdwgw]
w--------w

(10) Milan R. Vukcevich

Chess by Milan 1981(v)

#2                       (10+10)

(9) 1.Qd6! (2.Nxd2/Ne5#), 1...Rxd6/Bxd6
2.Ne5/Nxd2# -Nowotny; 1...Rxa7/Bxa7

2.Qd3/Qf4# - removal of rear control;

1...e5/Bd5 2.Qf6/Qxa3# - pin of White and
masked interference.

(10) 1.Qg7! (2.Rd6#), 1...Rd3/Rxa3

2.Re6/Rfc6# - dual avoidance; 1...Rb4/Rxb1
2.Rff5/Rf4# - dual avoidance; 1...Rfxf6/

Rbxf6 2.Nf5/Nc6# - self-pin; 1...Re6/Be6+

2.Rd5/Rff5# - Grimshaw. Four groups of
variations (the first two with the same

theme), but because the mate 2.Rff5 appears

twice, only three groups can be counted as
thematic.

The first two thematic groups are distinguished by the black piece making the defenses
and by the fact that the wR must avoid leaving a specific line.

W________w
[wgwdwdwd]
[dwdwdrdw]
[wdwHndNd]
[dwdn!pdr]
[wdwdbdw0]
[0Pdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdPI]
[dwGBdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[w4wgNdwd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
[w0wdK0p0]
[driwdwdw]
[bdpdwdRd]
[)w0p0wdw]
[wdwdw$wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

(11) Marek Kwiatkowski

Comm., Wola Gulowska ‘00

#3                        (8+10)

Section B: Threemovers

Judges: Czech Republic, Germany, Netherlands, Romania, Ukraine

Reserve Judge: Italy

Theme: A white piece (not a Pawn) is unpinned by Black’s first

move and immediately sacrifices itself, i.e., plays to a square
where it is exposed to capture.

Example: (11) 1.Nb5! (2.Nf4+ Nexf4 3.Qd4#; 2...Ndxf4 3.Qc3#),

1...Ba7 2.Qc3+ Nxc3 3.Ne5#, 1...Rc7 2.Qd4+ Nxd4 3.Ne5#, 1...f4
2.Qxe4+ Kxe4 3.Bc2#

(12) Alois Johandl

1st Pr., Freie Presse ‘98

#7                         (6+13)

Section C: Moremovers

Judges: Austria, Germany, Netherlands, Russia, Sweden

Reserve Judge: Romania

Theme:  A four or moremover in which a white piece vacates

square X to allow another white piece to occupy that same square
X at least 2 moves later (i.e. White must wait at least one move

after the vacation of square X before he occupies it by another

piece). Pawn(s) may be used as the thematic piece(s). Example:
(12) 1.Rd4! (2.Rd5#) Kxd4 2.Rf4+ Kc5 3.Nd6 (4.Rxc4) Rb4

4.Ne4+ Kd4 5.Nf2+ Kc5 6.Nxd3+ cxd3 7.axb4#

Section D: Studies

Judges: Belgium, Georgia, Israel, Romania, Russia

Reserve Judge: Belarus

Theme:  In a certain position ("position X") of a win or draw study, a piece (or pieces) of his

own side prevent White from carrying out his plan. In the course of the solution White sacri-
fices this piece (or pieces) either passively (examples 1 and 3) or actively (example 2). Conse-

quently, position X' arises, which is identical in every detail to position X, but without the

eliminated piece(s). This enables White to carry out his original plan. In examples 1 and 2, po-
sition X is the diagram position; in example 3, position X occurs after Black's 1st move.

Pawn(s) may be used as the thematic piece(s).

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wIwdw]
[wHPdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[hwdBdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[dw0pdwdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[4w4wdwdP]
[Rdwdwdwd]
[Iwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[$wdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdw4kG]
[dwdwdpdR]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

(1) Szaja Kozlowski

Swiat Szachowy 1931

Win                         (4+3)

(2) Y. Afek, 2nd Comm.

Themes-64 1977

Win                         (4+3)

(3) D. Gurgenidze, 2nd Pr.

Die Schwalbe 1995-96

Win                         (5+6)

(1) 1.g7? R~!; 1.Rg7+! Kxh8 2.Rh7+ Kg8 3.g7!
(2) 1.Ba4? cxb4 2.c5 b3 3.Bxb3 Nxb3 draw (4.c6 Na5 5.c7 Nc6+). 1.Nc2! Nb3 2.Na1!!

(2.Ne3? Na5 draw) Nxa1 3.Ba4 Kc3 4.Kd5 Kb4 5.Bd1 wins.

(3) After: 1.Kb4 Rb5+, the thematic try: 2.Kc3? Rc5+ 3.Kd2 Rxa4 4.Rxa4+ Kb7 5.Rh4, allows
5...Rc6 6.h7 Rh6. Therefore 2.Kc4! Rc5+ 3.Kd4 Rd5+ 4.Ke4 Re5+ 5.Kf4 Rf5+ 6.Kg4 Rg5+

7.Kh4 Rxh5+ 8.Kg4 Rg5+ 9.Kf4 Rf5+ 10.Ke4 Re5+ 11.Kd4 Rd5+ 12.Kc4 (12.Kc3? Rxa4

13.Rxa4+ Kb7) 12...Rc5+ 13.Kb4 Rb5+, and the original plan succeeds: 14.Kc3! Rc5+ 15.Kd2
Rxa4 16.Rxa4+ Kb7 17.Rh4, and since wPh5 has been eliminated (passively sacrificed),

17...Rc6 (for Rh6) is now to no avail.

Section E: Helpmates

Judges: Bosnia-Herzegovina, Greece, Italy, Sweden, Switzerland

Reserve Judge: Great Britain

Theme: Helpmates in 3 moves are required with (at least) two phases, where:

In phase 1 the move of a piece X has a certain effect 'e' (line-opening, line-closing, pin, unpin,
capture, etc.) with respect to an adversary (opposite-color) piece Y. In phase 2 the move of

piece Y has the same effect 'e' with respect to piece X. See basic pattern and other allowed al-

ternatives below (where Xs belong to one side, Ys belong to the opposite side).
Pattern A (basic pattern):

Phase 1: the move of X has the effect 'e' with respect to Y

Phase 2: the move of Y has the effect 'e' with respect to X
A cyclic expression is permitted, as in the following pattern:

Pattern B:

Phase 1: the move of X1 has the effect 'e' with respect to Y1
Phase 2: the move of Y1 has the effect 'e' with respect to X2

Phase 3: the move of X2 has the effect 'e' with respect to Y2

Phase 4: the move of Y2 has the effect 'e' with respect to X1
A splitting is also permitted, as in the following patterns:

Pattern C:
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W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wgwIwdB]
[p0bGwdw4]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwiwdr]
w--------w

Phase 1: the move(s) of X has (have) the effects 'e1' and 'e2' with respect to Y
Phase 2: the move of Y has the effect 'e1' with respect to X

Phase 3: the move of Y has the effect 'e2' with respect to X

Pattern D:
Phase 1: the move(s) of X has (have) the effect 'e1' with respect to Y1 and 'e2' with respect to

Y2

Phase 2: the move of Y1 has the effect 'e1' with respect to X

Phase 3: the move of Y2 has the effect 'e2' with respect to X

A doubling, tripling, etc. of the theme in any way, and a combination, expansion or condensa-

tion of the above-mentioned patterns are allowed. Pawn(s) may be used as the thematic
piece(s).

Set-play, twinning and multi-solutions are permitted, but zeropositions or duplex settings are

not allowed.

W________w
[wdwdw1wd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdpip0wd]
[)pdp0pdw]
[P4bdw)wd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdndw]
[wdwdw0wG]
[dp)pdwdw]
[wdk)Ndwd]
[dw)wdpdw]
[w)wdw4qd]
[drdnIwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwIw]
[wdk0pdRd]
[Gw0Nhw4w]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwgwdBdw]
w--------w

(1) Thomas Maeder
Comm., idee & form 1991

h#3   2 solutions      (3+9)

(2) Thomas Maeder
idee & form 1991

h#3*                      (5+12)

(3) Christopher Jones
The Problemist 2000

h#3   2 solutions  (7+10)

(4) Gábor Cseh
harmonie 1996

h#2  b) a1=a4         (6+7)

(1) I. 1.Bf1 Bg1 2.Be3 Bh2 3.Bd2 Bg3#, II. Ba7 Bb6 2.Rf1 Bxa5 3.Bf2 Bxb4# Bristol.
(2) 1...Ba5 2.Qb4 fxe3+ 3.Kc3 Bxb4#, 1.Qxa3 Bb4 2.bxa2 Kd6 3.Qc3 Bc5# Critical move and

interception.

(3) I. Rc2 Bd2 2.f2+ Ke2 3.Rxd2+ Nxd2#, II. 1.Kd3 Bc1 2.Rd2 Nf2+ 3.Ke3 Bxd2# Maslar
theme.

The last example (4) would not be allowed in the tourney and it’s given here for illustration.

(4) a) 1.Nd5+ f4 2.exf3 e.p.+ Nxc1#, b) 1.Nd8+ Nxc4+ 2.e5 fxe6 e.p.#

W________w
[wGw$wgwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[BdwdwdRd]
[dw0pdQ0n]
[wdwiwdPd]
[dwdPdK0w]
[Ndwdwdr1]
[dndwdwdb]
w--------w

Uri Avner, 1st Prize
The Problemist 1992

s#6                     (10+11)

Section F: Selfmates

Judges: France, Germany, Israel, Russia, U.S.A.

Reserve Judge: Bulgaria

Theme:  Selfmates in 3 to 7 moves in which White – not on his last

move – sacrifices a piece (not a Pawn) to be captured, immediately or
subsequently, by the black King. Arrival of the thematic piece on the

sacrificial square during the solution is a requirement. A sacrifice on

White’s last move will be regarded in the same way as any other non-
thematic move, but the black capture of the piece thematically sacri-

ficed may occur on any move.
 

 
Solution: 1.Qc8! (2.Qxc5+ Kxc5 3.Rc8+ Kd4 4.Nc6+ Kc5 5.Ncb4+ Kd4 6.Nc2+ Rxc2#), 

1...Bxe7 2.Rxd5+ Kxd5 3.Qf5+ Kd4 4.Be5+ Kd5 5.Bxg3+ Kd4 6.Bf2+ Rxf2#, 1...Nf6 2.Be5+ 

Kxe5 3.Rxg5+ Kd4 4.Nf5+ Ke5 5.Nxg3+ Kd4 6.Ne2+ Rxe2# 

Section G: Fairies

Judges: France, Great Britain, Slovakia, Slovenia, Yugoslavia

Reserve Judge: Switzerland
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W________w
[wdwHwdKG]
[1P4p)wdp]
[wdPdwdPd]
[dw0kdwhb]
[wdNdpdw$]
[dwdwdp)w]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dw$wdn!B]
w--------w

Theme:  Direct-mates in 3 or more moves with the condition “one set of chessmen”: a Pawn
can promote only to a piece whose equivalent has already been removed from the board by

capture. Either side may have 2 Bishops on squares of the same color, but neither side can ever

have 3 Bishops or 2 Queens at the same time. The way the condition is applied defines the type
of problem:

Type 1: A Pawn on the 7th/2nd rank cannot advance to the promotion square until a piece of its

own side is captured.
Type 2: If a Pawn reaches the promotion square before any piece of its own side is captured, it

remains dormant until a piece is captured, whereupon it at once takes the power of that piece.

In the case of more than one dormant Pawn, the side making the capture decides which of the
opponent's dormant Pawns takes the power of the captured piece. A dormant Pawn cannot

move but may be captured.

Composers are free to choose between the two types.
Any legal diagram-position which complies with the rules of the chosen fairy condition is al-

lowed (including positions with 2 Bishops on squares of the same color).

For computer checking, you are referred to the new version of Popeye at the Popeye homepage
(free download): http://archiv.leo.org/pub/rec/games/popeye/

W________w
[wdKhwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[nGpiP4Nd]
[dw$w$pdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
[wdwdqHwd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdPdwd]
[dw)wdPdw]
[wdR)w0wd]
[gwHk4rdR]
[BdpGbdwd]
[dw!wdndq]
[KdNdwdnd]
[dpdwdwdw]
w--------w

Example (1) Example (2) Example (3)

#3                           (9+9) 
“Single-box” Type 1

#3                        (12+11) 
“Single-box” Type 2

#3                        (13+12) 
“Single-box” Type 2

Example (1): 1.e7! (2.Nxe4+ Qxe4 3.e8N#; 2...fxe4 3.e8N#), 1...Qg4 2.Qd1+ Qxd1 3.exd8Q#,
1...Re6 2.Red5+ cxd5 3.exd8R#, 1...Rf8 2.Bxc7+ Nxc7 3.exf8B#

Example (2): 1.e8! (2.Qd4+ cxd4[e8=Q] 3.Qe5#), 1...Ne3 2.Qd1+ Nxd1/exd1[e8=Q] 3.Qe5#,

1...e3 2.Rd4+ cxd4[e8=R] 3.Re5#, 1...f2 2.Bxe4+ Nxe4[e8=B] 3.Bf7#, 1...d6 2.Ne3+
Nxe3[e8=N] 3.Nxc7#, 1...Qa1 2.Nb6+ Kd6 3.Qxc5#, 1...Nf7 2.Rxh5+ Ne5/Ng5 3.Rxe5/

Rxg5#, 1...Ne6 2.Rxh5+ Ng5 3.Rxg5#

Example (3): 1.c8! (2.Nb4+ Bxb4[e8=N] 3.Nc7#; 2...Bxb4[c8=N] 3.Nb6#), 1...Bxc2[e8=N]
2.Nxf6+ Rxf6[c8=N] 3.Ne7#, 1...Bxc2[c8=N] 2.Ne7+ Rxe7[e8=N] 3.Nxf6#, 1...Bxc3[e8=Q]

2.Qe6+ Rxe6[c8=Q] 3.Qxe6[b1=R]#, 1...Bxc3[c8=Q] 2.Qe6+ Rxe6[e8=Q] 3.Qxe6[b1=R]#,

1...Bb4 2.Ne3+ Nxe3[e8=N] 3.Nc7#; 2...Nxe3[c8=N] 3.Nb6#

w________w
[wdndwdwd]
[dwdBdpdw]
[Rgwdwdwd]
[dNdkdwdw]
[w)w)rdwd]
[dPdwdw!N]
[wdwdpdwI]
[dw$wdwdw]
w--------w

Marjan Kovačević

1st Prize 

U.S. Problem Bulletin 1997

#2*                            (10+6)

U.S. Problem Bulletin Twomovers Award 1997 
Final Judgement 

 

Recently, the judge of this tourney, Eugene Rosner wrote: 

“Upon further evaluation, 3475 contains a 5th change after 1....Re5 

(2.Qxe5 set, 2.Nf4 play). There is an economical extension of the 

Ideal Ruchlis in that three mates are transferred (Nc3,Rc5,Nc7-

please ignore the incorrect Ne3) and the mates after the Bishop 

moves are reciprocally changed.  Upon further reflection,  this is 

only one step short of a double-reciprocal and I would like to 

award this first prize and Henk Prins' 3479, second prize.”   

The full solution is repeated for readers’ convenience. 

1...Bxd4/Rxd4/Bc7/Nd6 2.Nc7/Nc3/Rc5/Qxd6#, 1.Qd3! (2.Qc4#), 

1...Bxd4/Rxd4/Bc7+/Nd6 2.Rc5/Qf5/N(x)c7/Ne3# 
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A N N O U N C E M E N T - FIDE Album 1998-2000 

 

Composers are invited to submit their high quality compositions for the selection of composi-

tions to appear in this Album. The compositions must be published during the years 1998-2000 

(the closing date of a formal tourney is without influence). Note that the award of 6. WCCT 

was published in 2001, so the compositions in that award belong to a later Album. 

 
Five copies of each entry are required. They must be clearly stamped or printed on diagram 

sheets (paper of normal thickness) in DIN A5 size (155 x 210 mm), one entry per sheet, with 

the author's full name and address, place and year of original publication, award and full solu-
tion on the same side as the diagram. If necessary, the solution may be continued on a second 

sheet of paper - not on the back of the diagram - but the author's name and the position of the 

Kings must be repeated. Entries not complying with these requirements may be rejected. 
 

Entries should be sent to the Section Directors below, postmarked not later than August 31, 

2002. 
 

If someone enters compositions by another composer, the agreement of that composer should, 

if possible, be obtained beforehand. Any composer not wishing to appear in the Album (except 
possibly with joint compositions) may inform the speaker of the Album subcommittee of this 

fact. The present speaker is Kjell Widlert (address below). 

 
In addition, the PCCC makes the following recommendations: 

 

(1) Cyrillic names and addresses of composers should be written in Cyrillic capital letters, 
preferably also transcribed into Latin letters. 

(2) To help the Directors, the source of the compositions should, if possible, include not only 

magazine and year of publication but also the month or magazine number and/or the number of 

the composition. 

(3) If a composition has been computer-tested, this should be indicated with the symbol "C+" 

or "Co".  
(4) Unusual fairy forms should be explained. 

 

Twomovers: Director - Udo Degener, Stephensonstr. 47, D-14482 Potsdam, Germany.  
Judges - Peter Gvozdják, Anatoly Slesarenko, Claude Wiedenhoff. 

 

Threemovers: Director - Piet le Grand, Spiegelstraat 87, NL-7552 MZ, Hengelo, Holland. 
Judges - Alexander Kuzovkov, Mircea Manolescu, Jean Morice. 

 

Moremovers: Director - Hartmut Laue, Postfach 3063, D-24029 Kiel, Germany 
Judges - Alexander Feoktistov, Henk le Grand, Michail Marandyuk. 

 

Studies: Director - Harold van der Heijden, Michel de Klerkstraat 28, NL-7425 DG Deventer, 
The Netherlands.  

Judges - Oleg Pervakov, Oscar Carlsson, Virgil Nestorescu. 

 
Selfmates: Director - Hans Gruber, Ostengasse 34, D-93047 Regensburg, Germany.  

Judges - Bo Lindgren, Waldemar Tura, Vladimir Zheltonozhko. 

 
Helpmates: Director - Paz Einat, 3/27 Teper St., Nes Ziona 74042, Israel. 

Judges - Michal Dragoun, Zivko Janevski, Thomas Maeder. 
 

Fairies: Director - Kjell Widlert, Asögatan 109, 6 tr, SE-118 29 Stockholm, 

Sweden. Judges - Juraj Lörinc, Christian Poisson, Hans Peter Rehm. 
 

Retro: Director - Gianni Donati, 175 Bertrand Drive, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA. 

Judges - Michel Caillaud, Andrey Frolkin, Gerd Wilts. 
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS 
 

Welcome to new editors Mike Neumeier, Kevin Begley and Ryan McCracken. This is a 

testimony to the emergence of a growing number of young and talented chess composers in our 
country. We are happy to have them aboard.  Our thanks to Gianni Donati for doing a great job 

during the past four years.  He will be missed. 

Starting with this issue, we have combined orthodox series-movers with orthodox stale-
mates in one section. However, they will be judged separately. 

We welcome our new judges: Milan Velimirovic, Zoran Gavrilovski, Valery Shavyrin, 

Harold van den Heiden, Aleksandr Azhusin, Mario Parrinello, Franz Pachl, Christopher Jones, 

Jeremy Morse, Christian Poisson, and Nikita Plaksin. The judge for the Proof Games will be 

announced shortly. 

Problems published in this section are eligible for the year 2002 competition. Please send 
your originals to the individual editors. All solutions and comments are due by 5/15/2002 and 

should be sent to the Solutions Editor. 

 

TWOMOVERS 
 

Editor:  Miodrag Mladenovic,  Judge:  Milan Velimirović 

 
There are not many originals in this issue but the quality is high. T0304 is an excellent ex-

ample of the Arnhem theme in an almost Meredith setting. I am sure solvers will enjoy  Mike’s 

T0305. No tries but very rich play with an excellent key. T0306 shows a British Novotny.  

There is a cycle of double threats in T0307 in combination with changed mates. Rauf’s T0308 

shows the Dombrovskis theme using an unusual mechanism. This problem is composed in 
memory of Alfred Dombrovskis. Finally, in T0309 and T0310, Milan exploits his favorite 

themes. 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dKdBdwGp] 
[w0Q$wdwd]
[iwdwdwdr]
[wdwdwdw4]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwhwgb]
w--------w

T0309 Milan R. Vukcevich

Phoenix, AZ

#2 (6+9)

w________w
[wdRdw4wd]
[dwdw4wdw]
[wdw$wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwHwdB!]
[Gwdwdpdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdkdNIw]
w--------w

T0304 Rauf Aliovsadzade

Lincoln, NE

#2* (8+5)

w________w
[wdwdwdBd]
[dq0w!wdK]
[w0wdNdw$]
[dwdkHwdR]
[wdwdwdwd]
[gwdwdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

T0305 Mike Prcic

Los Angeles, CA

#2                               (8+5)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[K0Pdwdwd]
[dBdwHwdw]
[NiwdqdR4]
[0wdwdwdw]
[Pdb)wdwd]
[dwdwdQgw]
w--------w

#2*                             (9+7)

T0306 Rauf Aliovsadzade

Lincoln, NE

w________w
[wdwdw$Nd]
[dwdrdwdr]
[wHwdwdbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w!w)kdwd]
[dwdpdw)n]
[Rgwdw)Kd]
[dBdwGwdw]
w--------w

T0307 Valerij Surkov

Russia

#2 (11+7)

w________w
[bdwdwdwg]
[dwdwGp1w]
[whwdpdpd]
[dPdk)wdw]
[r0wdR0wd]
[4w0w0Qdw]
[NdpdwdKd]
[HRdwdwdw]
w--------w

#2 (9+15)

T0308 Rauf Aliovsadzade

Lincoln, NE
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwhwdb] 
[KdP!wdwd]
[HwdPdwdw]
[w)wiqdRd]
[dwdphwdr]
[w)w0w)Bd]
[dwdwdwGw]
w--------w

T0310 Milan R. Vukcevich

Phoenix, AZ

#2*                           (11+8)

SG15 (July-September 2001) Solutions –

TWOMOVERS

Comments from Author (A), Andrzej Baniak (AB), Matthew

Dickey (MD), Valery Krivenko (VK), Miodrag Mladenovic (MM),
Jeremy Morse (JM), Efren Petite (EP), Israel Tzur (IT), Helmut

Zajic (HZ)

T0280   (Zimmer)  1.Qa5? (zz), 1...Nc7/e5  2.Qxc7/Qd5#,

1...Nb6!, 1.Qb5? (2.Nc8#) e5  2.Qc6#, 1...Nb6!, 1.Nf2? (2.Ne4#)

e5!, 1.Qd2+? Ke5 2.Qf4#, 1...Kc5!; 1.Qc1! (zz), 1...Ke5/N~/e5

2.Qf4/Qc7/Qc6#  Nice  key,   but   wNh3  is  a   tell-tale   (JM),

Miniature with good flight-giving key.  Tries unconvincing (EP), I found the solution
immediately but only one good try, 1.Qa5? (HZ)
T0281   (Zimmer) 1...Kd1  2.Qd3#, 1.Qe3+? Kc2!, 1.Qe1+? Kc2!; 1.Nb4! (2.Qe1#),

1...Kc3/Nf3  2.Qd3/Qc2#   Fine miniature. Key disrupts set-play and adds two flights
(JM), Not bad. The key gives two flights (HZ)
T0282   (Neyndorff)  1...Ne~  2.Qd5#; 1.Nb5! (2.Nc3#), 1...Nd5  2.Qh7# One changed mate

(MM). Good change after Nd5, but no by-play (JM), Meager but aesthetic (HZ)
T0283   (Aliovsadzade) 1.Ra1[A]? (2.Bxc2[B]#), 1...cxb1~  2.Rxb1#, 1...c1~!; 1.Bxc2[B]!

(2.Ra1[A]#) First move and threat reversal in a miniature form (A). Too obvious: 1.Ra1?
has a dual refutation by c1~ (JM), An “oh dear” to the key (HZ), Rather simple (AB)
T0284  (Neyndorff)  1.Qe3! (zz), 1...N1~/N2~  2.Nd2/Qd3# No more than an exercise
(JM), T0282 at least shows a set-play (HZ)
T0285  (Petite)  1...Kd5[a]/Kf5[b]  2.Nf6[A]/Nd6[B]#, 1.Qg5? (2.Nf6[A]#) Kd5[a]!, 1.Qc5?
(2.Nd6[B]#) Kf5[b]!; 1.Qe8! (zz), 1...Kd5[a]/Kf5[b]  2.Qc6/Qg6#  Waiting setting with

changed mates (A). Symmetrical key more obvious than the many tries (JM), Very
symmetrical and the solution I found immediately but set-play and tries are good (HZ),
Nice changes (IT), Symmetry-preserving key echoes the set play by allowing new
symmetric mates (MD), Simple mutate (AB)
T0286 (Youngs)  1.Qf6! (2.Qf4#) Ng6,g2/Nf5/Re~/Rxe4 2.Qxf3/Qg5/Re1/Nc2# Two black

corrections (MM). Fine correction play by bR and bN (JM), Very interesting: the
correction play mates interchange between set-play and post-key play (IT)
T0287   (Petite) 1.Rf5[A]? (2.Rd6#) Nxd4[a]!, 1.Bxf7[B]? (2.Rc5#) Bxd4[b]!; 1.Qd2!

(2.Qxa2#), 1...Nxd4[a]/Bxd4[b]/Nc5/Bd6+/Na~/e3  2.Bxf7[B]/Rxf5[A]/Rxc5/Rxd6/Nc3/Qg2#

Banny and Ruchlis achieved with Nietvelt defenses (A). Good mutate of try and actual play
(JM), Well-constructed Banny with pins in the tries and selfpins in the solution (HZ),
Nice presentation of the Banny theme (IT), The tries turn into the mating moves after
the alternative try refutations (MD)
T0288   (Youngs)  1.Qc1! (2.Qxe3#), 1...N~/Nf5!/Nc2!/Re2,Rd2,Rxa2/Rf3,Rf5/b3  2.Nb3/
Bf6/Qb2/Bf6/Qb2/Qc3# Black correction (A), Released from half-pin, bR and bN produce
varied play (JM), Fine surprising key followed by interesting black corrections (HZ)
T0289  (Aliovsadzade)  1.d4? (2.Nf6[A]/Nc7[B]#), 1...cxd3+(e.p)/c3  2.Qxe3/Qxb3#,
1...Ra2+!, 1.f4? (2.Nf6[A]#), 1...Re3+/Rh6  2.dxe3/Qh1#, 1...Bxf4!; 1.Ke3! (2.Nc7[B]#)

Rxf3+/Bf4+  2.Qxf3/ Nxf4#  (1.Qb1? Rh4!) Barnes theme (A). Barnes theme, with
exposure to black checks, but crude refutations (JM), Fine “Schachprovokation” key
(EP), Here the theme is spiced-up by the check-allowing keys of tries and sols. (HZ)
T0290   (Youngs)  1.Ne4!! (2.Re8#) Ne~+/Nxf5/Kxe4/Ke6  2.Nd4/Nc5/Nxd6/Ng7# Fantastic

problem. Key is perfect. Unexpected cross-checks (MM). Exciting key allows two flights
and two cross-checks (JM), Excellent key initializes spectacular play (HZ)
T0291   (Robert)  1.e5[A]? (2.Nc5[B]#), 1...Nb7[a]/Ne4[b]  2.Bf5[C]/Rf3[D]#, 1...Be4!,
1.Qf5? (2.Rf3[D]#), 1...Nb7[a]/Nxe4[b]  2.e5[A]/Nc5[B]#, 1...Rxa3!; 1.Bf5[C]! (2.Rf3[D]#),

1...Nb7[a]/ Nxe4[b]/Rxa3  2.e5[A]/Nc5[B]/Qd2# Paz Einat theme (Vladimirov +

Dombrovskis)   +   Lender   theme   (A).   Fantastic   problem.  Combination   of   Vladimirov,

Dombrovskis and Lender theme. I have never seen anything like this before (MM). Fine try 

problem with elegant mate changes. I’m not sure about all the themes claimed (JM), 
I’m very impressed by this realization of the Lender theme but I cannot see a 

Vladimirov or Dombrovskis which include refutations (HZ), Nice modern problem (VK) 
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THREEMOVERS 
 

Editor:  Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich,  Judge:  Zoran Gavrilovski 

 

Mike starts off with a Meredith and the theme from the recent USA-England Match while 
Ganapathi finds a nice key after three unsucceseful tries. Leonid twice attacks the same square 

and Misha exploits a popular theme. Zgerski’s problem ends in a couple of nice model mates. 
The joint from Chernous and Rezvov seems a bit familiar. 

w________w
[w4wdwgwd]
[!bdw0Pdw]
[pdpiPdw0]
[4wdPHwdw]
[pdwdw)PI]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwdwdPG]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0241 Gennadi Zgerski

Russia

#3                            (12+10)

w________w
[wdNdwdwd]
[dBdwdbdw]
[w$pdwdwd]
[hwiwdpdw]
[wdqdw0wI]
[gp$w0Qdw]
[w0wdNdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w

M0239 Leonid Makaronez

Israel

#3                             (8+11)

w________w
[wdwiwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdn)B0wd]
[dwdRdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[GwdN0wdw]
[wdwgwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0238 R. Ganapathi

India

#3 (6+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwhN0wdw]
[pdKdpdQ0]
[dwGwdwgw]
[rdwdriP0]
[dwdp0wdw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdwdwHB]
w--------w

M0240 Miodrag Mladenovic

Elk Grove Village, IL

#3                             (8+13)

w________w
[wdwdRdwd]
[dwdwdwGw]
[wdPdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdR]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdP)w]
[rdBdPdQH]
[dwdwiNdw]
w--------w

M0242 Vladimir Chernous

& Nikolaj Rezvov

Russia

#3                             (13+2)

w________w
[wdw$wdwd]
[dwGwdpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw1pdw]
[wdwdPiwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[wdwdwdwI]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0237 Mike Prcic

Los Angeles, CA

#3 (6+4)

SG15 (July-September 2001) Solutions – THREEMOVERS

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), Valery Krivenko (VK), Efren Petite (EP), Israel Tzur

(IT)

M0211 (Onkoud) 1.Qd3! (2.Qd5+ cxd5 3.Bxd5#), 1...c4 2.Qe3+ Be5 3.Nd4#; 2...Qe5 3.Nc5#,

1...Bd4 2.Bxc6 ~ 3.Bxd5#, 1...Rd1 2.Bb7 ~ 3.Bc8#; 2...Qa6 3.Nxc5#, 1...Qd2 2.Bb7 ~ 3.Bc8#

A combination of line-closings, self-pinnings, unguards and quiet moves. Good black Grim-
shaw on d4.  Beautiful sacrificial wQ continuation after 1...Rd4 (EP), A nice problem
with Grimshaw (IT)
M0212 (Onkoud) 1.Qb1? Rb3!, 1.Qd1? Rd3!; 1.Qc1! (2.Qb2/Qd2), 1...g3 2.Qd2!, 1...Bg7
2.Qb2!, 1...e3 2.Qd1!, Fine differentiation of white Queen moves.

M0213  (Markevitch) 1.Ne4! Kb5 2.Qb3+ Kxc6 3.Qb7#, 1...Kd5 2.Nxc3+ Kxc6/Kc4 3.Qg6/

d3#.  BK flights with fine activity of wQ in continuation and mates (EP)
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M0214 (Pekar) 1.Bh3! (zz), 1...Ka5 2.Qc5+ Ka6/Ka4 3.Bc8/Bd7#, 1...Ka3 2.Qc3+ Ka4/Ka2

3.Bd7/Be6# An “old-timer” with echo model-mates. Aristocratic miniature with excellent
wQ continuations and mates by the wB (EP)
M0215 (Ettinger) 1.Ne4! (2.Nf6#), 1...Bxe7 2.Ra4! (3.Rxd4#) Bc5 3.Nf6#; 2...Bf6/Bb4

3.N(x)b4#, 1...Bd6 2.Nb4+ Bxb4 3.Nf6# A fine example of Bukovina Theme (Black piece
captures a white piece, which guards a flight, and then the capturing black piece is forced to

block this flight). Rather simple, with short threat and the same mate (AB)
M0216  (Petrašinović) 1.Nd5! (2.Qf5+ gxf5 3.Nf4#), 1...Qxd5 2.Kh4 ~/Rf7 3.Ng5/c8Q#,

1...Rxd5 2.Kxg4, 1...Rg8 2.Qe5+ Kxf7 3.Qxe7#, 1...Qd2 2.Nd8+ Rxd8 3.cxd8N# Fine varia-
tions culminating with minor-piece promotion. Refined problem in the traditional style with
subtle wK continuations (EP)
M0217 (Makaronez & Shifrin) 1.d6! (2.Rxe5+ Kxe5 3.Qxf4#, 1...Bc5/Bd4/Bf5 2.Nc3+/

Ng3+/Nd5 Three adverse blocks by black Bishops. Interesting work of classical style with
good white continuations after black selfblocks (EP), A wealth of interesting variants
(IT)
M0218  (Rosberger) 1.Qe5! (2.Qxc7#), 1...Nxe5 2.d4+, 1...Rxe5 2.b4+, 1...fxe5 2.f8N!,
1...Bxe5 2.f8Q+!, 1...Bb8 2.Qd4+ Four-fold Queen sacrifice with a minor-piece promotion.

Fantastic sacrificial key and nice white continuations after captures of wQ (EP), Nice
first move (VK), A daring Q (IT), Very spectacular sacrifice of wQ. I like the variation
after 1...fxe5 the most (AB)
M0219  (Olszewski) 1.Qa1! (2.Bxe5 ~/Bxe5 3.Qd4/Qxe5#), 1...Rf6 2.Ra8!!, 1...f6 2.Rh1!!

Spectacular double-Bristol. Well done! Magnificent key and Bristol continuations (EP),
Bravo!  Bristol three times (IT), Very beautiful presentation of theme (AB)

w________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dw0Bdwdw]
[wdP0wdwd]
[0PdQ0wdp]
[rdw)wiw)]
[dwdw0wdR]
[wdwdw4wd]
[hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

#4                            (8+10)

w________w
[wdwGwdwd]
[dw0pdwdw]
[ndpdwdwd]
[dwdPiNIw]
[wdw0N$wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0244 Kevin Begley

Elk Grove, CA

#4                                (6+6)

M0245 Leonid Makaronez

Semion Shifrin, Israelw________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0Rdwdwdw]
[kdKdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

#5                               (3+4)

M0243 Kevin Begley

Elk Grove, CA

after Emanuel  Lasker

Composers note: Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich has moved to Arizona. His new address is: 

 

912 N. Gullhaven Court, Gilbert, AZ 85237 

MOREMOVERS and STUDIES 
 

Editor:  Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich 

Judges: #n  Vladimir Shavyrin, Studies: Harold van den Heiden 

 

 Kevin starts off with a miniature with white King dressed in running shoes.  In M0243 he 

searches for a key while Leonid and Semion force several nice blocks around the black 

monarch. Gennady finds two nice variations out of limited black movements. Look for several 

sacrifices in M0246. Another logical problem from the master (M0247) and a tenmover from 

Nicolai round-up the score. 

 Composers, we could use more studies. Remember, there is no wait for publishing! 
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdwHpdp]
[wdwdp)w)]
[0pdw0w0w]
[wdRdPiPd]
[GwdwHpdw]
[PIwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0246 Gennadi Zgerski

Russia

#4                             (12+9)

w________w
[wdwGwdwd]
[dbdwdp4q]
[wdw0kHp0]
[dwdRdwdw]
[wdw)P0wd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[whwdwdwd]
[dwdwdBdw]
w--------w

M0247 Ralf Krätschmer

Germany

#6                             (7+10)

M0248 Nicolai Zinovyev

in memoriam Bronislav Pashkov

#10           C- (3+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdw0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwGp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdRI]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

SG15 (July-September 2001) Solutions – MOREMOVERS and

STUDIES

Comments from Efren Petite (EP), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi Vitale (LV)

M0220 (Makaronez & Nahnybida) 1.Qb8! (2.Nb6+ Kxb4 3.Nd5+ Kc4 4.Qb4#), 1...Re3

2.Nd2+ Kd4 3.Rxc3 ~ 4.Rd3#, 1...Be3 2.Rc3+ Kd4 3.Qf4 ~ 4.Bf3#, 1...Nxc2 2.Nb8+ Kxb4

3.Nc4+! Kxc4 4.Qb3# In two variations White exploits the pinning of two black

(Rook/Bishop) defenders. Careful black Grimshaw on e3 (EP)
M0221 (Makaronez & Shifrin) 1.Bxe5! (2.Nh4#), 1...hxg6 2.Bc7+ axb5 3.Be6+ dxe6 4.Rf7#;

2...Nxe5 3.Rexe5+ Kf4 4.Rf5#, 1...Rf4 2.Bd6+ axb5 3.Re5+ Nxe5 4.Ne7# A combination of

white sacrifices and black blocks.
M0222 (Anyfantis) 1.Bh3! (zz), 1...Kf3 2.Ng1+ Ke3 3.Kd5 Kf4 4.Rxe4#, 1...Kxe2 2.Kf4 e3

3.Kg3 Ke1 4.Kf3# Flight-giving key followed by three wK’s quiet moves ending with Indian.

Exquisite mates by the royal battery (EP)
M0223 (Vukcevich) 1.Ra4! (2.Qxe3), 1...Rxa4 2.Qd5+! Bxd5 3.Nxe3 B~ 4.Rd5+! Bxd5

5.Nf5#, 1...Bxa4 2.Rd5+! Rxd5 3.Nc3 R~ 4.Qd5+! Rxd5 5.Ne4# Good key with two-way sac-

rifices by white Queen and Rook, differentiated by the black first moves. Stupendous sacrifi-
cial key and continuations (EP), Complicated and interesting.  I enjoyed solving it (IT)
M0224 (Zinovyev) 1.h6! (2.Rf1) Bc2! (2...Bb3+ 3...Bg8 and no mate) 2.Rg3 Bb1 (3...Ba2

4.Bg8) 3.Ra3 (4.Ra8#) Kg8 4.Ke6 (5.Ra8#) Be4 5.Ke7 (5.Ra5? Kf8!, 6...Bg6) Kh8!! (Bd5-g8)
6.Ra5 Bc6 7.Rc5 Bd7 (7...Bb7 8.Rb5) 8.Rd5 Be6 9.Kxe6 Kg8 10.Rd8# Intricate white maneu-

vering ending in model mate.

M0225 (Zinovyev) 1.Qc4! Nb4 2.Qe4 Nc2! 3.Qxc2 Kg6 4.Qg6+ Kf3 5.Qe8! (5.Qe6? Kf4) Kf4
6.Qe6 Kf3/Kg5 7.Qe5/Qf7...10.Qg6 Kh3 11.Qf5#, 5...Kg4 6.Qf8! (6.Qf7? Kg5) Kg5

7.Qf7...11.Qh5# Two positions of mutual Zugzwang one after 4...Kf3 5.Qe8! (5.Qe6? Kf4 zz)

and 5...Kg4 6.Qf8! (6.Qf7? Kg5 zz) Well done. A nice find! (LV)

SELFMATES 
 

Editor:  Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich,  s#2-4  Judge: Alexandr Azhusin 

s#5-n Judge: Alexandr Azhusin 

 

 Welcome to Tibor Érsek. The late Vukota Nikoletic was in correspondence with the editor 

when he suddenly died. He sent several challenging compositions. Efren leaves Black with 
only Bishop moves, while Vladimir skillfully combines Bishop and Rook tempo moves. Mike 

has two nice variations and Tibor has to find correct King moves. The last three selfmates are 

longmovers followed by an interesting reflexmate. 
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dw!wdwIw]
[w0PdB)wd]
[griwdwdw]
w--------w

S0175 Vladimir Chernous

Ukraine, ded. to Isaak Kavnatsky

s#4  b) wRe2              (6+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdwdw)Qd]
[dpdwdKdB]
[w0wdPdpd]
[dRdwdnib]
w--------w

S0179 Manfred Zucker

Germany

s#8                              (7+6)

S0181 József Pásztor

Hungary w________w
[wdwdKdk1]
[dwdwGwdR]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdBdw]
[wdwdw$wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

S0182 Valerij Surkov

Russia

r#2                             (5+2)

w________w
[wdwdKdwd]
[4wdNdNdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dQdwdwdR]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

S0180 Valerij Surkov

Russia

s#17 C- (5+3)

w________w
[wdwdNdBd]
[dw0w!w$w]
[w0Pdwdwi]
[0KdwGwdw]
[PdwdpdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdb]
w--------w

S0177 Tibor Érsek

Hungary

s#5                           (10+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dP0wdNdw]
[w1pdw$wd]
[dw0wdPdw]
[w0KdkHRd]
[gPdndwGw]
[wdQdw)wd]
[dwdBdwdw]
w--------w

S0171 Vukota Nikoletić (†)

Yugoslavia

s#3                           (12+8)

w________w
[wdwHwdwd]
[dw0wdp1w]
[pdPdwGw)]
[)pIBdkdw]
[w)pdwhwd]
[dPdwdwdP]
[w$wdwdwH]
[gwdwdRdw]
w--------w

S0178 Vukota Nikoletić(†)

Yugoslavia

s#5                            (13+9)

w________w
[ng  dRdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[q4pdbdQd]
[0wIwdNdw]
[wdpdkGwd]
[dwdNdwdn]
[wdr)w0Pd]
[dwdwdBdw]
w--------w

S0174 Vukota Nikoletić (†)

Yugoslavia

s#3                           (9+13)

w________w
[wdRdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[p)wdwdwd]
[Iw0pdwdw]
[Bdk1pdwd]
[!w0w)ndw]
[NdN$wdwd]
[4bdwdwdw]
w--------w

S0172 Vukota Nikoletić (†)

Yugoslavia

s#3                           (9+11)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[)wdwdkdP]
[wdwdrdwd]
[dNdQdwIw]
w--------w

s#17  2 solutions  C- (6+2)

w________w
[wdwdwdw!]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dw0wGwdw]
[w0wdwHwd]
[0Pdwdw0w]
[Pdp0wdqd]
[Iwir4wdw]
w--------w

S0176 Mike Prcic

Los Angeles, CA

s#4 (6+11)

w________w
[wdwdwdbd]
[dpdwdwdN]
[wGp!Pdp0]
[dw4wdw0w]
[wdPdBdK0]
[dw$niNdP]
[wdw$wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

S0173 Efren Petite

Spain

s#3                         (11+10)
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SG15 (July-September 2001) Solutions – SELFMATES

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Valery Krivenko (VK), Efren

Petite (EP), Radovan Tomašević (RT), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi Vitale (LV)

S0147 (Laue & Gulke) 1...Rf4[x] 2.Nf5+[A] Rd4 3.Nxf2+ Bxf2#, 1...Rf5[y] 2.Ne4+ Rd5

3.Nexf2+ Bxf2#; 1.Rb5! (2.Re5 3.Nxf2+ Bxf2#), 1...Rf4[x] 2.Ne4+[b] Kxc4 3.Ne3+ Nxe3#,
1...Rf5[y] 2.Nxf5+[A] Kxc4 3.Nfe3+ Nxe3#, (1...f6 2.Qe6 ~ 3.Nxf2+ B(R)xf2#) Reciprocal

change between set-play and solution with four different white continuations on the third

move. Enjoyable continuations by the white Q-N battery (EP)
S0148 (Prcic) 1.Nexd7! (2.Qe4+ Kd6 3.Qe6+ fxe6#), 1...Nb7 2.e4+ Kd4 3.Qd6+ Nxd6#,
1...Nc6 2.Qe4+ Kd6 3.Qd4+ Nxd4#, 1...Rxc5 2.Qe6+ Kd4+ 3.Qe5+ Rxe5#, 1...Bxc5

2.Qe6+(Qe4+?) Kd4 3.Qe4+ Bxe4# Five Queen sacrifices on five different squares around the

black King. Dual avoidance. An extraordinary play! (EP)
S0149 (Auhagen) 1...Kh4 2.Nf4 Kg3 3.Ng2 hxg2#; 1.Nf8! Kh4 2.Ng6+ Kg3 3.Qf7 Kg4 4.Qd5
Kg3 5.Qg2+ hxg2# A reversal of sacrifices from the set-play (Knight) to play (Queen). Well

done. Nice switch of functions between wN and wQ (CCF), Diagonally mirrored mate
pictures (IT)
S0150 (Prcic) 1.Sd3! (zz), 1...Nd2 2.Qd4+ Nc4 3.Nf4 c5 4.Nd5 cxd4 5.Nb6+ Nxb6#, 1...Nc3
2.Qxc6+ Nb5 3.Bb4 axb4 4.Nc5+ Ka5 5.Qc7+ Nxc7#  The mating net is set. All that’s needed

now is to make the black Knight to cooperate. Two very attractive lines of play after moves
of bNb1 (CCF), Charming white continuations in a waiting setting, on the lines of the
bN moves (EP)
S0151 (Zucker) 1.Bd7! Kh4 2.Qf5 Kh3 3.Ba4 Kh4 4.Bd1 Kh3 5.Bf3 Kh4 6.Nf2 gxf2#

Queen/Bishop Platzwechsel. WQ and wB change plans to allow bNf2. Neatly done
(CCF), Herlin-type moves of wB achieved with bK switchback moves (EP), Interesting
(VK), A long Platzwechsel (IT)
S0152 (Chernous) 1.Ndf5+! gxf5 2.Kc7+ e6 3.Rc6 a6 4.Bb6 a5 5.Rb8 a4 6.Bc8 a3 7.Qd8

Ne8# White sets up a mating net and forces double mate at end.  Well composed
(CCF)
S0153 (Vukcevich) 1.Nf3! (2.Kd4+ Rd2#), 1...Qf6+! (2...Qh8+? 3.Qg7! Qb8! 4.Qc7+!) 2.Ne5

Qd8 3.Nd7! Qh8+ 4.Qg7!! Qxg7+ 5.Ne5! Qb7 7.Nc6+! Qxc6 7.Kd4+ Rd2# Queen-Queen-

Knight duel, but the good guys always win!
S0154 (Kalkavouras) 1.Bd1? g5? 2.Bg4! Bh7 3.Bf3+ Be4 4.g4 (Black is in Zugzwang) Bd5

5.Be4 Bc6 6.Bd5 Bb7 7.Bc6 Bxc6#, but 1...Bh7! 2.g4 g5! (2...Bg8? g5!) 3.Bf3+ Be4 and

White is in Zugzwang. 1.Bh3! (1...g5? 2.Bf5! g4 3.Bxd3 Bh7 4.Be4+ Bxe4#) Bh7 2.g4! Bg6
3.g5! (Black B is trapped) Bh7 4.Bd7 Bg8 5.Be8 Bh7 6.Bxf7 Bg8 7.Bd5+ Bxd5#; 2...g5

3.Bg2+ Be4 4.Bf3 (Black is in Zugzwang) Bd5 5.Be4 Bc6 6.Bd5 Bb7 7.Bc6 Bxc6#  Good key
but need to get bB to a8-h1 diagonal fairly obvious (CCF), Bravo Ioanis! (LV),
Beautiful evolutions of wB: Herlin moves in one line of play, and pursuit Bristol in the
other (EP), With the key White loses an important tempo (IT), Nice duel of the two
Bishops (AB)
S0155  Cooked in 12 moves: 1.Qd6+ Re6 2.Qd8+ Re7 3.Nh3(d3) Ke6 4.Nf4+ Kf6 5.Kh8
Kf7 6.Qg8+ Kf6 7.Qf8+ Rf7 8.Qd8+ Re7 9.h6 Kf7 10.Qg8+ Kf6 11.Qf8+ Rf7 12.h7
Rxf8# (CCF, RT)
S0156 (Surkov) 1...Kd1 2.Qb1#, 1...c2 2.Qa1#; 1.Ne5! (zz), 1...Kd1 2.Nd3! (3.Qe2#) c2 3.Ne1

(4.Qxc2#) fxe1Q#, (2.Nf3? [3.Qb1#] Kc1!), 1...c2 2.Nf3! (3.Qa1#) Kd1 3.Ne1 (4.Qxc2#)
fxe1Q#, (2...Nd3+? Kd2!) White keeps one step ahead of Black. Every white move threatens

Black with mate only to be foiled by the Black’s next move.

S0157 (Surkov) 1.Rf3! (2.Qf2+ Kd1 3.Rb3 Kc1 4.Rb1+ axb1Q#), 1...Kd1 2.Re3 Kd2 3.Qb3
Kc1 4.Qb1+ axb1Q#, 1...Kd2 2.Re3 Kd1 3.Qb4 Kc~ 4.Qb1+ axb1Q# Good key but need to
force bK to c1 obvious (CCF)
S0158 (Surkov) 1...Ke2 2.Rd1 cxd1Q#; 1.Rg4! Kf~ 2.Rdf4+ Ke2! 3.Rh4! Ke3! 4.Rf1! Kd3

5.Rf3+ Ke2 6.Rhh3 Ke1 7.Rh1+ Ke2 8.Rd1 cxd1Q# Fine maneuvering by white Rooks. One
of the best! (LV), Brilliant evolutions of the wRs and final promotion mate (EP)
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SERIES-MOVERS and STALEMATES 
 

Editor: Mike Neumeier,  Judges: Series-movers  Jeremy Morse, Stalemates Jeremy Morse 

 

This section includes only ser.#/=, ser.s#/=, ser.h#/=, =, s= and h=.  Problems with fairy 

units or conditions and non-series problems combining # and = should be sent to Fairies.  

Welcome to our newest StrateGems section!  I am delighted to be its first editor.  Essen-

tially we have expanded our earlier Stalemates section by annexing standard-rule series prob-

lems from Fairies.  In their new home here, series-movers will be afforded separate judging.  

Many thanks to Jeremy Morse for accepting both sub-section judgeships for 2002! 

Greetings to Lee Poissant, Wladyslaw Obierak, Brian Edwards and Oleg Paradzinskiy!  

And, welcome again to a fine line-up of veterans in these genres. 

Robert shaves a unit in the twin of our opener C0001, while Lee beguiles us in our search 

of the only hideout in C0002.   Wladislaw's two mid-range problems feature proximate twin-

ning, themed at the fore, yet with extras that will challenge solvers.  With C0006, Unto claims 

the shortest theoretically possible length on a theme, given non-violent nature.  Dan offers his 

first ever series in C0007, a machine with many moving parts.  Joost skillfully presents a 

theme we have seen, though this one plays a course and finale we should find enjoyable. 

Nicolai continues to draw us in with yet another pair. Eugeniusz  teams with our helpmates 

editor for a lone King dynamic at mid-range in Q0079, while Dan's own Q0078 was the inspi-

ration behind a recent GCM theme tourney.   Our Hungarian friends, György and László, along 

with Tibor and new guest, Oleg, round out our first edition in fine fashion. 

You may ask, "What does Mike like?"  My overall answer would be: "I enjoy chess prob-
lems... but, I absolutely love chess puzzles."  Trickery and deceit bring a smile.  One noticeable 

gap of late:  multi-variation shorter-range direct stalemates.  I implore artists to send me some 

of these things.  I'm beginning to think they do not exist.  On the flipside, anything in series is 

worth a look, and often times a pot of coffee... and I like coffee... and there are world records 

to break... and take note... Jeremy is our judge. A Happy New Year to all! 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[$wdwdwdP]
[wdpdKdwi]
[$wdwdwdw] 
w--------w

C0001 Robert J. Bales, Jr.

Broadview, IL

ser.h#5   b) Pg4→h3  (4+3)

w________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwgPd]
[dpdw)rdw]
[w)w0wGPd]
[dwdbdwdk]
w--------w

C0002 Lee Poissant

Morristown, NY

ser.h#5                       (7+7)

w________w
[wdwdw$wd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdPdPdwd]
[dP)wdPdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdK)w]
[w)wdRdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
w--------w

C0003 Brian Edwards

Scotland

ser.h#6  b) Rf8→g2  (11+2)

c/d) Kf1→d1/a1

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIbdBd]
[dw)wGwdw]
[wdp)w)wd]
[dwHw)Pdw]
[Pdw)w)wd]
[iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

C0004 Wladyslaw Obierak

Schaumburg, IL

ser.h#9  2 solutions  (12+3)

b) Be6→f6  2 solutions

c) Be6→Sc6 

w________w
[wdwdwGBd]
[dwdPdp)N]
[wdwIwdPd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dkdpdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

C0005 Wladyslaw Obierak

Schaumburg, IL

ser.h#11 b) Pe5→e2  (9+3)

c) Kb3→c2

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[B0wdNdwd]
[0wdwdwdp]
[w0p0w0p$]
[hrdkdwdw]
w--------w

C0006 Unto Heinonen

Finland

ser.h=9                     (4+11)
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w________w
[qdwdn4wd]
[dBdwdwdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
[KdwdwdwG]
[dwdw0wdw]
[ndRdw0k0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

C0007 Dan Meinking

Cincinnati, OH

ser.h=14                     (5+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdw)pdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[iw0wdPIw]
[wdP)wdwd]
[0wdP0wdw]
[Pdwdwdpd]
[dRdwdwdw]
w--------w

C0008 Joost de Heer

Holland

ser.h=26    C- (8+8)

w________w
[kdKdwdRd]
[)wdwdw)w]
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdq]
w--------w

Q0073 Nicolai Zinovyev

=6                              (6+3)

w________w
[qdwdwiwd]
[dw!wdwdR]
[wdwdPdKh]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
w--------w

Q0074 Nicolai Zinovyev

=9 C- (4+4) 

w________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[dpdPdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dBdRdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Q0075 Oleg Paradzinskiy

Ukraine

s=8             C- (6+4) 

w________w
[w$bdndwd]
[dwdwhw0w]
[wdBGk)Pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Q0076 György Bakcsi, 

László Zoltán, Hungary

h=3   b) Ne7→f8        (6+5)

w________w
[wdwdwdKd]
[dpdw0wdw]
[whwdwdwd]
[gwdkdw)w]
[Pdw0wdwd]
[dwdNhwdB]
[wdQdwdbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Q0077 Tibor Érsek

Hungary

h=4   2 solutions          (6+8)

w________w
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdk)B0]
[dwdwdwdq]
w--------w

Q0078 Dan Meinking

Cincinnati, OH

h=5½                          (3+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdw0b]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dpdpdw1w]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdkdw]
w--------w

Q0079 Eugeniusz Iwanow, 

Dan Meinking, Poland/USA

h=9                             (1+9)

SG15 (July-September 2001) Solutions - STALEMATES

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), Danny Dunn (DD), C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Jeremy

Morse (JM), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi Vitale (LV)

Q0049 (Zinovyev) 1...Kh8  2.a4  Kg8  5.a7 Kh8  6.Bf8! Kg8 7.a8Q Kh8 8.Qa2=; 1.a4 Kh8

5.a8B! Kh8  6.Bb7  Kg8  7.Ba6  Kh8  8.Bc4= A complete block moremover, in which subtle

timing determines the correct coronation. Set play more interesting than actual (JM)
Q0050 (Zinovyev) [black moves forced] 1.Ba3+!  2.Qd7+  3.Qxe7+  4.Qxf7+  5.Qf6+  6.Qe6+

7.Qe5+ 8.Qd5+ 9.Qxh5+ 10.Qd5+  11.Qd4+  12.Qc4+ 13.Qxh4+ 14.Qc4+  15.Qc3+ 16.Qxb3+

17.Qxh3+ 18.Qb3+ 19.Qxb2+ 20.Qxa2+ 21.Qxh2+ 22.Qa2+ 23.Qb2+ 24.Qb3+ 25.Qh3+
26.Qe6+  27.Qf6+  28.Qf7+ 29.Qf8+  30.Bxf8 31.Bg7=   A rather long-winded but entertaining

venture.  The point of 1.Ba3+ is only realized some 19 moves later!
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Q0051 (Bryuhanov) 1.Nb4 d3   2.Nc2+! dxc2  3.b3! Ka2   4.Kd2  Ka1  5.Kc3 Ka2  6.Kb4 Ka1 

7.Ka4 Ka2  8.b4+   Ka1   9.Ba2 Kxa2  10.Qb2+ Kxb2= The fine intro frees White to assemble 
a make-shift coffin. A bit long-winded – would be better if shorter (CCF) 

Q0052 (Holladay) [black moves forced] 1.Kf2 ... 5.Kb1  6.Qc5+  7.Rb2+ cxb2  8.Ra4  9.Bc6+  

10.Ba4+  11.Qb6  12.Qb3+ Kxb3=  This asymmetric setting yields a few niceties, including 

repeated sacrifices on a4. White forces Black to capture all of its officers.  Well done but 
again could be shorter (CCF), Logical sequence (JM) 

Q0053 (Zimmer) I. 1.Nc3 Kxd4  2.a6  Kxc3=, II. 1.Nb3 Rxb3  2.Ka6 Rxb5= Tidy construction 

produces ideal-mates with unified play! Attractive captures of bNs by wR and wK (CCF) 

Q0054 (Holladay) a) 1...e8R  2.Nb8  cxb8Q 3.Be5 Qxe5=, 1...c8B  2.Ke8  Kxg7  3.Nf6 Kxf6= 

b) 1...b8Q  2.Nf8+ exf8N  3.Ke7 Kxg7=, 1...b8N  2.Ke8  Kxg7  3.Nf6 Kxf6=, c) 1...e8R  2.Bb8  

cxb8Q  3.Ne5 Qxe5=, 1...c8B  2.Bb6  Bxd7 3.Bd8 exd8Q=, d) 1...e8R  2.Bf6  Rxe5  3.Bd8 

cxd8Q=, 1...e8N  2.Nc6  Nxg7  3.Nd8 cxd8Q=, e) 1...exf8N  2.Bf6  c8Q  3.Bd8 Qxd8=, 

1...exf8R+ 2.Ke7 Rf7+  3.Ke8 Kxg7= Explosive Holladay fireworks, with 17 promotions in 

all!  Some repetition is inherent, but no two lines have identical play and mates. Excellent 
twinning.  EH seems to be able to extract the maximum from any position (CCF) 

Q0055 (Zucal/Pancaldo) 1.Qh6 g7  2.Qh8+ gxh8Q  3.Na1 Qxa1  4.Rg8+ Bxg8= Three active 

black sacrifices bring attractive line-play for both sides. Good sequence of moves with two 
checks of wK (CCF), Excellent h=, with near tries and sweeping diagonal moves (JM) 

Q0056 (Érsek) a) 1.Kxe6 Nxf3  2.Kd7 Nxd4  3.Kc8 Nc6  4.Rd7 Bxh3=, b) 1.Ke4  Nxh3  

2.Kd5 Nxf2  3.Kc6 Bxf3+  4.Rd5 Nd3= The vastly different yet logically similar finales (pin-

model/ideal) make for an impressive Meredith. Two good stalemates with bR pinned 
(CCF) 

Q0057 (Érsek) a) 1.Rd5 Qxh5  2.Rxd4 Qxh3  3.Rb4 Qxf5  4.Bxa5 Qxf8=, b) 1.Bb6 Rxf8  

2.Bxd4 Rxf5  3.Be3 Rxh5  4.Rxe4 Rxh3= A complex scheme, ending with double pin-models, 

in which the "idle" wK is the star  character!  One might wish for more delicate white play, but 

the reversed bR/bB maskings and matched d4P annihilations are ample compensation.  Sadly, 

Joost de Heer notes the following part b) cook found by Popeye: 1.fxe4 Bxe5 2.Bb6 Rxf8 

3.Bxd4 Qxh5 4.Be3 Qxh3=.  Good news: The author sends the following C+ correction (see 

diagram below.) 

w________w
[wdwgwdwG]
[$wdwhwdQ]
[wdwdndw0]
[)wdw4wdw]
[wdw)Pdwd]
[iBdwdwdp]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w

Q0057(v) Tibor Érsek

H=4  b) Ka3→d3 (9+7)

Q0058 (Smirnov) I. 1.Rb3 Bxc6  2.R8b5 Bxb5  3.Nc4 Kxb3  4.Kb6  

Kxc4  5.Ka5 Kc5=, II. 1.Rd8 Bxb7  2.Rd3  Kxd3  3.Nc4 Kxc4  4.Bb5+ 
Kxb5  5.Kb8 Kb6= Not an attractive problem aesthetically speaking, but 
surely a noble solver challenge. Stalemate position fairly obvious but 
nonetheless a considerable achievement to get two solutions from 

one diagram (CCF), My favorite stalemate problem in SG15 (DD) 

Q0059 (Meinking) a) 1.h1R! Kd5   2.Bg8+ Kxc5  3.Rh8 Kc6  4.Bh7 

Kd7  5.Kg8 Kxe7=, b) 1.h1Q! Kxe7  2.Qa8! Kd6  3.Kf7 Kxc5  4.Qh8 
Kd6  5.Kg8 Ke7= The "baby" (h2P) is welcomed home by both "par-
ents" (bK/bB).  Charming present  for  Sebastian  (CCF),  Delight-

ful  pair,  with different  black promotions and different order of wP 

captures (JM), Thanks to Sebastian who inspired this splendid problem (LV), Young 

Sebastian already plays hide and seek! (IT) 

Q0060 (Grigoryan) 1.d1B f4  2.Bh5 f5  3.Bg6 fxg6  4.a2 gxh7  5.a1B h8B  6.Be5 Bxe5= Three 
Bishop promotions with an ideal-mate finish.  Let's hope it's not anticipated. Excelsior with 
three promotions to B nicely done (CCF), Harder to stalemate in this positon than to 

mate (JM), It looks deceptively simple, nevertheless hard to find all the B promotions 
(IT), Three Bishop promotions in miniature, very enjoyable (AB) 

HELPMATES 
 

Editor:  Dan Meinking,  Judges:  h#2  Mario Parrinello,  h#2.5 & h#3 

Franz Pachl,  h#3.5 & h#n  Christopher Jones 

 
We begin another year by revisiting the previous.  No less than six originals honor the late, 

great  Gábor  Cseh, a  testament  to his profound  impact in our little problem  realm.   Season's  
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Greetings to Bob Lincoln, Alexandr Feoktistov, Ioannis Kalkavouras, Lennart Werner, and 

Andrew Buchanan, who grace this column for the first time.  

H0585 lightens an historically heavyweight theme.  Our Chess Life correspondent dabbles 

anew in helpmate twomovers.  Abdelaziz presents a striking cyclic nuance, while Alexandr 

stretches task limits.  Can anyone extend the theme of H0594 (without twinning) to four lines?  

Messrs. Pachl and Pásztor proffer strategically potent play. 

Evgenij twice features reminiscent schemes.  Andrew does likewise, in the more literal 

sense; count before you move when studying his H0608!  Ironic wrinkles abound in H0601-

H0605.  A trio  of coordinated triplets round out the threemovers. 

Four 'unconventional' moremovers starkly contrast Živko's more customary venue, though 

the purpose of the latter seems novel.  H0615, H0616, and H0618 feign curious paradoxes. 

Albert's echo stems from a fresh reverb motif.  Despite part of H0619 having been shown 

previously, the (essentially) doubling of its content is a memorable enrichment. 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdwdwdw]
[wdn$wdwd]
[dwdbdwGw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0585 R. Ganapathi

India

h#2   2 solutions         (4+3)

w________w
[wdbhwdrd]
[dwdk)wdw]
[wIw0whwd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0586 Robert Lincoln

Little Egg Harbor, NJ

h#2   2 solutions         (3+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdwdwdk]
[wdwdwdwd]
[4wdw$pIp]
[bdwdwhw0]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w

H0587 Vitaly Medintsev

Russia

h#2   b) -Pf3                (4+7)

w________w
[rdNdndwI]
[dwdw)wdb]
[wdPdkdwd]
[dwdwGndq]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwHwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0588 Árpád Molnár

Hungary

h#2   b) Pc6→g6        (6+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
[wdkHwdwd]
[Gwdw)wdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[gNdpdwdw]
[BdwIwdwd]
[$wdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0589 Andrew Kalotay

New York, NY

h#2   2 solutions         (7+5)

w________w
[wdwdbdwd]
[drgwdwdw]
[wdwdkdPd]
[dw)whwdw]
[wdpdndwd]
[dQdwdwdw]
[wdw1wdwd]
[dKdw$rdw]
w--------w

H0590 Mykola Nahnybida

Ukraine

h#2   b) Rf1→f5         (5+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdN0Bdw]
[wdwdb0w0]
[dw)wdk4R]
[wdwdpdn0]
[dwdP4pdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
w--------w

H0591 Abdelaziz Onkoud

Morocco, for Hoda

h#2   b) Rh5→c2      (6+11)

c) Nd7→f2 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdw4pdw]
[w)whk0wd]
[dpdNdbdw]
[wIBdP0wd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdw$wdw]
w--------w

H0592 Alexandr Feoktistov

Russia

h#2   5 solutions       (7+10)

w________w
[Ndw$wdwd]
[0kdwdwdb]
[pdr0P0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpIndwd]
[dw0w$wdw]
[wdwdwdrd]
[dwdwdn1B]
w--------w

H0593 Miomir Nedeljković

Yugoslavia

h#2   2 solutions       (6+13)
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdp0Pd]
[0whwdwdR]
[wgw0kHwd]
[dw1Rdw)w]
[wdPdw0pd]
[dKdwhr4w]
w--------w

H0594 Temur Chkhetiani

Georgia

h#2   3 solutions        (7+14)

w________w
[bdwIw!wd]
[dwdw$pdw]
[wdwdw0wG]
[dwdpdn4P]
[wdw0qdw0]
[dw0piNHR]
[wdwdwgwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0595 Franz Pachl

Germany

h#2   b) Pd4→d2     (8+13)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0p0wdw]
[Rhbiw0wd]
[1wdP4P0p]
[w0w$whwd]
[dwdw0KGw]
[wdwdw)Qd]
[dwdrdwdw]
w--------w

H0596 József Pásztor

Hungary

in memoriam Gábor Cseh

h#2   b) Qa5→h1     (8+15)

w________w
[rdwdwdwd]
[iPdndw1w]
[pdwgwdwd]
[)bdwdwdw]
[wdwdwhwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwI]
[drdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0597 Evgenij Markov

Russia

in memoriam Gábor Cseh

h#2½    2 solutions     (3+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdr4wdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdpd]
[dP1wdPdw]
[w)P)wdwd]
[dw!wIwdw]
w--------w

H0598 Jozef Lozek

Slovakia, dedicated to 

Christopher Jones 50th Birthday

h#2½    3 solutions      (7+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwgp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdK)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0599 Robert Bales

Broadview, IL

h#3    3 solutions        (2+3)

w________w
[wdwdwGwg]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
[kdKdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdbdwdw4]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0600 Ioannis Kalkavouras

Greece

h#3   b) Bf8Bh8      (2+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdp0wdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwgrdkdp]
[wdNdwdb0]
[dwdwdw0n]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdndwdw]
w--------w

H0601 Živko Janevski

Macedonia

h#3    2 solutions      (3+12)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dw0kHpdw]
[w0wdw)p0]
[$wdwIb4r]
w--------w

H0602 Lennart Werner

Sweden

h#3   4 solutions       (5+10)

w________w
[wdwdnibd]
[dKdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdp0]
[dw1w0wdw]
[wdp$wdwd]
[gw0wdrdw]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dwdwdrdw]
w--------w

H0603 Christopher Jones

England

h#3   b) Ne8→g7      (3+13)

w________w
[rdwdw1wd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[wdn4wdwd]
[$wdwdw)w]
[wdpdwiw0]
[IpdwdNgw]
[b)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0604 Toma Garai

Van Nuys, CA

h#3   2 solutions       (6+10)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwhpdw]
[wdwdkdw0]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdPH]
[dNdpdw0w]
[wdBdpdp$]
[dwdbIwhq]
w--------w

H0605 Gennady Chumakov

Russia

h#3   b) Pf7→d6      (6+12)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0bdw0w]
[pdqipdwd]
[hw4rgpdw]
[wdpdw0wI]
[$wdwdPdw]
[wdBdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0606 János Csák

Hungary

h#3   3 solutions        (4+15)

w________w
[wdrhwdqd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[pirdPdKd]
[gwdw)wdR]
[wdpdwdPd]
[)wdNdwdw]
[wdPdw0wG]
[dwdndwdb]
w--------w

H0607 Gennady Shinkarenko 

& Roman Zalokotsky

Ukraine

h#3    3 solutions      (9+12)

w________w
[n4bdkdw4]
[dp0p0p0p]
[w0wdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[w)P)P)P)]
[$NGwIBdR]
w--------w

H0608 Andrew Buchanan

Los Angeles, CA

in memoriam Gábor Cseh

h#3*   see text!       (14+14)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[1pHwdwdw]
[wiwdwdwd]
[dw1wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0609 Daniel Novomesky

Slovakia

h#4    3 solutions        (2+4)

2 black Queens

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdqiw]
[wdwdw0Nd]
[dwdwdKGw]
w--------w

H0610 Michael Grushko

Israel

h#4    b) bRf3              (3+3)

2 solutions each

w________w
[wdndw1wd]
[0w0wdwdw]
[Pdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdbd]
[IwdwdBdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0611 Christer Jonsson

Sweden

h#4   2 solutions         (3+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdw4wdp]
[w)wiw4w)]
[Ipdw0w0w]
[wdpdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0612 Mike Prcic

Los Angeles, CA

h#4   3 solutions         (5+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdwdk0p0]
[dwdwdb4w]
[wdw0pdnI]
[dpdwdRdP]
[q0wdw4wd]
[dwdwdwdn]
w--------w

H0613 Živko Janevski

Macedonia

h#4½                       (3+15)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdkdwdwd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdKdPdwd]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0614 Alexander Toger

Israel

h#5    2 solutions         (4+2)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwGw)wd]
[dw)pdwdw]
[wdwdbhwd]
[dwiwhwdw]
w--------w

H0615 György Bakcsi & 

László Zóltan, Hungary

h#5                             (4+5)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwgw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdk]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdN]
w--------w

H0616 Luigi Vitale, Italy

in memoriam Gábor Cseh

h#6                             (2+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdbdwd]
[dw0k0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0pI]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------w

H0617 Albert Grigoryan

Armenia

h#6                             (2+6)   
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w________w
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdBdw]
[wdwdpdq4]
[0k4n$Qdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dndwGwdw]
w--------w

h#2   2 sols.    (5+10)

(A) C.J. Feather

Csák-Majoros T. 1999 w________w
[Rdwdw4wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------w

(B) S. Komarov

IMR 1990

h#3   2 sols.       (3+2)

w________w
[wdwdwgwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwiwdPdP]
[wdpdwHw$]
[dw0w0wdw]
[wdwdwdPG]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

(C) C.J. Feather

Hatchings 4, 1995

h#3   2 sols.       (7+7)

w________w
[wdw1wdwd]
[dwdB0wdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dw4wdNdw]
[w4kdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w

(D) V. Kozyrev & 

E. Fomichev, Comm.

Probleemblad 1996

h#3   2 sols.      (4+7)

H0507 (Frantzov) a) I. 1.Qg3 Rf5  2.Kxh3 Rh5#, II.1.Kh5 Bf5  2.Qh4  Bg4#, b) I. 1.Ra6 Bd5  

2.c4 Bc6#, II. 1.Rd3 Rd5 2.Kc4 Rxc5# Difficult feat of double white Grimshaw+battery in 2x2 
form, but not without a few aesthetic imbalances. White battery mates in each one of the 

solutions, but the two are apparently different problems since black material in a) is 
not used in b) and vice-versa (EP), Remarkable realization of 4 double-check mates 

(HZ), Battery creation and black selfblocks (IT), A pair of pairs of double check mates 
(MD), Looks like two different problems on the left and right side of the board (AB) 

H0508 (Jonsson/Persson) a) 1.Qxe4 (Rxe4?) Rxd6 (Qxd6?)  2.Qxe7 Rd3#, b) 1.Rxe4 (Qxe4?) 
Qxd6 (Rxd6?)  2.Rxe6 Qf4# After the capture-keys, the now-pinned black units are magneti-
cally drawn to the remaining pinners. Exquisite Zilahi (HZ), A fine passive Zilahi (IT), The 

black major pieces work along the e-file pin-line to remove the critical Pe4 and then 
make themselves scarce by capturing their corresponding white pinners (MD). CJF 

points out diagram A. Solution: I. 1.Nf4 Rxe4  2.Rxf3 Rb4#, II. 1.Ne5 Qxe4  2.Rxe3 Qc2# 

H0509 (Donati) a) 1.Qxf3 Bc2  2.Ne3 Kb3#, b) 1.Qxb6 Bb3  2.Nc5 Ka3# Inherent symmetry 

aside, an interesting mix of line openings and closings.  The double closing of 2.Nc5 is a small 
blemish. Captures of wRs allow bNs to execute necessary shutoffs (CCF), Beautiful 

effects in perfect harmony (HZ), The unpinned bN obstructs his own Q to enable K-
battery to work (IT) 

H0510 (Murarasu) I. 1.Qxb8 Ne7  2.Rxb5 Rc6#, II. 1.Kxb6 Bxd3  2.Rxc6 Nd7# The pairs of 
captured and mating units with models are nice, but a secondary theme is lacking. Two-color 

annihilation maneuvers, and model mates (EP), Cyclic change of functions of 4 W 

units. Quite interesting (HZ), A difficult but very satisfying problem (MD) 

H0511 (Janevski) I. 1.Kf6 Nxh5+ 2.Kg6 Rc6#, II. 1.Rf6 gxh5 2.Kf5 Rc5#, III. 1.b4  Nf7+ 

2.Ke4 Rc4#, IV. 1.Kd4 Nd5  2.Kd3 Rd2#, V. 1.Rg6 Re2+  2.Kf6 Nxh5#, VI. 1.Ng6 Rc6  
2.Qd4 Re6#, VII. 1.Nf5 Rd2  2.Rf6 Rd5# “Seven indirect unpins of the same Rook on the 

same line!" (composer).  The idle wN in the Rf6/Ng6 variations seems an acceptable (though 
unfortunate) task by-product.  In four solutions (1.Kf6/1.Rf6/1.b4/1.Kd4) the pin is the-

matically irrelevant (though of course it stops cooks) because it does not even serve to 
force the move order. When the bK moves to the pinline such an order-forcing function 

is usually the only justification for claiming such unpins as thematic. Nevertheless an 

amazing task! (CJF), Great diversity of mates (EP), Seven unpins of the wR. A re-
cord? (HZ), Seven different ways to free the pinned wR (MD) 

H0512 (Drazkowski) I. 1.Qe3 Bxc2  2.Re4 Bxf6#, II. 1.Re6 Rxb5  2.Be5 Rxf4# Spectacular 
critical and anti-critical fireworks with pin-mates. Black double interceptions upon the 

lines of pinned black men (EP), Critical moves in best of harmony (HZ), A beauty! (IT), 
My favorite H#2 in SG15 (DD), Excellent strategy to get the e-file blocked by the 

pinned black pieces (MD) 

H0513 (Cseh †) a) 1.dxe1R! Nd5  2.Rxc2  Qxc2#, b) 1.exd1R! Bd5  2.Rxf2+ Bxf2# Árpád 
Molnár notes H0513 meets a recent Hungarian quick-composing tourney theme: "In a H#2, in 

the b) position there is a change of place by 2 black units.  One of these units must be a line-
piece (Q,R,B).  In both solutions the black line-piece [exploits] the line-opening motif [of] the 
other unit."  And very well done, we might add! Two forced promotions to R well-
engineered (CCF), Black promotions and sacrificial moves (EP), Exquisite underpro-

motions (HZ), A beautiful Zilahi in the best Hungarian tradition (IT), Matching R under- 
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w________w
[wdw1wdwd]
[dwdr0wIw]
[wdw0pdwd]
[dwdwdwGk]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdr]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0618 Marko Ylijoki

Finland

h#6                            (2+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwgw]
[w0w0wdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdk]
[Pdp0pdpd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0619 Rolf Wiehagen

Germany

in memoriam Gábor Cseh

h#8   zero-position    (2+10)

a) Pe2→f2   b) Kh3→h6

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[wdpdw)wd]
[dw)pdw0w]
[b0w0w0Pd]
[1kgKdwdw]
w--------w

H0620 Evgenij Markov

Russia

in memoriam Gábor Cseh

h#11                         (5+12)

SG15 (July-September 2001) Solutions - HELPMATES 
 

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), Matthew Dickey (MD), Danny Dunn (DD), C.J.Feather 

(CJF), C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Henryk Kalafut (HK), Barry Keith (BK), Valery Krivenko (VK), 

Jeremy Morse (JM), Efren Petite (EP), Radovan Tomašević (RT), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi Vitale 

(LV), Rolf Wiehagen (RW), Helmut Zajic (HZ) 

 
H0501 (Parrinello) a) 1.Qxh4 Ra2+[A]  2.Qa4 Rd5[B]#, b) 1.Qxe2 Rd5+[B]  2.Qb5 Be1[C]#, 

c) 1.Qxd6 Be1+[C]  2.Qb4 Ra2[A]# Cycle of captures (Zilahi) and white moves with pin-

models -- in Meredith.  Bellissimo! A fairly straightforward cycle of moves (CCF), Fine 
cycle AB-BC-BA (EP), Excellent cyclic Zilahi with cyclic W moves and pin-mates (HZ), 
Beautiful Zilahi cycle (IT), Construction is impeccable, great problem (AB) 
H0502 (Abdurahmanovic) a) 1.N2a3 b8B  2.Bb5 Bd4#, b) 1.Kb5  b8N  2.Rb6 Rd5#, c) 1.Kc7  
b8R  2.Bb6 Be5#, d) 1.Qc8  bxc8Q  2.Rb5 Nd7# White AUW combined with double black 

Grimshaw!  The promoted units serve solely to provide the right guard(s), while "auxiliary" 

pieces mate. Skillful AUW (CCF), AUW followed by interference.  Fantastic! (HZ), AUW 
+ 2 x Grimshaw (RT), Great: AUW plus double Grimshaw! (IT), Nice mates with lots of 
self-blocking complement the AUW, but the twinning is all over the map (MD) 
H0503 (Petkov/Prcic/Frantzov) I. 1.Bf1 Kxf1  2.Qxh8 Rxa7#, II. 1.Nf3 Kxf3  2.Qxh7 Bxe5# 

Economical array of guard "dumping", line-openings, and Zilahi. Black sacrifices with line 
opening by wK, and opening white lines by bQ for the mates (EP), The highlights of 
this fine Zilahi are the B sacrifices! (HZ), Very interestingly motivated Zilahi (IT), The 
bQ looks for an out-of-the-way place as the wK removes another potential mating line 
blocker (MD), Zilahi with halfpin, lacks harmony (AB) 
H0504 (Molnár) a) 1.d2  c3  2.Kd3 Nf2#, b) 1.Rg3 Rc4+  2.Kf3 Ne1#, c) 1.Be6 Rc4+  2.Kd5 

N2e3#, d) 1.Qg6 Re7+  2.Kf5 N4e3#, e) 1.Bd4 Ne3   2.Ke5 Re7# The zero-twinning is easily 

offset by 5 flight-clearing/blocking keys and model mates!   Clever selections of self-
blocking units (CCF), Five different units give a square for the bK and simultaneously 
self-block (HZ), Starflights and more… (IT), The five added pieces allow mates on 5 
separate squares (MD) 
H0505 (Parrinello) I. 1.Re5 Kc2 (Nxg3,Nc3?) 2.Ke4 Kd2#, II. 1.Be5 Nxg3 (Nc3,Kc2?) 2.Kd4 

Nf5#, III. 1.Ne5 Nc3  (Kc2,Nxg3?)  2.Kf4 Nd5# Rich blend of key-move departure and arrival 

guards determines the correct continuation. Three different black units move to e5 for 
mates of bK on d4, e4, and f4.  Good construction (CCF), Wonderfully constructed 
triple avoidances (HZ), Three selfblocks on e5 plus all bK flights on the fourth rank 
arranged during the play (IT), An economical exposition of the theme (MD), Very ele-
gant indeed (AB) 
H0506 (Pankratiev) a) 1.Kxc5 Nc7 (Nc3?)  2.Qb6 Qf8#, b) 1.Kxd5 Nd7 (Nd3?)  2.Qd6 Qh1# 

Careful choice of N moves prevents an untimely check. Nice mates by wQ (EP), BQ 
checks avoid duals and wNs exchange their functions.  Nice (HZ), Zilahi-like idea: one 
wN is eliminated while the other one shields his K against the bQ’s selfblock (IT), Mar-
velously minimalist mates (MD) 
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H0523 (Markevitch) I. 1.Be4 Ne3  2.Qf5 Bf2  3.Qd5+ Nc4#, II. 1.d2  Ng3  2.Kd3 Ne4  3.Qe2  

Nc5# White and Black take turns unpinning Her Majesty. Meredith with fine black play of 
self-blocks, and model mates (EP), Neat, although I see no connection between the 
sols (HZ), A pair of surprising solutions (MD) 
H0524 (Jonsson/Wiehagen) I. 1.Kxg2! Kg5  2.Bf2 Nxf4+  3.Kg3 Nf1#, II. 1.Kxe2! Ng4  2.Rf2 

Bf1+   3.Kf3 Ne5# A florid arrangement of guard-Zilahi and Platzwechsel!  Each W2 unguards 

the mating square while guarding 2 flights. Nice bK annihilation moves (EP), Beautiful and 
difficult (HZ), Cute (IT), Precision parallelism in a nice sacrificial setting (MD) 
H0525 (Abdurahmanovic) I. 1.Qc6 Nc5+  2.dxc5! Bd3  3.Kd5 Bf5#, II. 1.Qg4 Nf4+  2.exf4! 

Rd3  3.Kf5 Re3#.  Pursuant to Fadil's article (SG8, pg. 195): Destruction and formation of 

batteries on d3. White sacrificial moves and battery mates after bK flights (EP), Very 
fine sacrifices of the wN (HZ), Beautiful and harmonious! (IT), Excellent creation of the 
mating lines by the Pawn captures (MD). CJF signals diagram C for comparison. Solu-

tion: I. 1.d5  Nd3+  2.cxd3 Bf4  3.Kd4 Bd6# , II. 1.Be7 Nd5   2.exd5 Rf4  3.Kd6 Rxc4# 

H0526 (Onkoud) I. 1.Kc4 Bb6  2.axb6 Ke3  3.b5 Nb6#, II. 1.Kd4 Nd6  2.exd6 d3   3.d5 Bf6# 

The active Zilahi sacrifices are well-known, but the motive (anticipatory bP self-block) seems 
highly original.  Strong form with model mates are also a plus. Excellent white sacrificial 

moves and model mates (EP), A nice Zilahi with bP assistance (IT), A subtle and well-
executed offering (MD). Compare to diagram D. Solution: I. 1.e6 Bc6  2.Qd4  Bd5+  3.exd5 

Nd6#, II. 1.e5 Nd4  2.exd4 Bf5   3.Qd5  Bd3# 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdbdNd]
[drdkdpdw]
[wdwdrdwd]
[dpgwdwdw]
[wHwdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

(E) D.Müller, 1st Prize

Problem-Echo 1996

h#3    2 sols.      (3+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdRdwd]
[dPdwdwdp]
[Bdwhwdwi]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[gwdw1ndw]
w--------w

(F) H0528(v) Y.Gordian & 

I.Kavnatsky, Ukraine/USA

h#3   b) wNe6   (5+6)

w________w
[wdqdwdwd]
[4wdwdpdw]
[PdwdNdw4]
[dwdkdpdw]
[wdNdwdpd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[Pdpdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

(G) C.J. Feather

Scrapings 9 (03/2001)

h#3½   2 sols.   (5+9)

w________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wiwdwdw0]
[1wdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdw1]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

(H) Dan Meinking

Original

h#6½                 (2+6) 

H0527 (Murarasu) I. 1.Bf5 Nf1  2.Ke4  Kg3  3.Rd4 Nf2#, II. 1.Rf5 Bh6  2.Kxe5 Nf2  3.Bd4
Ng4# The two black Grimshaws, Umnovs, and flight-giving W1 moves make this Meredith

memorable.   Interesting self-blocks on f5 and Grimshaw on d4 (EP), Double Grimshaw
(IT). Compare to diagram (E). Solution: I. 1.Rd4 Nd3  2.Kc4 Kc1 3.Bd5 Ne5#, II. 1.Bd4 Nf4+

2.Ke5 Nh5  3.Rd5 Nc4#

H0528 (Kavnatsky) I. 1.Nxc6+ Rf6 (Re5?)  2.Nd4 Bd7  3.g3 Rf4#, II. 1.Nxb3+ Re5 (Rf6?)  

2.Nd4 Bd1  3.g3 Rxh5# Black frees both white line-pieces, though care must taken at W1.  The 
3.g3 repetition is unfortunate, though it does serve to open a different line in each twin. BN 

annihilation moves for opening lines to wB, achieved with white pins and unpins (EP), 
Good self-pin/unpin play, and you gotta like the way the bN clears the way for the wB 

(MD). Isaak sends a joint improvement (see diagram F). Solution: a) 1.Nxb3+ Re5  2.Nd4 

Bd1  3.Qg3 (Ng3?) Rxh5#, b) 1.Nxb5+ Nd4  2.Nc3 Bd7  3.Ng3 (Qg3?) Nf3# 

H0529 (Nedeljković) a) 1.Rxd4+ c4 2.Ke5 Rc3 3.Ke4 Re3#, b) 1.Bf7 Rc5 2.Ke6 c4 3.Bf6
cxd5# An old theme with a paradoxical twist: Matched Bristols movements in the same direc-

tion by two white units, with leader/follower roles reversed!  No predecessor in the Bristol
collection (RW)
H0530 (Garai) I. 1.Ke6 Ng2! 2.fxg2! Rf5 3.d6 Bc8#, II. 1.Ke5 Be2! 2.fxe2! Rf6 3.d5 Ng4#
Graceful Zilahi offerings to open the f-file and close the 2nd rank, allowing the wR to close the

mating nets.  The bP one-two and model mates make this story complete!  No predecessor in
the 'bP capture of W pieces' collection (RW), Well matched solutions with difficult play
(CCF), Charming white sacrificial moves, with indirect unpins of the Rook (EP), Inter-
esting problem, but it is decided easily (VK), A beautiful active Zilahi with sophisticated
unpin maneuver and Pawn one-two (IT), The two solutions complement each other
nicely (DD)
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promotions and sharp play.  One can only imagine how much Mr. Cseh would have 

contributed to the problem world had he reached three score and ten  (70)(MD) 

H0514 (Aliovsadzade) a) 1.Qxf5 exd5 2.Qe6 dxe6#, b) 1.gxf3 Qxe6 2.Kxe4 Qf5# The mutual 

Q/Q captures are a natural progression to Rauf's H0334 (SG10) and H0369 (SG11), with (re-
spectively) B/B and R/R counter-punches. Fine switchbacks by bQ and wQ.  High class 

problem (CCF), Pretty Zilahi theme (EP), Reciprocal capture of Queens with switch-
back.  Remarkable (HZ) 

H0515 (Wiehagen) a) 1.Nxe3  Rxe3+  2.Kxe3 Qxa3#, b) 1.Nxf4  Rxf4+  2.Kxf4 Qf7#, c) 

1.Nxe4+ Bxe4+  2.Kxe4 Qb7# Slightly awkward twinning, but the unique disarming of 3 "bat-

teries" in Zajic theme manner carries it well. Another agreeable Zilahi theme (EP), Inter-

esting triple-set of the Zajic theme.  I agree with C.J. Feather that captures of W units 
in the final moves usually are not the best way to show the theme but here the 

scheme requires such effects (HZ), Real fun (IT), Enjoyable irony in that the W line 
pieces have to be cleared off the mating lines! (MD) 

H0516 (Prcic) I. 1.Qe6 Qd8  2.Qxb6 Qxb6#, II. 1.Qd7 Qe8  2.Qxa4+ Qxa4#, III. 1.Qc8 Qf8  

2.Qxc5 Qxc5#, IV. 1.Qxg5 Qh6  2.Qxd2+ Qxd2#, V. 1.Qxg3 Qh3  2.Qxb3+ Qxb3#, VI. 1.d3 

Qh4  2.Qc4 Qxc4# An augmentation to 6 matched Q/Q arrivals.  Compare to H0440 (Feather), 
in which the 5 variations bear concurrent traversals. Opposition play between bQ and wQ 

with sacrificial moves (EP), With the exception of Pd4, only the Qs move.  Astonishing 

task (HZ), Isn’t it a maximum of “Q tags and takes Q”? (IT), The Qs conspire to set up 
mates on 6 different lines to the bK (MD) 

H0517 (Chernous) I. 1...h8Q  2.Bd1 Qh6  3.Bf3 Ne3#, II. 1...Nf4  2.Kh4 h8B  3.Bg4 Bf6# 

Nowadays, distinct promotions and models are a good starting point, but not necessarily where 

one should drop anchor.  White promotions and model mates (EP), Nice miniature (HZ), 
Nice mates, though it’s not clear that the extra half move is adding a great deal to the 

composition (MD), Simple but very nice (AB) 

H0518 (Nahnybida) a) 1...Bg7+  2.Qe5+ Kg6 (Kh4?)  3.Re4 Rd7#, b) 1...Rd7+  2.Qd5+ Kh4 

(Kg6?)  3.Be4 Bg7# Concise thematic play, with Grimshaw and pin-models, though with an air 

of familiarity. Black pins achieved with inversion AB/BA between the first and third 
white moves (EP), Reciprocal W moves and fine pin-mates (HZ), ODT, anti-Nowotny.  

In short, a lovely problem (IT), Well-motivated play and first-rate twinning (MD), Grim-
shaw on e4 with selfpin of bQ.  A better and more economic setting would be wKa1 

and h#2 without moves of wK (AB) 

H0519 (Cseh †) I. 1...Bg8  2.Rxb3 Qf7  3.Rxb4 Qxa2#, II. 1...Rb8  2.Qxb3 Qb7  3.Qxc4 
Qxb2# A rare combination of Turton Doubling and guard-Zilahi. Two remarkable Turtons 

(HZ), Beautiful! May I call it a latent Zilahi? (IT), A nice set of clearances to get the wQ 
to the bK (MD), Pseudo-Zilahi with Bristol, good (AB) 

H0520 (de Heer) I. 1.f1R+ Rf2  2.Rc1 Bb5  3.Rc5 Rd2#, II. 1.Kd4  Bb5  2.Ke3 Bf1  3.Kf3 
Rh3# Matched ideal-mate pictures, with a "Chernous" found in the first line. Miniature with 

good model mates (EP), Nice, but only one promotion (HZ), The same picture turned 

90 degrees (IT), The promotion with check is somewhat of a surprise! (MD) Compare 

to diagram B. Solution: I. 1.Kc4 Be4  2.Rf3 Bc2  3.Rc3 Ra4# , II. 1.Ke5 Be4  2.Ke6 Bg6  

3.Re6 Re8# 

H0521 (Grigoryan) a) 1.f1N Rf3  2.Ne3 Nc6  3.Nd5 Nd2#, b) 1.g1B Nb6  2.Bc5 Re3+  3.Kd4
Nc2#, c) 1.f1R Rg3  2.Rf3 Nge2  3.Kf4 Rg4# An elegant promotion trio, with each white piece

delivering one of the (model) mates. Promotions to N, B, R but perhaps c) is a mistake as
a completely different mate to a) and b) (CCF), Black promotions and model chame-
leon-echo mates (EP), A beautiful find (HZ), A nice miniature with three underpromo-
tions.  It is a pity that the third solution doesn’t echo the first two (IT), Underpromotions
lead to model mates (MD)
H0522 (Zujev/Mansarliyskiy/Frantzov) a) 1.a1R Rb5  2.Rb1 Bc7  3.Rb3 Ra5#, b) 1.a1N e4
2.Nb3 Bc1  3.Na5 Rb4#, c) 1.a1B Rd1  2.Bc3 Rd3  3.Ba5 Bc6#, d) 1.a1Q Bd6  2.Qe5 Rb3

3.Qb5 Ra3# An extension of H0337 (SG10), by the first 2 authors, to achieve a full AUW with

model mates.  The twinning, however, is a bit of a stretch.  No predecessor in the AUW
collection (RW), AUW in form of a miniature which deserves a WOW (HZ), AUW,
miniature (RT, IT), Excellent black AUW in miniature! (HK), Quite tricky AUW (AB)
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wGwdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

(I) J. Pitkanen

The Problemist 1998

h#8                    (2+3) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwIw]
[wdw4wdwd]
[dw1wdwdw]
[w4wdwdwd]
[iwGwdwdw]
w--------w

(J) A. Berssenbruëgge 

& R. Wiehagen

G. Buësing 50JT 1998-99

h#8  2 sols.       (2+6)

H0548 (Livnat)  a) 1.... Kf6 2.Kb3 Kxf7 3.Kc4 

Kf6 4.Kd5 Kg5 5.Ke6 Bxd6 6.Kf7 Be5 7.Kg8 
Kf6 8.Kh8 Kf7#, b) 1...Kf6 2.Kb3 Kxf7 3.Kc4 

Kxf8 4.Kd5 Kg7 5.Ke6 Kh6 6.Kf7 Kg5 7.Kg8 
Kf6 8.Kh8 Kf7#. The triple-switchback and wK 

Rundlauf ideas have been shown independently 
(see diagrams I & J. Solution (I): 1.Ka2 Kd6  

2.Kb3 Ke7  3.Kc4 Kxf7  etc. as in H0548 b), with 
4 switchbacks. Solution (J): I. 1.Ka2 Kf6  2.Kb3 

Kxf7  3.Kc4 Kf6  4.Kd5 Kg5!  5.Ke6 Bf4 etc. as 
in H0548 a), II.  1.h5!(f5?) Bd2  2.h4 Bxc3  3.h3 

Bxd4  4.h2 Kf4  5.h1B Ke3  6.Bd5 Kd3  7.Ba2 
Kc3  8.Rc2+ Kxc2# ),  but  the combining of  both  

seems worthwhile. The black play in both parts is identical but perhaps justified by the
wK changed route in b) (CCF), I like the b) solution more (IT), Variations are interest-
ing but too similar (AB)

Happy Holidays

to our subscribers and contributors from the editorial staff of StrateGems

H0542 (Ilievski) 1.Kc7 Ka1 2.Qa8+ Kb2 3.Rb7 Kc1 4.Kb8+ Kd1 5.Bc7 Nc6# A delightful 

notion: the wK temporizes in the corner, then heads for cover. A good test for solvers (LV), 
The wK has to lose tempi.  Not easy (IT) 

H0543 (Meinking) I. 1.Qxc2 Rh1! 2.Qh7 Bg6 3.Qxh3 Be8 4.Qd7 Rh8 5.Qa7 Bc6#, II. 1.Qxg3 
Ba2! 2.Qg8 Rg6 3.Qxb3 Rc6 4.Qg8 Bd5 5.Qb8 Ra6# A new genre: The strategic h#5!  Many 

thanks for the dedication of this superb problem (CJF), Excellent play in both parts 

(CCF), A delight! (LV), Extraordinary bQ annihilation moves for opening the lines to 
wB and wR, allowing two battery mates (EP), Delicate Q maneuvers including several 

Bristols.  Not easy: the first white move was hard to find.  A real joy to solve it! (IT), An 
artistic masterpiece! (DD), Best helpmate of the issue!  The line openings are refresh-

ing and surprising! (MD), Great example of coordination of white and black forces, 
good harmony, full analogy of variations, a masterpiece! (AB) 

H0544 (Toger) a) 1...Bxf3 2.g2+ Kh2 3.g3+ Kh3 4.Kg1 Be2 5. Kh1 Bf1 6.g1B Bg2#, b) 

1...Bf1! 2.f2 Bh3 3.f1R+ Kg2 4.Rf3 Kg1! 5.Re3 Kf1 6.Kf3 Bg2# A compact miniature whence 

square and linear B Rundlaufs magically appear. Good wK waiting moves in b) (CCF), 

Miniature with excellent mates by wB (EP), Transparent (HZ), A fine problem with two 
white underpromotions and delicate white tempo-play (IT) 

H0545 (Hutya) 1...f4 2.h1Q f5 3.Q1a8 f6 4.Qg7+! fxg7 5.Qh8 gxh8Q+ 6.Kc1 Qa1# An inno-
vative 4-corner concept in which the traveling unit changes color!  Nicely done (CCF), Ex-

celsior and Q sweeps (JM), An old idea that still works (LV), An excellent excelsior 
(MD), BQs in four corners, nice geometry (AB) 

H0546 (Vitale) 1.Nc5+ Kc4 2.Kb2 Kd5 3.Kc3 Kc6 4.Kb4 Kd5 5.Ka4 Kc4 6.Nb3 axb3# Ele-

gantly echoed King marches preface the model mate. Straightforward (JM), Clever maneuvers 
of both Kings, for wP mate on b3 (EP), Interesting jockeying by the two Kings (MD), Interes t-

ing route of wK (AB) 
H0547 (Meinking) 1...Bf3! 2.Qd8+ Ke4 3.Kc6 Bg4 4.Nf3! Kf5 5.Kd7 Kg6+ 6.Ke8 Bh5 7.Bd7 

Kg7# Multiple shielding effects to get wK to g7. Very good problem (CCF), Despite much 

effort, this defeated me (JM), Almost perfect! (LV), Brilliant royal battery mate after the 

lengthy march of bK (EP), Great: three Indians in a row (IT), Brilliant! (BK). The final 3.5 

moves have been shown previously [see H0460 (Wiehagen/Brand) solution and accompanying 

comparisons in SG15].  The new face on this Indian is the "sliding" effect on 3 adjacent lines.  

Diagram H shows non-diagonal K movements with pin motif. Solution: 1...Bf3!  2.Qh3! Ke4  

3.Kc6! Bg4  4.Qd8 Kf5 etc.  
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H0531 (Jones) a) 1.Qe4+! dxe4 2.Rd2 Bf5 3.Kd3 e5#, b) 1.Rd5! c4 2.Qd2 Rc6 3.Kc3 cxd5# 

Black sacrifices allow wP "shifts" with subsequent line-openings.  Paired "passing" moves at 
B2/W2, reoccupation of d3/c3, and P-battery models cap an ornate interaction! Two-color line 

openings with final white battery mates (EP), Highly interesting line openings for turn-
ing a guard to selfblock (IT), Tricky play to block on d2 before the bK blocks the line to 

d2 (MD) 

H0532 (Dragoun) a) 1.Qh6+ Bg6 2.Qc1 Nf5 3.d2 Ne3#, b) 1.Qb8+ Rc7 2.Qxb3 Nc6 3.Ncb1 
Nb4# A prosaic sequence of B/W unpin, W/B pin and W/B unpin. White pins and unpins, 

then battery mates (EP), A harmonious ODT (IT) 

H0533 (Feather) I. 1...Nd6 2.Qxd6 e7 3.Qd8+ exd8Q 4.Ke4 Qd3#, II. 1...Nc5 2.Qxc5 e7 3.Ke4 

e8Q 4.Kf5 Qg6# A logical halfmover-specific concept: Set mates exist where bK captures the 
e4N, thus random N keys fail.  Only 1...Nc5/Nd6 allow subsequent captures, while separating 
the two logical "set" lines! Diagonally mirrored echo-mates with identical strategy (IT). 

Compare with diagram (G). Solution: I. 1...Na5  2.Qb7 axb7  3.Rxa5 b8Q  4.Kc4 Qc3#, II. 

1...Nf8  2.Re7 a7    3.Qxf8 a8Q  4.Ke6 Qc6# 
H0534 (Bakharev/Larin) I. 1...Bh1! (Bg7?) 2.Kb3 Rf6 3.Kb2 Bg7 4.Ka1 Rf1#, II. 1...Rh6! 

(Rg6?)  2.Kd5 Bf6 3.Kc6 Rg6 4.Kb6 Bd8# Critical Grimshaw batteries lead to surprising pin-
models!  White must choose his key-moves wisely to escape the bRh3 sentry. Spectacular 

formation of white battery on f6 and mates for this after waiting moves on g6/g7 (EP), 
Nice problem, but it would be better if Ra6 stood on b6 (VK), Choosing f6 as the criti-

cal point enables the white tempo move.  A pleasant problem (IT), Rather schematic 
idea expressed with an excessive use of black force (AB) 

H0535 (Šaletić) 1.Kb4 Rb1 2.Ra4 Rb2! 3.Ka3 Rb1 4.Rb4 Ra1# An entertaining shuffle with 3 
switchbacks. Attractive non-capturing sequence (CCF), Straightforward (JM), More 

difficult than it first looks (LV), Paradoxical, for at first bK occupies the blocking square 

for bR (HZ), Interesting Platzwechsel (IT) 

H0536 (Tribowski) I. 1.Qa1! Qg6+! 2.Kd5 Kg4 3.Rc5 Kf5 4.Qd4 Qe6#, II. 1.Kd6 Qg5! 2.Rc6 

Kg3 3.Rg7 Kf4 4.Rd7 Qe5#, III. 1.Nc7! Qf3+! 2.Kd7 Kh5 3.Rd8 Kg6 4.Ke8 Qf7# Thrice the 

wQ builds a "bridge" permitting wK passage!  Precise timing, and resources like 1.Qa1! and 

1.Nc7!, are signatures of a master architect. To be awarded! (LV), Beautiful model-echo 
mates by the wQ (EP) 

H0537 (Pásztor) I. 1.d4 Bc7+ 2.Kd5 Bxe5 3.Ng5 Bf4 4.Ne6 Bf3#, II. 1.e4 Bf7 2.Ke5 Bxd5 

3.Nd6 Bc4 4.Nf4 Bc3# Despite the mirrored white play, this little gem has an undeniable 
charm. Harmonious play by the wBs with model mates (EP) 

H0538 (Shifrin) a) 1.Ke5 Na5 2.Rd7 cxd7 3.Kd4 d8Q+ 4.Kc3 Qd2#, b) 1.Rxb3! Ke1! 2.Rb7 

cxb7 3.Kc4 b8Q  4.Kd3 Qb3#, c) 1.Kxc6! Kf4 2.Kd5 Kg5 3.Ke5 Na5  4.Rd5 Nc6# "In a) both 

thematic white pieces (Nb3,Pc6) take part; in b) and c) these pieces create Zilahi with mates on 

the previously vacated squares." (composer)  The slight wK twinning shifts produce a fine 

"unified variety". The c) mate is particularly good (CCF), WQ promotions and mates for 

this in two solutions, but the third has totally different play (EP) 

H0539 (Trommler/Wiehagen) I. 1.Ke4 Bxb6 2.Kf4 Bxc5 3.Bf3 Bxd4 4.Ne4 Bxe3#, II. 1.Kc6 

fxe3 2.Kc7 exd4 3.Bc6 dxc5 4.Nb7 cxb6# "Up-and-down" theme by White, though with a trace 

of symmetry.  Rolf notes several (h#3) versions with black thematic units exist, eg. H0138 

(Barsukov) in SG5 (Jan-Mar 1999). Up and down the staircase – amusing sequence 
(CCF), A perfect machine! (LV), Up and down go the white mating pieces.  The same 

black strategy is a pleasant added value.  Very entertaining (IT), A humorous problem 
(DD) 

H0540 (Janevski) I. 1...Rc1! 2.Qc7 e5 3.Kb7 e6 4.Kc8 e7 5.Rb7 e8Q#, II. 1...Rd1! 2.Qd7 exf5 

3.Kc7 f6 4.Kd8 f7 5.Bc7 f8Q# The pinner becomes the pinned in neatly paired play.  The 
anticipatory effects and distinct wP paths are bonuses.  In a sense, this reminds me of 

H0358 by Stepochkin (SG10, 2000) (RW), A strong work! (LV), Two brilliant wQ pro-
motions (EP), The anticipatory pinning of bQ is a fine and quite hidden idea (IT) 

H0541 (Jonsson) set:  1...Bc2! 2.bxc2 Nb4 3.c1B Nd5  4.Bh6 Nxf6 5.Bg7 Ng6#, play: 1.Kg7 

Nd7 2.Kf7  Nb6 3.Ke6 Na4  4.Kd5 Nb4+ 5.Kc4 Bd3# Wonderful set/play engineering in 

which each wN travels afar to accommodate the bK.  The dual role of the wB is as clever as it 
is ironic! Solution easier to find than set play (JM), Spectacular white mates (EP), A 

surprising half-Zilahi (IT) 

 



37F0325 Olivier Ronat

France

in memoriam 9/11/2001

h#2           see text! (3+2) 

Chameleons d2, e5, f4

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwiwdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[)wdw1wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

F0326 R. Ganapathi 

India

h=3   2 solutions         (2+2) 

Adverse Sentinels

w________w
[wdwdwgwd]
[dwdPdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

F0327 Joost de Heer

Holland

h=3½ Mars Circe    (3+2) 

zero-position

a) Pd7→c7;   b) Kd2→h2

w________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdw!bdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwgwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

F0328 Daniel Novomesky

Slovakia

h#5   3 solutions          (3+4) 
Q Grasshoppers, b Fers

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdk0]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0w0]
[dwdwdKdw]
w--------w

F0329 Lennart Werner

Sweden

h=3½ b) Kg4→g6    (2+5) 

Circe

w________w
[wdwdwdQd]
[dqdw1wdq]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwGk]
[wdwdK)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Qdwdwdw1]
[dwdwdw!w]
w--------w

F0330 Newman Guttman

Evanston, IL

h#2    3 solutions       (6+5)

Qq Grasshoppers

w________w
[wdwdwdqd]
[dwdNdkGw]
[wHwdwdwd]
[dwdK!Qdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wHwdNdw4]
[dwHQdwdB]
w--------w

F0331 Michael Neumeier

Cincinnati, OH

#2   ± Nightriders   (11+4) 
Transmuting Kings

< Grasshoppers

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dQdbdKdk]
w--------w

F0332 Dan Meinking

Cincinnati, OH

h#5½ (2+2) 
Q Andernach-Grasshopper

F0333 Kevin Begley

Elk Grove, CA

h#2  b) pBe1→f1  C- (2+4) 

Psychos d1, e1, f2

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdPdndk]
[wdwdpdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

F0334 Unto Heinonen

Finland

h#4   b) Kh3→g2   (1+4+1n) 
Circe, F Neutral Pawn

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw1w]
[wdwdwGPd]
[Iwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdwdk]
[wdwdN$w0]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w

F0335 Helmut Zajic

Austria

ser.h=8      Circe         (7+4) 

w________w
[wdwdwdr4]
[dbdwib0w]
[wdwdw0wg]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw)wdrd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

F0336 Alexander Shvichenko, 

Stefanos Pantazis 

Ukraine/USA

h#3  b) rotate 270º   (3+10) 

Andernach

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
[wdw0w$wd]
[dwdrgwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw$Kdw]
[wdwdwHwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdk1wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Definition of Fairy pieces and conditions

Andernach  - On making a capture, units other  than Kings change color.
Andernach Grasshopper - Moves on Queen-lines, but must hurdle a unit (of either color) to

arrive one square beyond the hurdle, changing the color of the hurdle (except Kings).

Adverse Sentinels – On moving, a piece leaves behind a Pawn of opposite color on its
departure square. The rule does not apply to Pawns, or to pieces moving from the 1st or 8th

rank, nor does it apply if there are 8 Pawns of that color already on the board.

Chameleon – On completing a move, Chameleon changes into another piece in the sequence:

Q→N→B→R→Q...

Circe - When captured, a piece (other than a King) is reborn on its game-array square. Rook,

Bishop and Knight are reborn on the square that is the same color as the square of the capture,
Pawns on the file of capture. If the game-array is occupied, the captured piece disappears, as in

a normal capture. Castling is permitted with a reborn Rook. Fairy pieces are regarded as being
the result of promotion and so are reborn on the promotion-square on the file of the capture.

Fers - 1:1 Leaper.

Grasshopper - Moves along Queen-lines over another unit of either color to the square
immediately beyond that unit. A capture may be made on arrival, but the hurdle is not affected.

Mars Circe - In order to capture, any unit (including King) is first replaced on its rebirth-

square (as for captured units in Circe) and then captures from this square. The captured unit
disappears.

Neutral piece – Belongs to whichever side chooses to use it. It can therefore be moved or

captured by White or Black, and in Circe it is reborn according to capture. A King may not be
moved on to a square controlled by a neutral piece, because of self-check.

Psycho - Has a combination of Rook, Bishop, and Knight powers, but changes to the form of

the unit it last moved as, surrendering the power of that unit.  (e.g., Upon moving as Rook, A
psycho-Bishop becomes a psycho-Rook, which has the powers of Bishop and Knight:  pBa1-

a8=pR). Castling with a psycho is not legal. When any form of psycho is present, promotions

to all forms of psycho are allowed.
Vaulting King (also Transmuting King) - When in check, takes the power(s) of the checking

unit(s) in place of its own.

FAIRIES

Editor:  Kevin Begley,  Judge:  Christian Poisson

What a thrill it is to join the team. I would like to extend our thanks to Gianni for his

service as the former editor!

It’s important to note that orthodox series-movers will no longer be in this column (unless
they have fairy units and/or fairy conditions);  they can now be found with the orthodox stale-

mates, edited by Mike Neumeier.

Welcome to newcomers Helmut Zajic and Alexander Shvichenko (who sends an unpub-
lished joint done long ago with Stefanos Pantazis).

Not many problems this issue, possibly due to the editorial change, and the departure of

orthodox series-movers.  Thankfully a few editors made up for the slack. F0331 presents a
theme from the 6th WCCT, F0332 is an elegant showing of the theme for the recent US versus

GB match, and my own F0333 introduces some new fairy pieces which are hopefully not too

insane. Olivier’s F0225 comes with a kind dedication, and the following set of sequential

twins: b) Kc2→c8, c) = b) & Nf4→d3, d) = c) & Kc8→a2, and e) = d) & Nd3→d5.

Editors note: Definitions of fairy pieces and conditions will not be repeated in each issue.
Please refer to earlier issues in each year for those previously defined.

NnNn
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RETROS and PROOF GAMES 
 

Editor:  Ryan McCracken,  Judges:  Retros  Nikita Plaksin,  Proof Games: 

to be announced 

 

Welcome to Nicolas Dupont and Dan Meinking.  R0090 is like a regular series-mover, 

with an added requirement: The position before each white move must be legal with white to 

move.  Dan’s debut is the result of his search for the shortest stalemate in a PG.  Noam’s origi-

nal version of P0094 was composed a long time ago, but got “lost in the mail” on the way to 

U.S.P.B.  It floated around in internet circles for awhile, where it was cooked by Henrik Juel, 

corrected by Olli Heimo, and finally unearthed by Dan’s search for stalemate PG predecessors.  

Note that Black is stalemated despite his 15 units!  Former SG Editor Gianni presents a nice 

short PG with an “echo”, and Michel offers two dazzling dedications.  P0095 asks for a PG 

ending in quadruple check and mate on white’s 8th move, using Circe-Parrain rules. 

Dan challenges composers to find a PG ending in stalemate in less than 13.5 moves, and to 

find a PG ending in stalemate with all 16 units present for the stalemated side.  The winners 

each get a one year free subscription to StrateGems (ties broken by best result, then first sub-

mitted).  Good luck! 

 

Correction from SG16:  R0085 and R0086 were both misdiagrammed.  Please note the correct 

diagrams are printed with this issue’s originals.  Apologies to the composer and solvers. 

w________w
[Bgwdwdwd]
[iP0w0wdp]
[pdPdPdw)]
[dpdp4rdw]
[wdphw1nI]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdbdw]
w--------w

R0090 Nicolas Dupont, 

Andrew Buchanan

France/USA

ser.#28 consequent  (7+16)

w________w
[wdwdwdbd]
[)wdpdp0q]
[p0wdw0w0]
[)wdwdKdw]
[wdw0w)w)]
[dwdP)k)r]
[wdP$N4w!]
[dwdBgRhw]
w--------w

R0091 Andrey Kornilov

Russia

Checkmate?           (14+15)

w________w
[qhbdwdwd]
[gpdpdwdw]
[rip!w$wd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[w)w)P)P)]
[dNGwIBHR]
w--------w

P0091 Dan Meinking

Cincinnati, OH

PG in 13.5 moves   (16+10)

w________w
[rdndkdn4]
[0pdwdp0p]
[wdpdwdbd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[PdPdP)P)]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w

P0092 Gianni Donati

Princeton, NJ

PG in 14.0 moves   (14+14)

w________w
[QdBiwdwd]
[0p0wdp0p]
[whqdwdbh]
[dw4p0w4w]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
[P)P)w)P)]
[$NGwIwHR]
w--------w

P0093 Michel Caillaud

France

dedicated to Gianni Donati

PG in 20.5 moves   (16+16)

w________w
[wdb4kgn1]
[dpdn0w0r]
[w$wdK0r0]
[GwdwdNdQ]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dw)w)wdw]
[w0wdw)P)]
[dRdwdwHR]
w--------w

P0094 Noam Elkies

Cambridge, MA

dedicated to Richard Stanley

PG in 23.5 moves  (14+15)

ERRATA 

From SG16:  p.194, D. Brown’s 14
th

 Place, black Pawn missing on h4. p.195, Ž. Janevski’s 1
st
 

Place, black Pawn missing on a4. p.219, R. Aschwanden’s F0323, move white Pawns from h2 

and h5 to g2 and g5. p.235, Lobusov 1
st
 Prize, black Pawn missing on g4. From SG14: S0143 

was co-authored by Janos Csak. From SG16:  F0322 should be ser.s=32, not ser.s#32.  From 

SG13:  Solution to F0175 should have 2...Qxe1, not 2... Qxd1. 
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SG15 (July-September 2001) Solutions - FAIRIES

Comments from C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Henryk Kalafut (HK), Valery Krivenko (VK), Jeremy

Morse (JM), Efren Petite (EP), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi Vitale (LV)

F0278 (Mlynka) 1.Qb6? (2.Qxc5#) e3!, 1.Qc2? (2.Qxc3#) d1N!; 1.Nd6! (2.Qxe4#),

1...Ke3/Ke5 2.Qxf2/Qf6#

F0279 (Ronat) 1.Ra5! (2.Rxa7 and 3.Ra8#), 1...Kf8 2.Rxa7 Kg8 3.Bxg7 c5 4.Bd3+ c4

5.Bxc4#, 1...Kd8 2.Rxa7 Kc8 3.Bxc7 g5 4.Bf3+ g4 5.Bxg4#, 1...Nc8 2.Bxg6+ Kf8 3.Rh5 Kg8

4.Bf7+ Kf8 5.Rh8#, 1...Ng8 2.Bxc6+ Kd8 3.Rb5 Kc8 4.Bd7+ Kd8 5.Rb8#

F0280 (Ruppin) 1.Bf7+! Rf1 2.Qa8+ Rad1 3.Kc6+ Rde1 4.Kd7+ Rd1 5.Ke6+ Rfe1 6.c4+

Bxc4[Bc8]# Most ingenious anti-Circe play and strategy. Note in final position wK

cannot move to e7 as it would be in check from bRe1 (CCF)

F0281 (Bryuhanov) 1.a4! d6 2.Bf3 d5 3.a5 d4 4.a6 d3 5.Qb8+ Kxb8 6.a7+ Ka8 7.Bg4 hxg4

8.Rf1 h5 9.Rf2 gxf2+ 10.Kf1 g3= = A most unusual stipulation with well worked out

move sequence (CCF)

F0282 (Ettinger & Makaronez) a) 1.dxe1G Nxe5 2.Ge6 Nf7#; b) 1.hxg1G Nxd4 2.Gc5 Nb5#

Inspired by an article by N. Nahnybida in Shakhmatnaya Komposiztiya concerning the

"Bukovina Theme": in a H#2. Black captures on B1 a White unit guarding a flight, then the

capturing Black unit blocks this flight on B2 (Authors). Why not have a wPb6 instead of a

bPc7 and put the bPd2 on f2 with 2 solution rather than a part b)? (CCF)

F0283 (Popovski) Stipulation Error: Should specify 2 solutions. I. 1.Kd7 Rf6 2.Kd8 Rf8#,

II. 1.0-0-0 Ra6 2.Rd7 Ra8# Symmetrical Circe for soundness only is a serious defect. Wrong

for this condition (HK)

F0284 (de Heer) Diagram Error: wKf4 should be on e4. a) 1.Nb8 LEd5 2.Ra7 VAc6#; b)

1.Rb7 PAe6 2.Nb8 PAa6#

F0285 (Nahnybida) a) 1.Bd4 Qxd4(bBf8) 2.Rg8 Qxg4(bPg7)#; b)1.Be5 Qxe5(bBf8) 2.Rh8

Qxh5(bPh7)# Well matched mates but well known strategy (CCF)

F0286 (Harris) Intention: 1.c1=Prism (not g1=Prism??, which is self-check via Rg8 through

g1-b1-b8-a8) 1...d8=Prism+ But this is check from Rc3 through c1-b1-b8-d8-d5!  Both author

and editor seemed to have overlooked this.  The rest of the intent is 2.g1=Prism fxg8=Prism#,

which ignores the check.  Also, CCF points out two cooks: 1.Re8 fxe8Q 2.~ Qe5# and 1.Re8

f8B 2.Re6 Rc5#.

F0287 (Begley & McCormick) 1.Rf6 2.Ke6 3.Be7 4.Qf8 5.Re8 6.Bd8 7.Ke7 8.Re6 Nc8#  The

authors offer an improved version of this problem: F0287v: wKb5 Ne6; bKd7 Qd8 Re8c7

Bd6c8 Pb7b6e7.  Solution: 1.Rc6 2.Bc7 3.Kd6 4.Bd7 5.Qc8 6.Rd8 7.Be8 8.Kd7 9.Rd6 Nf8#

Simple piece shuffle to get bB on d8 instead of bR (CCF), Simple piece shuffle (JM),
Well constructed! (LV), Attractive interposition between the black men (EP), A nice
Umnov (IT)

F0288 (Vestergaard) 1.e1R+ Kxf3[Pf7] 2.Rg1 f6 3.Rg7 fxg7[Rh8] 4.Kh3 gxh8Q/R#; 1.e1B f6

2.Bxc3[Pc2] f7 3.Bb4 f8Q 4.Bxf8[Qd1] Qh1#

F0289 (Frantzov) a) 1.Ke3 Kc5 2.Kf4 Kb4 3.Ke5 Kc3 4.Lic5 Kd2 5.Kd4 Nf3#, b) 1.Kc3 Ke5

2.Kb4 Kf4 3.Lie5 Ke3 4.Kc5 Kd2 5.Kd4 Ne6# Anti-clockwise and clockwise Rundlauf by

both Kings, but to a well known mating position (CCF)

F0290 (Durham) 1.Qxa7+ Rxa7 2.Bb7+ Rxb7 3.Rxb8+ Nxb8 4.Rxb8+ Kxb8 5.Ba7+ Kxc7

6.Bb6+ Kxd6 7.Bc5+ Kxe5 8.Bd4+ Kxd4 9.Nab3+ Rxb3 10.Nxe2+ Kxd3 11.fxe4+ Kxe2

12.exf3+ Kxf3 13.d1Q+ Kxg3 14.Qf3+ Rxf3 15.f1N+ Rxf1# Amazing conception (CCF)

F0291 (Ronat) 1.Kf6[+bPe5] Kxg2[+wPf3] 2.e4 fxe4(=N)+ 3.Kg7[+bPf6]

Nxf6(=B)[+wPe4]+ 4.Kh8[+bPg7] Bxg7(=R)[+wPf6]= Nice finale with wPf6 guarding

wRg7 (CCF)

F0292 (Ylijoki) a) 1.Rh2 Rxe1+ 2.Kg2 Rb1 3.R2h7 Rb7 4.Rxb7 Rg1+ 5.Kh3 Rb8

6.Rhxb8#/6.Rb1 Rxh8#; b) 1.Ra7 Rh2 2.Rh7 Rb1 3.Ra7 Rb8+ 4.Rxb8 Rb2 5.Rxb2 Kg1

6.Rxa1#/6.Rb8 Rxa7#

F0293 (Ylijoki) 1.Qa4+ Qa7 2.Qh4 Qf7+ 3.Qf6 Qc4+ 4.Kg2 Qa2+ 5.Qb2 Qd5+ 6.Kh3 Qd4

7.Qb8#/7.Qh2 Qg4#
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w________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw$wIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdk]
w--------w

R0054 René J. Millour

France

Alice    A(2+0)  B(1+1)

Monochrome 

a)Last two half-moves?

b)What captured the 

Nb8?

c)By what, and where, 

was the Bc1 captured?

A solution from SG13.
In SG13 we published René J. Millour’s fairy retro (see diagram) No. R0054. Here is its be-

lated solution. Our apologies to Mr. Millour.

In Monochrome Alice, 0-0-0 is forbidden and a King, appearing in A state on a-c-e-g files, or
in B state, on b-d-f-h files, cannot have played 0-0.  On the other hand, a King appearing in B

state on a-c-e-g files, or in A state on b-d-f-h files, must have castled.  Here, White  played 0-0,

and Black did not. Since it could not have come from a1 in Monochrome, the wRd4 re-

sulted from promotion.  Only Rd4 and Kf4 are retromobile because of the 

Alice condition.  Thus: (a) the retraction of a move, such as Bb7-a8 is a 

retro check, (b) the retraction of Kg2-h1 is illegal (in the forward play the 

King would have placed itself in  check in A state before turning to B 

state.)  To avoid Black retrostalemate, White must immediately uncap-

ture. 

Consider Pawns. Getting a bP to 5
th

 rank in A state excludes the pos-

sibility of a double-step and implies 2 captures, in B state on 4
th
 rank 3 

captures, etc.---and promoting a Pawn requires 4 or 6 captures, depending 

whether it began with a double-step. 

Thus, we find that the last move cannot have been b7xa8B.  This 

Bishop in A state implies (in Alice) a 6-move excelsior, which in Mono-

chrome must be 6 captures, which may include an en passant capture.  In 

the case of a a2xBb3xRc4xPd5xPc6(e.p.)xPb7xXa8B, the bP captured in 

A state on d5 would itself have captured d/f7xBc/e6xRd5 and the piece X, 

captured at a8, would be promoted Pawn resulting from f/d7-

f/d5xPe4xQd3x??c2xNb1X.  Now, this last sequence is impossible: a 

capture is lacking for d3 or c2, the unmatched states of the Pawns making 

impossible, in a 50-move excelsior, both an e.p. capture (here of the wPd) 

and the capture of a Pawn at home (here of the wPc). 

Thus the Ba8-Kh1 paralysis can be broken only by an interposition between a8 and h1.  

Now, there is no other white-square piece on the board and the black-squared pieces can only 

uncapture black-square pieces!  An exception saves the day: the wP promoted to Rook cap-

tured e.p. the bPb on white square!!  The paralysis is thus broken by restoring Pb7, which is 

legal, because, in Alice forward play, the Bishop (which did not result from a7-a8B, illegal in 

Monochrome) could have crossed over, in B state, the Pb7 before turning to A state on a8. 

A wP capturing e.p. must be in B state on the 5
th
 rank!  An Alice Monochrome excelsior 

here implies 6 moves and 6 captures.  Note that the Pawn, therefore, is in B state before pro-

moting and a Knight (here the Nb8), in A state because the Knight never moves in Mono-

chrome and cannot be captured by the Pawn!  A simple excelsior: 

b2xQc3xBb4xPc5xPb6(e.p.)xPc7xRd8R.  In addition to the bPb e.p. capture, the excelsior 

captures 5 black-square pieces: Q, R, B on squares inaccessible to the Pawns, and 2 Pawns on 

squares requiring the fewest captures on their part, thus one of the 2 Pawns on its home square, 

and the other on the 5
th
 rank, which itself captured  2 times because it is required to be in A 

state in order to be captured by a wP, itself in A state on the 4
th
 rank.   

One more Pawn, also a black-square one, must be uncaptured on the first retro move to 

avoid black retrostalemate.  The wK would produce a bPf4 in B state, which would have made 

3 captures, which is in fact impossible (see below the number of captures by Black on black 

squares). 

The wR restores a bPd4 in A state, which came from the 7
th
 rank by a double-step and a 

single capture.  Black therefore has only two retro moves and, without delay, White must un-

capture a piece by unpromotion. 

The last black move?   Was it c5xd4 or e5xd4?  If c5xd4, the Pawn came from c7, and in that 

case, before it promotes to Rook on b8, the wP must have captured bPe on c5 (after e7xd6xc5), 

the bPb e.p., and the bPa on a7.  Now, the retroplay Rd8xPd4 c5xYd4 (the white piece Y being 

undetermined for the time being) Rb8-d8 c7-c5 a7xb8R---does not work because the Rook is 

on b8 in B state, signifying an excelsior in 5 moves, which is inconsistent with e.p. capture 

needed on b6.  To have the Rook in A state on b8, requires an extra white retro move, which is 

impossible  due  to  black  retrostalemate!   However,  with  promotion  on  d8,   the  retroplay: 
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w________w
[rhb1kgn4]
[0p0p0p0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)P)P)P)]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w

P0095 Michel Caillaud

France

dedicated to Kevin Begley

Circe-Parrain           (16+16)

see text!

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0pdw]
[wdr0wdwd]
[0wdw4wdw]
[pdkdwdwd]
[)b)wdwdw]
[pdp)wdw)]
[gwIwdwdw]
w--------w

R0085 Thierry LeGlueher

France (Corrected Diagram)

ser.h#21 consequent   (5+12)

w________w
[rdbdwdwd]
[0pdpdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[Pdwdw)Pd]
[$w4kdRIw]
w--------w

Monochrome Chess    (8+9)

Where was the wKB captured?

R0086 Thierry LeGlueher

France (Corrected Diagram)

SG15 (July-September 2001) Solutions – RETROS & PGs

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), Matthew Dickey (MD), Danny Dunn (DD), C.C.

Frankiss (CCF) , Israel Tzur (IT)

R0080 (McCracken) Add wNf7, wBh7, bNg8.  The only way for White to un-check is -

1.Kg6xNh8+, but then Black cannot retract the N check.  If wNf7 is removed, he could retract

-1...Nf7(x)h8+.

R0081 (McClenahan & McCracken) Add wNg1, wBf1, bPh4g3e3d2h2, bBe1. Removal of a

white unit kills the double-check and makes the position obviously legal.  Removing a black

unit allows one of the following retractions: -1.Ng2xh4(e3,e1)[Ng1]+, a discovered check via

rebirth, or -1.Nf1xd2(e3, g3, h2)[Ng1, Bf1]+, a double check via double rebirth (the Bishop

must have previously made a capture with wN on f1, so it is reborn once the wN vacates the

square).

R0082 (McCracken) Add wQd1, wNg1, bPc3e3b2f2h2, bNf1g2.  Removal of either white

unit erases the double check.  As in R0081, the double check can only be retracted via rebirth.

Removing a black unit allows one of the following retractions: -1.Nd1xb2(c3, e3, f2)[Qd1,

Ng1]+ or -1.Qg1xh2(g~, f2, ~1)[Ng1, Qd1]+.  Here, the double rebirths are mutual (Q comes

from N home-square and vice-versa).

R0083 (Caillaud & Begley) It seems impossible to retract the check from wPc4. Neither an

orthodox retraction nor a "trivial" CP retraction (placing the wP "under" a black unit) is possi-

ble.  The only explanation is -1.0-0[+wPc4]+!! [→wP “in the air”—so it was captured by

Black, but how?] -1...d4×(Qc3)c3 e.p.!!  En Passant is the only way to uncapture a white unit

on a square not subsequently occupied by Black.  The checks from bBb4 motivate the re-

maining retractions.  -2.c2-c4[+wQc3]+ [→wQ "under" Nc1]  -2...b2×Qc1=N[+bBb4]+!

[→bB "under" Na5] -3.Nb7×Ba5[+wPc2]! [→wP "under" Pd4]  -3...e5×Pd4[+bBa5]+!

[→bB "under" Pb6] -4.a5×Bb6 and that's all folks!  Valladao task with the 3 constitutive

moves of the task having strong and typical Circe Parrain motivations (Authors.)

P0084 (Juel) 1.g4 e5 2.Bg2 e4 3.Kf1 e3 4.Bc6 dxc6 5.Kg2 Qd3 6.exd3 e2 7.Qf1 e1Q 8.f4 Qe7

9.Kf2 Qd8 10.Ke1 A straightforward example of the Phoenix theme in very few moves

(CCF), The f4 tempo must be hoarded until the last possible moment (MD), Promoted
bQ on initial square, very funny (AB)

P0085 (Hashimoto) 1.d4 Nf6 2.Qd3 Ne4 3.Qc4 Nd2 4.e4 e6 5.Ne2 Ba3 6.b4 Bb2 7.Na3 Bc3

8.Bb2 f6 9.Rd1 Nb3+ 10.Rd2 Na5 11.Nc1 Nac6 12.Be2 Ne7 13.Rf1 Ng8  A captureless ver-

sion of my 10.5 mover (StrateGems, 1999) (Author.) Noteworthy is the 8...f6 move.  It not

only is a necessary tempo but also stops the dual trek d2-b3-c5-d7-f6-g8 (IT), The
only way for black to lose the single required tempo is through the delicate Bishop
maneuver.  Most enjoyable! (MD)
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The purpose of this brief article is to articulate some of the implications of the above sim-
ple-sounding condition. If a variation of chess---in terms of new pieces or conditions---results

only in more effort without a much greater opportunity for composition it deserves an early

demise. Yet in the brief exploration thus far with this condition, it seems there are sufficient
possibilities to warrant a tourney (announced below).

     The ideal of a new genre is that the general rules of chess can be followed to their logical

conclusion---without ad hoc conditions. This seems possible with RC, as the following discus-
sion and examples indicate.

Implications of Relative Chess (RC)
Move  - In normal chess, the board and all of the pieces are a frame of reference against which

a single piece (or Pawn, hereinafter, the same thing) changes position, constituting a 'move'. In

RC, only a single piece and the board constitute the frame of reference, against which all the
pieces on it 'move'.  After a 'move' in RC, the so-called moving piece remains on the same

square of the board as before.  All the rest of the pieces move together, relative to the position

of the 'moving' piece (and, of course, the board). The 'moving' of a piece might thus be thought
of as a pointer for the direction in which all else moves!

Notation  - Clearly, a new form of notation is helpful to make these transitions clear. I propose

using brackets, such as  [g1] or [c6], to indicate the position of the 'moving' piece on the board.
As one can see in the problems that follow, it's also helpful to put the new positions of the rest

of the pieces in brackets.  The 'move' is virtual---just a pointer; the bracketed locations of the

pieces are actual.
     It is helpful, also, to designate the positions of pieces off the board by using higher letters of

the alphabet (i, j, k…), higher rank numbers (9, 10, 11…), and minus letters and numbers op-

posite (-a, -b, -c… and -1, -2, -3…). No zero!
Moved off the board  - In chess, it's assumed a piece cannot move off the board. So it is in

RC, but one or more pieces must be moved off the board in order to maintain the relative posi-

tion of the so-called moving piece and the rest of the pieces. For example, the opening move
1.Nf3 [g1] in RC would entail the King's Knight remain at g1 and the entire bank of the re-

maining 15 white pieces "vanish" off the board, as described below.  (On the opposite side, 14

of the black pieces would now appear on the fifth and sixth ranks from b5 and b6 to h5 and h6,
the black King's Rook and King's Rook Pawn having vanished.) Only pieces on the board can

move, of course, but "vanished" pieces continue to be moved in absentia in accordance with

their relationship to the moving piece on the board.     
Vanished pieces  - The so-called vanished pieces are not in the box, but remain in a sort of

limbo off the board, fixed as ever. They obviously return to the board as a consequence of suc-
ceeding moves. Let us suppose that, in the above game, Black responds with what we would

call in normal chess 1..Nc6 (here, 1...Nd4 [c6], where the Knight remains at c6). At this stroke,

all the pieces return to their original squares, as if the first two moves were played in a normal
game.

     It will soon become obvious that there is nothing magical about this distinction between

pieces on and off the board: since the rules of chess are followed strictly, the relationship of all
pieces to each other remains exactly as in normal chess (it is the board that moves!) -- with the

simple exception of Pawns, as described below.

Defensive resources  - There are some deep consequences of vanished pieces. After White's
opening move 1.Nf3 [g1], Black can draw immediately with any number of moves to the sev-

enth and eighth ranks. White's entire force exits the board: stalemate! Likewise, a long-

diagonal move such as Ba1-h8 [a1] wipes the board clean of all but the 'moving' piece!
     Black defenses are very strong---stronger than in selfmates. In the basic endings, I do not

see general ways of mating with Queen or Rook and King versus King! (See below.) From the

examples shown, it's clear that helpmates and retro analysis are perhaps the only easy forms of

composition in RC.

Pawns moving backward  - Let us suppose White had opened the game with 1.b3 [b2]. One

would assume that all the black force now appears along the sixth and seventh ranks and the
white officers and King go into limbo.  But what of the other white Pawns?  Do they line up

(except for the b-Pawn) along the first rank?

     Impossible in any form of chess!  Pawns do not exist on the first or eighth ranks.  Therefore,
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Rd8xPd4 e5xYd4 Y-d4 e7-e5 c7xd8R---, or simply Rd8xPd4 e5xYd4 c7xd8R, is legal.
The last move Rd8xPd4 is thus known with precision.  The white unit Y, involved in the

move e5xYd4, will be determined later (note that on e5 the Pawn retro-paralyzes the wK with-

out the retro check).  If c7x[Q/R/B]d8R replaces a unit to give Black an infinity of retro moves,
sooner or later White must restore the bPc to c7.  Then comes the uncapture by e.p. and the

return to b7 of bPb, making possible the retraction Kg2-h1 and the retroplay of the Ba8.  Thus

there are restored a bP on c/a5 and 2 other units on the 4th and 3rd ranks.
The bP, restored on c/a5 in A state, is neither the bPe captured by the wR on d4, nor the

bPc captured by the wP on c7.  Is it the bPa after a7xb6xc/a5?  The 2 victims would have been

pieces, not Pawns, because Pawns would have  required too many black-squire captures by
White (6 black-squire captures were already made by White: 5 in the excelsior, 1 in the last

move).  Thus the bPa would have captured: 1) the wBc on b6, because the wRa cannot reach

b6 in Monochrome; 2) the wRa on c/a5.  Thus, the capture of the Bishop on b6 won’t work be-
cause, in this case, the Nb8 would still have to be present!!  In fact, it could not be captured

by the wP upon promoting, as shown above, nor by any of the following pieces:

- the wK because of their different states (capturing the Knight would imply a King in
A state on a7 or c7, which is not possible given that it has castled.)

- Ra1, which cannot reach the 8th rank in Monochrome

- Rd4 which, having only recently been promoted, played only the move Rd8xd4 (see
above)

- Bc1 which, before dying by a7xBb6, was blocked from b8 by Pawns at a7 and c7

(capturing the Knight requires a Bishop in A state, which could not cross over a Pc7
in A state!)

One comes to the paradox that the bPa could not be captured as a Pawn nor as a promoted
piece, by the white excelsior, which required an extra bP.  In fact, the Bc1 captured Nb8 via

a7, before being captured by the bPg, which itself was then captured by the white excelsior, as

we shall see.
G7xBg6xRe5xPd4 allows, theoretically, the promoting wP to capture Pg7 on d4, but the

other wP, here captured in A state on d4, must itself capture 2 times.  This would make too

many captures.  On the other hand, the excelsior of the bPg, in 5 moves and 4 captures (e.p. not
possible), does not involve any capture by White: g7-g5xPf/h4xRg3xBh2xNg1X.  The un-

moved Knight is captured on g1.  A wP (f or h), uncapturable at home, is taken in B state on

the 4th rank. The Ra1 ends up on the 3rd rank because the 2nd rank is unavailable to it in Mono-
chrome.  Finally, the Bc1 cannot be captured at f2, where the capturing Pawn would give check

to Wk before it played 0-0, which could not yet have occurred since the Ng1 has not yet been

captured!  The Pg7 captured Bc1 on h2.

[Now that the promotion of the bPg has been shown, one discovers that the piece captured

on c/a5 is not necessarily the promoted bPg: the capture squares of the bPg promoted piece and

the 3 other original pieces (Q, R and B) can be interchanged!]
From the captured white pieces, one finds that the piece Y, which was captured at d4, was

necessarily the wPd, which came straight from d2 without capturing.  The last black move was
therefore  e5xPd4.

Answers: a) Rd8xPd4  e5xPd4, b) Nb8 was captured by Bc1, c) Bc1 was captured by

Pg7 on h2

Perhaps a new problem genre: Relative Chess 
by Robert Burger 

 
At the first Good Companions' meeting in Chicago some ten years ago, I suggested a 

variation of chess that might be interesting in problem composition: Instead of the board and 
the pieces on it remaining fixed when a piece moves, only the "moving" piece remains fixed, 

and the board to it, while all else moves relative to both. 
     In April 2001, at the British Chess Problem Society meeting, I discussed it with several 

composers.  Undeterred by apathy, I submitted the idea in October 2001 in the form of a ten-

page paper, at the Good Companions meeting in Cleveland. 

***
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W________w
[wdRdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdw)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

#3                           (3+1)

To make it easier to visualize the position, an updated diagram is shown after each single move.

All three diagrams are Bob Burger originals.
W________w
[wdRdwdwd]
[dwdwiwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdw$wdwd]
[dwdwiwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdw$wdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdw)wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

1.Rb8 [c8] ! [Ke5,ke7,Ph5] Kd7 [e7]  [Kf5,Rd8,Pi5] 2.Rh8 [d8]  [Ka5,ka7,Pe5] 

W________w
[wdRdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[IwdPdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Kb7 [a7]  [Ka5,Rc8,Pd5]

W________w
[kdRdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

3.Rc7 [c8]#  [Ka6,ka8,Pd6]

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw!wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
w--------w

h#2   2 sols.       (2+1)

Black King in check

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdQdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w

I. 1.Kf4 [e4] !  [Ke1,Qd7] 

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdQdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w

Qf7 [d7]  [Kc1, kc4]

W________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdQdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdw!wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

2.Kb3 [c4]  [Kd2, Qe8] Qa4 [e8]#  [Kh6, kg8] II. 1.Kf3 [e4]!  [Ke2, Qd8] 
W________w
[wdQdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[w!wiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Kf2 [e2]  [ kd4, Qc8] 2.Ke4 [d4]  [Kd2, Qb8] Qb4 [b8]# [Kd6, kd8]

In the h#2, it seems
paradoxical that the

white Queen is 'moved'

three times to the left
(d7, c8, b8) while the

Kings arrive a total of

three times to the left.
This suggests a theo-

rem for testing sound-

ness.

The position on the next page, and the two above, constitute the initial three efforts at RC 

composition. It seems quite possible that the standard ending of K, B and N vs. K is doable 

while K and Q vs. K is not---for the reason that in the latter White does not have the benefit of 

'directional' moves by another piece to force the opponent into a mating net. 
     I invite the intrepid to take a swim in this relative world. My good friend, the aerial photog-

rapher Robert Cameron, has donated four autographed books as prizes: Above New York, 

Above Paris, Above London, and Above San Francisco. (Because of the September 11 tragedy, 

the first of these books is now a collector's item; the remaining three are classics of their own 
kind, all large-scale, full-color photography, with texts by the likes of Pierre Salinger, George 

Plimpton, and Alistaire Cooke.) Any genre welcome, including endings, but all conforming to 

RC. Dave Brown has generously agreed to judge this madness. Closing date: April 1, 2002 
postmark. Send to: David L. Brown, 2217 N. Alpine, Rockford, IL 61107, USA 
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such Pawns remain in their initial position. Likewise, white Pawns (for example) displaced one
square off the board cannot reenter the arena of the board without a two-square move of a

piece (black or white) from a higher to a lower rank. Why? Because a single move would land

the white Pawns on the first rank! Mutatis mutandis for black Pawns, of course.
The King convention  - As can be seen from the above, Kings do not have any prerogatives in

RC (a democratic game)---they need not be on the 'real' board. Yet in fact this feature allows

for a unique defense of the King from check or checkmate: one of the King's pieces moves in
such a way as to shunt the monarch or the checking piece, or both, off the board!  Kings may

thus remain in check off the board. This condition allows for a variety of mates, which exist off

the board, and become real when the pieces are returned to the board by an appropriate move
of the opponent.

     For similar reasons some moves are impossible on the board because they would return

one's own King to check.
The Pawn's progress and promotion  - Since any piece remains fixed relative to the board

when it 'moves', a Pawn cannot advance and promote under its own power. A Pawn may hover

indefinitely on the seventh rank until another piece moves one square from the seventh to the
sixth rank (or from the third to the second, etc.), thus forcing the Pawn to the eighth!

     It's no surprise that several Pawns can thus promote simultaneously. Perhaps batteries

forming, perhaps an eight-flight mate?
Castling, en passant capture  - Since castling is not allowed when either King or Rook has

previously moved, and by necessity any opening move displaces both Kings and four Rooks,

castling cannot exist in RC. Likewise, the definition of an en passant capture states that the
Pawn captures as if the opposing Pawn had moved only one square instead of two. Yet for the

opposing Pawn to have moved a single square would have required the capturing Pawn to

move 'in lockstep' with it on that move; hence, it could not be in position to capture it. Thus in
a single stroke twelve centuries of tampering with the Royal Game are swept away by RC.

Neither castling nor en passant captures are possible.

The RC axiom and a few theorems
There is really only one axiom that distinguishes relative from normal chess: A move consti-

tutes a single piece and the board together moving relative to all other pieces.  Here are some
non-intuitive consequences of this axiom:

1. At no time is any piece more than eight squares from any other piece, as in normal chess,

with a single exception. When a Pawn is one rank off the board, say at -e1 (note the minus
sign), it cannot be 'returned' to the board by a move of one square from top to bottom (Ke8-e7

[e8]), as the Pawn would then be on the first rank. Hence the Pawn remains at -e1 and the King

at e8. QED. This exception should be winked at in the following two 'theorems'.
2. As a consequence of (1), only two boards may be considered to exist in RC: the real board

that contains the 'moving' piece and the virtual board that contains all the pieces not on the real

board.
3. Each of these boards has an outer dimension exactly 8x8, as in normal chess, and they

overlap. Only the real board contains all 64 squares. The virtual board contains only those

squares that are not on the real board.
4. The rules of normal chess apply fully on the real board, but are meaningless on the virtual

board---since everything on the virtual board moves in unison.

5. The pieces on the virtual board (which do not also appear on the actual board) cannot
move (but must be moved), cannot check, cannot capture or be captured on the virtual board

because of (4).

At first glance one would think that RC is just another form of large-board chess, or that
pieces that are moved off the real board can march off into infinity. No, it's still chess, in hand-

to-hand combat. The real significance of move-relativity is that the border of the real board

becomes very powerful.
     Consider the following 'problems'. Recall that the position of the pieces on the 'real' board is

indicated by the brackets; also, positions off the board are shown by new letters or numbers, or

by minus numbers and letters. For the sake of clarity, the black pieces in the brackets are
shown in lower case. (The problems are shown on the following page).
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W________w
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdNdP]
[wHwGkdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdpdwdB]
[wdwGwdN)]
[dwdPdwiP]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdw$w]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwG]
[dwdpdwdw]
[ndwdwdwd]
[IwHw$Bdw]
[p0wiwdwd]
[dPdwdw4w]
[wHw)b)wd]
[!wdwdwdr]
w--------w

BB1

Sussex Daily News 1954

#3                        (7+2)

BB2 

HM The Problemist 1956

#2                         (9+2)

BB3

1st  Pr. Die Schwalbe 1960

#2                      (10+8)

BB1  1.Na2! (zz), 1...Kd5 2.Nc3+ Kc6 3.Bf3#; 2...Ke6 3.Bc4#, 1...Kf4 2.Nc3 Kg5 3.Be3# 

 
BB2  1...Kf4/Kxh4 2.Be5/Bf2#; 1.Ne3! (zz), 1...Kf4/Kxh4/Kf2/Kh2 2.g3/Nf5/Nf5/Nf1# 

 

BB3 1.Bb1? (2.Nbd3#), 1...Rxb1/Rc3 2.Rg5/Rh5#, 1...axb3!, 1.Bd3? (2.Nd1#), 1...Rxd3/ 

Rxa1/axb3/d5 2.Rh5/Rg5/Nxb3/Ne6#, 1...Nxc5!, 1.Bg6? (2.Rh5#), 1...Rxg6/Rxh8 2.Nd1/  
Nbd3#, 1...Rf3!; 1.Bh7! (2.Rg5#), 1...Rxh7/Rg7/Rf3/Re3/d5 2.Nbd3/Nd1/Rf5/fxe3/ Ne6# 

Book Review, B.P.Barnes: Barnes About Chess Problems  
by Mike Prcic 

 
 When Barry Barnes e-mailed me about his new book, I planned to review it for our April 

issue (SG18).  However, the book came in time for SG17, and since space was available, I am 

delighted to present a review in this issue. 

 I met Barry in St. Petersburg during the 1998 PCCC Congress. For those of you who don’t 

know him, he is a tall and imposing but friendly figure. I liked him right away. I saw him again 

in Cheltenham at the last year’s BCPS meeting. Later that year, in Wageningen, we discussed 

chess problems extensively.  

 He has written several books, his most notable one is about Comins Mansfield. However, 

this book is about himself. He calls it: “An Autobiographical Sketch with Selected Chess Prob-

lems”. It traces his life from WWII days up to the present. It is written in an easy, almost anec-

dotal style and fun to read. How did he become a chess composer? In his own words: “My 

introduction to chess as a 13 year-old in 1950 was inglorious. Tall and strong even as a school-

boy at Hove Grammar School, I had been banished from the football field for rough play, and 

ordered to the chess room ‘to learn how to behave and be quiet’. It was a punishment that had 

an unexpected outcome. In short, I learned to play chess well, became a member of the 

school’s A team, and went on to play for Brighton Chess Club and Sussex.” 

 Barry’s first introduction to chess problems was with the help of a mentor, 

A.R.Gooderson. Later, in 1996, he published Gooderson’s collected work: A.R.Gooderson.  An 
English Progressive. Selected Chess Problems. 

 He published his first problem (BB1) in 1954, at the age of 17. His first problem (BB2) 

published in The Problemist earned him an Honorable Mention. He earned First Prize (his first) 

in Die Schwalbe in 1957. Three years later, he received another First Prize from Die Schwalbe 

(BB3). It was probably his most widely known “Barnes 1 theme” example. The Germans, by 

now accustomed to his first prizes, called him “The English prize snatcher.” 

 Barry joined the B.C.P.S. in 1955. His first official function was as a librarian. In 1964 he 

became the editor for twomovers and held this post for an incredible 33 years.  He has been 

made an honorary delegate to the PCCC, where his knowledge and composed demeanor often 

break a stalemate or a heated debate. 

 Barnes About Chess Problems has 87 large-size pages, two columns, and large print for 

easy reading. It is available from the Library of StrateGems for $12.00 postpaid. 

46 W________w
[wiwdw4w$]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

h#2                      (2+3)

A typical Relative Chess problem….
h#2

1.Rg8 [f8]  [Kb5, ka8, Rg8, pf2] As the piece-on-move points to the

right, all the rest of the pieces 'move' to the left. The notation sug-
gested here may not be the best, but it has been helpful to the author.

To avoid confusion, lower-case letters are used for black pieces

within the brackets, such as [ka8]. Every square in brackets shows the
result of the move. The 'move' itself may be considered merely a

pointer to the resulting 'moves' of the pieces relative to the real

board.

1...Rxf8 [Rg8]+ [Kc5, kb8, Pg2] Visualize the 'move' as the border of the board and the 'mov-
ing' piece locked to it moving one square to the right.

2 Pg1 [g2]  [Kc6, kb9, Rg9  Check is answered by Black's 'move', which effectively moves the

checked King (and the checking Rook) off the 'real' board
2…Kb7 [Kc6] #  [kc8, Rh8, Sh1] The black Pawn must promote, but only to a Knight, to make

possible the mate by the returned Rook and King.

The challenge to the composer is whether there is another possible position initially that can re-
sult in the mating position, or whether there are other solutions that have related interest.

     This is a variant of the first 'problem' composed (for the October 2001 Good Companions'

meeting in Cleveland) to illustrate the relative-chess idea.  It is rudimentary, but the under-
promotion in the final position has interest.

Tourney Announcements

The Hungarian Chess Problem Committee

announces a Memorial Tourney  to com-
memorate László Apró, Vilmos Schneider and

Gábor Cseh, who  died in the recent past.  The

tourney is for helpmate-twomovers (no fairy
pieces; more solutions or twins are permitted).

Judge: Árpád Molnár.  Entries (maximum 3

per composer) send by 31, 7, 2002 to József
Molnár A.: Hungary, Budapest, 1027, Frankel

Leó út 20.  Special prizes for problems, devel-

oping the ideas of the dead authors (please
send their problems, giving the idea).  Prize

fund of 30,000 HUF.

Die Schwalbe announces Dr. W. Speckmann
Memorial Tourney for orthodox moremovers

(no fairy pieces or conditions) in two Sections.

Section 1: Problems with 8-12 men (no
miniatures). Section 2: Problems with at least

13 men. No theme set. The prize fund is 1500

DM. Entries (max. 3 per author per section) to
the tournament director Dr. H.Morgenthaler,

Borsigstr. 11, D-67063 Ludwigshafen, Ger-

many. Closing date: 5/31/2002.

The ministry of sport of Sverdlovsk region,
magazine The Ural’s problemist, and the

newspaper  Na smenu! organize:

JK Viacheslav Pilchenko–50 #2 (judge
V.Pilchenko). 624804. Russia. Sverdlovsk

region, Suhoy Log, a/y 41. V.Pilchenko.

JK Mihail Kormilzev–50 Retro (judge
M.Kormilzev).  620100. Russia, Ekaterin-

burg, ul.Tkacey,8,kv.10.V.Zheltonozhko.

JK Alekseij Ivunin–55 h# (judge A.Ivunin)
623752. Sverdlovsk region, Rezh,

ul.Savodskaja, 2, kv.76. A.Ivunin.

JK Vladimir Zheltonozhko – 60 #3, #n, s#
(judge V.Zheltonozhko) 620100. Russia,

Ekaterinburg, ul.Tkacey, 8, kv.10. V. Zhel-

tonozhko. Closing date for all four tourneys
– 7/1/2002.
The Ural’s problemist-2002 tourneys: #2 –
judge Henk Le Grand, #3 – judge Michael

Keller, #n – judge Alois Johandl, Studies–

judge Yochanan Afek, h# -judge Fadil Ab-
durahmanovic, s# - judge Zivko Janevski,

Fairies – judge Peter Gvozdjak, Retros –

judge Michel Caillaud, Address: 620100.
Russia, Ekaterinburg, ul. Tkacey 8, kv.10.

V.Zheltonozhko. Closing date date:

8/1/2002. Prizes – chess literature & “UP”-
souvenirs. E-mail: seliv@cityline.ru

Vladislav Buňka-65JT organised by the
section of chess STADION, Kutná Hora.

Helpmates in 4 moves, free theme. Send

your entries to: Jiŕi Stehlik, Kudrnova 37,
28401 Kutná Hora, Czeck Republick by

12/30/2002. Judge: Vladilav Buňka. Book

prizes. All entrants will receive the results.

REMINDER. A deadline for Petko A Pet-

kov 60th JT, and Bob Burger 70th JT is

March, 1, 2002. All entries should be sent to
tournament director Mike Prcic, 2613

Northshore Lane, Westlake Village, CA

91361 USA.
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No.6 1.Kf5? (2.Qe3+[A] fxe3 3.Rxe4#), 1...Nxc4![x], 1.Qc2? (2.Rd3+[B] exd3 3.Qxd3#), 

1...Bxc4![y]; 1.Bd6! (2.Be5+ Kc5 3.Nxa6#), 1...Nxc4[x] 2.Qe3+[A] fxe3/Nxe3 
3.Rd3[B]/Be5#, 1...Bxc4[y] 2.Rd3+[B] exd3/Bxd3 3.Qe3[A]/Be5#, (1...Bb5/b5 2.cxb5 Nc4 

3.Rxc4#, 1...Bb7/Bc8 2.c5 Nc4 3.Rxc4#) 
 

No.7 1.Kg2! (2.Nfg3+ Ke3 3.Rd3#), 1...Bxe5 2.Nhg3+ Bxg3 3.Bf3#; 2...Kf4 3.Rd4#, 1...Nxe5 
2.Bf3+ Nxf3 3.Nhg3#;  2...Kf5 3.Qc8#, (1...Nc5 2.e6 ~ 3.Bf3/Ng3#, 2...Be5 3.Qxe5#) 

 
No.8 1.b5? (2.Qc6#), 1...Nd8! (2.Bd4?), 1.Bd4? (2.Nf4#), 1...Re4! (2.b5?); 1.g3! (2.Nf4+ Ke5 

3.Qxe6#), 1...Nd8 2.Bd4 ~ 3.Nf4# (2...Re4?), 1...Re4 2.b5 ~ 3.Qc6# (2.Nd8?) 

W________w
[rdwdwdwd]
[dwdw!w0w]
[w0wdP0pd]
[dwdrdwdw]
[wdw0k)BG]
[dwdpdwdN]
[wgwdwdRd]
[dwdNdwdK]
w--------w

W________w
[nGwdwHBI]
[dw4wdwdw]
[wdwdN)wd]
[dwdpdp0w]
[bdw)kdwd]
[dP$w0wdp]
[wdPdQdw)]
[dwgwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwG]
[dwdw0wdb]
[w$wdpdPd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[rdPdkdwd]
[0RdwdwdK]
[wdwdw!Pg]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.9 Yakov Vladimirov

1st Place

Moscow Open Ty. 2000

#3 (9+10)

No.10 Martin Wessels

1st Prize

Y.Cheylan-60

#3*                    (12+10)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wIw]
[w)wdpdwG]
[dP0wiwdw]
[Qdw$ndPd]
[dP)wdwgP]
[wdwHbhwd]
[dwdw$qdB]
w--------w

No.11 Marcel Tribowski

1st Prize

Schach-Aktiv 1999

#3                         (13+9)

No.12 Mikhail Marandyuk

1st-3rd Prize

Ural Problemist 2000

#3                           (8+8)

No.9 1.Rg3? (2.Ndf2#), 1...Ra1!, 1.Bg3? (2.Nhf2#), 1...Rh8!, 1.Ndf2+? Ke3 2.Rg3+ Kd2!, 

1.Nhf2+? Kxf4 2.Bg3+ Kg5!; 1.Qb7! (2.Bf3+ Kxf3/Kf5 3.Qxd5#), 1...d2 2.Ndf2+ Ke3 

3.Rg3#, 1...g5 2.Nhf2+ Kxf4 3.Bg3#, 1...Rd8 2.Rg3 ~ 3.Ndf2#, 1...Ra5 2.Bg3 ~ 3.Nhf2# 

 

No.10 1...Rh7+ 2.Bxh7 ~ 3.Qg4#; 1.Bh7? (2.Qg4#) Rxh7!; 1.Rd3! (2.Nxg5+ Kf4 3.Nfe6#), 

1...Bd7 2.Bh7[A] (3.Qg4[B]#); 2...Rxc2[a] 3.Nxg5[C]#, 1...f4 2.Qg4[B] (3.Nxg5[C]#); 
2...Rxc2[a] 3.Bh7[A]#; 2...Rg7/Rh7+ 3.Nc5/ Bxh7# 

 
No.11 1.Rd8! (Qd4#), 1...Nd6 2.Nf3+ (2.Nc4+?) Kd5 3.Qa8#, 1...Ng5 2.Nc4+ (2.Nf3+?) Kf4 

3.Rf8#, 1...c4 2.Qxc4, 1...Bxg4 2.Rxe4+. 

 

No.12 1.R6b5! (2.Qe2+ Kf4/Kd4/Kf5 3.Qxe5/Qd3/Qg4#), 1...Rxc4 2.Re3+ Kd4 3.Qd2# 

(2.Qe2+? Kf5! 3.Qg4+ Rxg4), 1...Bxg6 2.Qe3+ Kf5 3.g4# (2.Qe2+? Kd4 3.Qd3+ Bxd3!), 

1...Bf4 2.Qc2+ Kd4 3.Qd3# 

W________w
[wdw4wdwd]
[dw1wdwHw]
[wdpdndwd]
[gw0NdwhB]
[p0Q)w0rd]
[0wdKdkdw]
[PdwdR)w$]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[Ndwdwdwd]
[dNdwdKdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dk)wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwHw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dR0w0wdN]
[pdPdkdwd]
[0wGwdwdw]
[KdP)wdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wHwdBdwd]
[IwGwdpdw]
[w0wdw4wd]
[iwdwdwhw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[gPdNdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdb]
w--------w

No.13 Valentin Rudenko

Prize

Moscow Tourney 2000

#4                           (7+8)

No.14 Yakov Vladimirov

1st Place

Moscow Open Ty. 2000

#4                           (9+6)

No.15 Yakov Vladimirov

1st Place

Moscow Open Ty. 2000

#5                           (6+1)

No.16 Marcel Tribowski

1st Prize

Y.Cheylan-60

#4 (10+13)

MOREMOVERS
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Recent Tourney Winners
by Mike Prcic

The comments and the solutions were obtained from the magazines which originally

published the awards. All the studies are obtained from the magazine EG (End Games).

W________w
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdN$w0w]
[wdpdwdR0]
[dwdkhwdr]
[wdngwdPd]
[dwdwdwHw]
[B)wdwdPd]
[dwdQdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdbdwdwd]
[dp$p$wdw]
[w)wiw)wd]
[0pdwdwdw]
[w4wHwdNI]
[Gwhwdwhw]
[wdwdwdQg]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wgBdwdRd]
[dw!wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw1n$w]
[wdw)wipd]
[dwdPhpdw]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdwdNIw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdNdKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdpd]
[Hwdkdp4w]
[w)w)Rdwd]
[dw0w0Rdb]
[wdBdndwd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w

No.1 Viktor Chepizhny

1st Prize

Shakhmat. Comp.,  2000

#2 (10+8)

No.2 Zoltan Labai

1st Prize, Romanian

Federation Cup, 2000

#2 (10+8)

No.3 Nikola Stolev

1st Prize, Meeting

of Solidarity,  2000

#2*                       (9+10)

No.4 Sven Trommler 

1st-2nd Place, League

of Macedonian Prob. 2000

#2* (9+7)

TWOMOVERS

No.1 1.Rff4? (2.Re5/Bb3#) Nxd4!, 1.Qd1? (2.Re5#), 1...fxe4 2.Bb3#, 1...Nxd4 2.Qxd4#,
1...f4!, 1.Rfxe3? (2.Bb3#), 1...Nxd4 2.Re5#, 1...fxe4 2.Qxe4#, 1...Nc1!; 1.Re6! (2.Rd6#),

1...Kxd4 2.Qd1#, 1...Kxe6 2.Rxe3#, 1...Nxd4 2.Nc7#

No.2 1.Kc7? (2.Rd6[A]#), 1...Nxg6[b] 2.Qf3[C]#, 1...Nxd7[a]!, 1.b4? (2.Nb6[B]#), 1...Nxd7[a]

2.Qf3[C]#, 1...Nxg6[b]!, 1.Qe2? (2.Qe4#), 1...Nxd7[a] 2.Qxc4#, 1...Nxg6[b] 2.Qe6#, 1...Be3!;

1.Ne4! (2.Nc3#), 1...Nxd7[a] 2.Rd6[A]#, 1...Nxg6[b] 2.Nb6[B]#, 1...Kxe4 2.Qf3[C]#

No.3 1...Nc~[a] 2.Nxb5[A]#, 1...Nce4[b]!, 1...Ng~[c] 2.Nf5[B]#, 1...Nge4[d]!; 1.Ne3! (zz),

1...Nc~/Ne4 2.Qd5[C]/Nxb5[A]#, 1...Ng~/Ne4 2.Nef5[D]/Ndf5[B]#

No.4  The theme: The white key pins a black piece and unpins another black piece. 1...Ne~

2.Rxg4[A]/Rxf5[B]#, 1...Nf~ 2.Bg3[C]/Bxe3[D]#, 1.Qf7? (2.Bg3[C]#), 1...Qg7 2.Bxe3[D]#,

1...Nxf1 2.Rxg4[A]#, 1...Qf6!; 1.Qc1! (2.Rxg4[A]#), 1...Qg7 2.Rxf5[B]#, 1...Nh6 2.Bg3[C]#

W________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[dR0wdwdw]
[wdwdNdwI]
[dwdkdw)w]
[P0r)wdwd]
[hwdwdpGw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[gwdndBdw]
w--------w

No.5 A.Bakharev & 

I.Agapov , 1st  Place 

East-West Match (Russia)

#3 (10+8)

W________w
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[b0pdPIwd]
[hwdwdw0w]
[wHPip0Rd]
[dw$wdpdn]
[wdwdwdw4]
[gw!Ndwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdB1]
[dw0Q0ndr]
[w0wgr0Nd]
[dwGkdPdp]
[w)pdwdwd]
[Iw)wdPdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
[wdwdw)rd]
[dwdR)w0N]
[wdPdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[gwdBdNdK]
w--------w

No.6 T.Zirkwitz & M.Keller

1st Prize, Schweizer

Meisterschaft 2000

#3 (9+12)

No.7 I.Agapov & 

A.Baharev, 1st-2nd Prize

Moscow Tourney 2000

#3                         (10+5)

No.8 Yakov Vladimirov

1st Place

Moscow Tourney 2000

#3 (10+12)

THREEMOVERS

No.5 1.Qg6? (2.Qf5+ Kc6 3.Nd8#), 1...Rxd4 2.Nxc7+ Kc5 3.Qb6#, 1...Bxd4 2.Nf4+ Kc5 

3.Rxc7#; 2...Ke5 3.Qe6#, (1...Kc6 2.Nc5+ Kd5 3.Qe4#), 1...Ne3!; 1.Qf7! (2.Qf5+ Kc6 

3.Nd8#), 1...Rxd4 2.Nf4+ Kc5 3.Qxc7#; 2...Ke4 3.Qe6#, 1...Bxd4 2.Nxc7+ Kc5 3.Qd5#; 

2...Ke4 3.Qf4# (1...Ke4 2.Bd3+ Kd5 3.Qd7#; 2...Ke3 3.f4#, 1...Ne3 2.Qd7+ Ke4 3.Bd3#) 
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No.21 1.Kd3? Rxc3+!, 1.Kd4!/i Rxc3/ii 2.e5 Bb8/iii 3.Kxc3 Bxe5+ 4.Kc4 Bd6 5.e4 Kg6 6.e5
Bxe5 7.d6 Bxd6 8.Kd5 Bg3 9.Ke6/iv Bh2 10.Kd7 Kf5 11.Kc8 Ke4 12.b8Q Bxb8 13.Kxb8 Kd5

14.Kb7(Ka7) Kc5 15.Ka6 wins. i) This threatens 2.e5. ii) 1...Kg6 2.Bb4 Bb8 3.e5 (for Bd6)

Rc7 4.d6 Rxb7 5.e5 Bxd6 6.Bxd6 Ra7 7.e7 Kf7 8.Kd5 Ra2 9.Kc6 Rxe2 10.Kxb6 wins. Or
1...Rxe2 2.Bb4 Bb8 3.d6 Rg2 4.d7 Rg8 5.Be7. iii) 2...Rc4+ 3.Kxc4 Bxe5 4.d6 merges into the

main line. iv) This nuance is decisive. By giving bK a shove White gains a tempo over 9.Kc6?

Kf5 10.Kd7 Ke4, when White must concede a draw with 11.Kc6.
No.22 1.Bxa4? Bb4 2.g7 Rg1 3.Rf1+ Rxf1 4.g8Q Rf8+ draw. So 1.g7 Rg1 2.Rf1 h2 3.Bxa4+

d1Q 4.Bxd1/i h1Q/ii 5.Ba4+ Ka2 6.Ra1+ Kxa1(Rxa1) 7.g8Q+ wins. i) 4.Rxd1? Rxd1 5.g8Q

Rd8+. ii) 4...Bc3 5.Bb3+ Rxf1 6.g8Q h1Q 7.Qg6+ wins.
No.23 1.b6 Ka3/i 2.b7/ii Rd8+ 3.Ka7 Kb2 4.Bg4 Re8/iii 5.Bd7/iv, with: 5...Rf8 6.Nb3 Kxb3

7.Bc8 Rf7 8.Be6+ K~ 9.Bxf7, or 5...Rh8 6.Nc2 Kxc2 7.Bc8 Rh7 8.Bf5+ K~ 9.Bxh7 winning.

i) 1...Ra2 2.b7 Kb+ 3.Kb8 Rxa1 4.Kc7 Rc1+ 5.Kd7, or 1...Rd5 2.Bg4 Ra5+ 3.Kb8 Rg5 4.Bd7+
Ka5 5.Kc7 wins. ii) 2.Bg6? Rd6 3.b7 Ra6+ and 4...Rxg6 draws. iii) 4...Kxa1 5.Bc8 Rd2 6.b8Q

Ra2+ 7.Ba6 wins. iv) 5.Nb3? Kxb3 6.Bd7 Rh8 7.Bc8 Rh7 draw, or if 5.Nc2? Kxc2 6.Bd7 Rf8

7.Bc8 Rf7 draw.
No.24 1.Ne3 Bb4+ 2.Kxb4/i Ndc6+/ii 3.Rxc6 Nxc6+ 4.Kc3, with: 4...c1Q+ 5.Nc2+ Kb1

6.Ba2+ Kxa2 stalemate, or 4...c1R+ 5.Kd2 Rb1 6.Bc2 Rb2 7.Nxf1 Nd4 8.Ne3 Nxc2 9.Nd1 Ra2

10.Nc3 Rb2 11.Nd1, positional draw. i) 2.Ka4? Bb5+ 3.Kxb4 Ndc6+ 4.Rxc6+ Naxc6+ 5.Kc3
c1R+ wins, but not 5...c1Q+? 6.Nc2+ Kb1 7.Ba2+ Kxa2 stalemate. ii) 2...Nac6+ 3.Kc3 c1Q+

4.Nc2+ Kb1 5.Ba2+ Kxa2 6.Ra8+ Kb1 7.Ra1 mate.

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwiwGw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdq0wdwd]
[IwdwdwdQ]
[whp)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwHPdw]
[kdw4wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[ndwGwdwd]
[IRdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.25 Viktor Kondratev

1st Prize 

Macek-90JT

Draw                       (4+6)

No.26 Alain Pallier

Prize

Shakhmatna Misal

Win                         (5+5)

W________w
[wIwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdb]
[Piw)w0wd]
[dpdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dw)ndwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[rdbdwdwG]
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dKdwdwdB]
w--------w

No.27 Nikolay Kralin

1st Prize 

Pushkin-2000

Draw  Black moves  (4+3)

No.28 A.Kuryatnikov &

E.Markov, 1st Prize

Atilla Koranyi MT

Win                         (6+7)

No.25 1.Qh4+ Kd7 2.Qg4+ Kc7/i 3.Be5+ Kb6 4.Bxd4+ Ka5 5.Bc3+ Qxc3+ 6.dxc3 Nc4+
7.Ka2/ii c1Q 8.Qxc4 Qd2+ 9.Ka3 and dxc4 stalemate, or 9...Qc1+ 10.Ka2 dxc4 stalemate. i)

2...Kd6 3.Qg6+ Kc7 4.Be5+ Kb7 5.Qg7+ Ka6 6.Bxd4. ii) 7.Qxc4? dxc4 8.Kb2 Ka4 9.Kxc2

Ka3 and Black wins.
No.26  1.Nf3 (Kxa2? Rxd2+) Rd3 2.Kxa2 Ra3+ (Rxf3 Rb4+) 3.Kb2 Rxf3/i 4.Kc2 (Kc1? Rxf5)

Rxf5 5.Ra1+ Kb5 6.Ra5+ and 7.Rxf5 wins. i) 3...Ra2+ 4.Kxa2 stalemate? But instead, 4.Kc3

or 4.Kc1 wins.
No.27 The poorly placed wBh1 is a natural target. Let’s try 1...Be8, after which 2.Bc1? Bg6+

3.Kb2 Rb6+ 4.Kc3 Rb1 5.Kd2 Rb3 6.d6 Rd3+ 7.Kc2 Rh3+ wins, as does 2.Bf8? Bg6+ 3.Kb2

Rb6+ 4.Kc3 Rb1 5.Bc5+ Kg3 6.Bd6+ Kg4 7.Bg2 Rg1. Then there is 2.d6? Rxd6 3.Bc1 Bd6+
4.Kb2 Rb6+ 5.Kc3 Rb1 6.Kd2 Rb3 7.Kd1 Rd3+ 8.Bd2 Rd7 9.Ba8 Bf5 (zz) 10.Bh1 Rg7

11.Be1+ Ke3 12.Bd2+ Kd3 and 13...Rg1, same outcome. But it’s still too soon to resign:

2.Bg5! Rg6 3.Bc1 Rg4 4.d6, and the worst is over for White. The given main line runs: 1...Bd7
2.d6/i Rxd6 3.Bc1 Bf5+ 4.Kb2 Rb6+ 5.Kc3 Rb1 6.Kd2 Rb3 7.Kd1 Rd3+ 8.Bd2 Rd6/ii 9.Bb7

Bg6 10.Ba8/iii Rd7 11.Bh1/iv Bf5 12.Ba8, and the perpetual pendulum between the opposite

corner squares (h1 and a8), gracefully skirting the looming reci-zug, weaves a fine thread into a
positional equilibrium. i) 2.Bg5? Bf5+ 3.Kb2 Rb6+ 4.Kc3 Rb1 5.Bh4+ Ke2 6.Bg2 Rg1 and

7...Rxg2. ii) Whistling up an attack out of nowhere Black provokes 9.Ba8? Rd7, a familiar

Zugzwang. iii) 10.Kc1? Rb6. 10.Bc8? Bh5+ and 11...Rc6+. 10.Bh1? Rd7 11.Ba8 Bf5 (zz). iv)
Revealing the Zugzwang antidote’s secret: 11...Rg7, fires a blank as the g-file is closed.
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No.13 1.Nc5! (2.Ba4 ~ 3.Nc6+ Rxc6/Bxc6 4.Nb7/Bxb6#), 1...Rc6 2.Nb7+ Kb5 3.Bxb6 ~
4.Nd6# or 3...Ne4 4.Bxc6#, 1...Bc6 2.Bxb6+ Kb5 3.Nca6 ~ 4.Nc7# or 3...Ne6 4.Bxc6#

No.14 1.Bd4! cxb5 2.Be3 bxc4 3.Nf6# (threat), 1...cxd4 2.Rb1 d3 3.c3 c5 4.Re1#, 1...exd4
2.Rxc5 d3 3.Nf6+ Kf4 4.Ngh5#, 3...Kd4 4.Ne6#, (1...Kxd4 2.Ne6+ Kxc4 3.Rxc5+ Kb4 4.c3#),

(1.Ba5? cxb5!)

No.15 1.Na5! (zz), 1...Kxc5 2.Bc6 Kd6 3.Kf6 Kc5 4.Kf5 Kd6 5.Bb4#, 1...Ka4 2.Nc7 Ka3

3.Bd5 Ka4 4.Bb3+ Ka3 5.Nb5#, 1...Ka6 2.Nc7+ Ka7 3.Bb7 Kb8 4.Be5 Ka7 5.Nb5#

No.16 1.Nf6? (2.Bxg4#) Rxd4+!, 1.Nf5? (2.Nh4#) Qh7!, 1.Kc2? (2.Qd3#), 1...b3+ 2.Kd1

(3.Qd3#) Bd2 3.Nf6 (4.Bxg4#) (3.Nf5?), 2...Qe5 3.Rxe5 (4.Qd3/Qe2#), 1...Nxd4! 2.Kb1 Nc2

3.Nf5 (4.Nh4#) (3.Nf6?), 2...Nf5 3.Nxf5 Qh7 4.Qd3#, 2...Qe5/Qe7 3.Rxe5/Rxe7 (4.Qd3#),
3...Nc2 4.Qe2/Qxf4#, but 2...Re8!; 1.Kd2! (2.Qd3#), 1...b3+ 2.Kd1 (3.Qd3#) Bd2 3.Nf6

(4.Bxg4#) (3.Nf5?), 2...Qe5 3.Rxe5 (4.Qd3/Qe2#), 1...Ne4+ 2.Kc1 (3.Qd3#) Nxf2 3.Nf5

(4.Rhxf2# changed threat) Ne4/Nh1/Nd3+ 4.Q(x)d3#, 3...Nd1 4.Rh3#, 1...Qe5 2.Qd3+.

W________w
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdpdKdw]
[pdw0wHwd]
[dw0Bdkdw]
[rdwdpdwd]
[gpdp0wdw]
[wdndwdwG]
[db1w4wdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdrdwd]
[gNdNdqdw]
[wdP0wdwG]
[dRdwdwdw]
[wdndkdB0]
[dR!w0w)w]
[KhP4w)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[whwdKdBd]
[hpdpdwdp]
[wdPGwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwHkdw4]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wHwdp)wd]
[dwdwdb$w]
w--------w

No.17 Alois Johandl

Prize

Quartz 1998

#6 (9+10)

No.18 Valentin Rudenko

1st Prize

Ural Problemist 2000

#4                       (12+10)

No.19 M.Marandyuk

& I.Soroka, 1st Prize

Romanian Fed. Cup ‘00

#6 (5+15)

W________w
[wdwdN$wd]
[dwdwdwHw]
[B1pdwdPI]
[dw0wiw4w]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dpdPdwdp]
[wdw$wGPd]
[dw4wdwdw]
w--------w

No.20 Valerij Shavyrin

1st Prize

Springaren 1998-99

#4                         (11+8)

No.17 1.Rg3? (2.Re3#) e1Q!; 1.Rg5! (2.Bd5#) bxc6 2.Bb3(3.Bc2#) e1N 3.Bd5+ cxd5 4.Rg3! 

Nc2 5.Re3+ Nxe3 6.f3# 
No.18 1.R3b4! (2.Nxd6+ Rxd6 3.Re5+ Rxe5 4.Qxe5#), 1...Rd4 2.f3+ Qxf3 3.Qxe3+ Nxe3 

4.Nxd6# (3...Qxe3 4.Nf6#), 1...Bd4 2.Nf6+ Qxf6 3.Nxd6+ Nxd6 4.Qxe3# (3...Qxd6 4.f3#), 
1...Bc5 2.Ndxc5+ Kd5 3.Na6+ Kxc6 4.Na5# (2...dxc5 3.Qxe3+ Kd5 4.Rxc5#) 

No.19 1.Ng4? e2!, 1.Nxd7? Nd4!; Ne8! (2.Nxd6#), c4 2.Nf6 c3 3.Nxd7 Nd4 4.Nf6 d2 (Qc4?) 
5.Ng4 ~ 6.Nh6# 

No.20 1.Re2! (2.d4+ cxd4 3.Bg3+ Rxg3 4.Rf5#), 1...Rc3 2.Bg3+ Rxg3 3.Rf5+ Kd4 4.Ne6#, 
1...Rf1 2.Rf5+ Rxf5 3.exf5+ Kd5/Kf4 4.Bc4/Re4# 

STUDIES

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdk]
[w0wgwdwd]
[dPdPdwdw]
[wdKdPdwd]
[dwGwdwdw]
[wdrdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[Kdwdw$wG]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdPd]
[gwdwdwdp]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dkdBdwdr]
w--------w

No.21 N.Rezvov & 

S.Tkachenko, 1st Prize

64-Shakhmatnoe ob. ‘98

Win                         (7+4)

No.22 K.Tarnopolsky

1st Place

Moscow championship ‘99

Win                         (5+8)

W________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdB]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw4wdwd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdRhwdwd]
[hwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdNdwdwd]
[IBdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[iwdwgbdw]
w--------w

No.23 K.Sumbatyan &

B.Gusev , 1st Prize e.a.

Moscow Town 1998

Win                         (4+2)

No.24 Pavel Arestov

1st Prize e.a.

Moscow Town 1999

Draw                       (4+6)
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No.35 1.Bd7! (2.Rd4+ Kxd4+ 3.Bc5+ Rxc5#), 1...Bf5 2.Rxc3+ Kd4 3.Rd3+ Bxd3#, 1...Rxa3
2.Rb4+ Rxb3 3.Bc6+ bxc6#, 1...Be6 2.Rc5+ Kd4 3.Qc4+ Bxc4#, 1...Bxd7+ 2.Rc6+ Kd4

3.Bc5+ Rxc5#

No.36 1.Rc4! (2.Kb5+ Kxd7 3.Ka5+ Nc6#), 1...f1Q 2.Qb6+ axb6+ 3.Kd5+ Qxc4#, 1...f1B

2.Kd4+ Bxc4 3.Qxa7+ Bxa7#

W________w
[wdwdNhwd]
[dwdwdN$w]
[wdp0Pdwd]
[$wdwdwdp]
[w0P0wiw0]
[drhKgPdw]
[w0wdP)wd]
[dw1bdw!w]
w--------w

No.37 Waldemar Tura

1st Prize

Csák-Majoros 2000

s#5                      (11+14)

W________w
[wdwHwdBd]
[$N)Pdwdp]
[Kdwdndw4]
[)wdwdwdp]
[wdkdP0wd]
[0wdwGpdw]
[P$p!bdwg]
[dw4wdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdQHwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdkdpdw]
[wdwdndP0]
[Hwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdw)]
[Gw$wdwdB]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdp0w]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdNdBdw]
[RdwdwdNd]
[dwdwdwiw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdQdwIR]
w--------w

No.38 V.Kirilov &

A.Selivanov, 1st Prize

Pushkin-2000

s#5                       (10+3)

No.39 Alexandr Azhusin 

1st Prize

Moscow Tourney 2000

s#9                        (10+5)

No.40 Hans Peter Rehm

1st Prize

Die Schwalbe 1996

s#8 (13+12)

No.37 1.Nd8! (2.Rg4+ hxg4 3.Rf5+ Kxf5 4.Qxg4+ Ke5 5.Qe4+ Nxe4#), 1...c5 2.Qh2+ Kf5 

3.Nxd6+ Kf6 4.Ne8+ Kf5 5.Rxc5+ Nd5#, 1...d5 2.Rf7+ Ke5 3.Nxc6+ Kxe6 4.Nd8+ Ke5 

5.Rxd5+ Nxd5# 

No.38 1.Nh6! (zz), 1...gxh6 2.Rh2 h5 3.Kh1 h4 4.Bg1 h3 5.Rg2 hxg2#, 1...g6 2.Be4 g5 3.Qf1 
g4 4.Rh3+ gxh3 5.Bh1 h2#, 1...g5 2.e4 g4 3.Qe1+ Kf3 4.Kf1 g3 5.Bg1 g2#, 1...gxf6 2.Bh3 f5 

3.Nf6 f4 4.Bf1 f3 5.e3 f2# 
No.39 1.Qa8! (zz), 1...f4 2.Rc8 f3 3.Kc7+ Kc5 4.Rc6+ Kd5(b4) 5.Rb6+ Kc5 6.Kb8+ Kxb6 

7.Bd4+ Nc5 8.Bg1 f2 9.Nd7+ Nxd7#, 1...fxg4 2.Ra6 g3 3.Kb6+ Kd6 4.Rc6+ Kd5(e7) 5.Rc7+ 
Kd6 6.Ka7+ Kxc7 7.Be5+ Nd6 8.Bxg3 hxg3 9.Nb5+ Nxb5# 

No.40 1.Qb4+? Kd3 2.Nc5+ Kxe3!, 1.Bf2? axb2!, 1.Rb5? and 2.Bf2 is to slow. 1.Rb6! 

(2.Bxe6+ Rxe6 3.Qc3+ Kxc3#), 1...Bd1 2.Rb3 ~ 3.Rc3+ Kb4 4.Rxc2+ Ka4 5.Nc5+ Nxc5#; 
2...Be2 3.Bb6 (4.Rc3+ Kb4+ 5.Rc4+ Kxc4 6.Qc3+ Kxc3#) Bd1 4.Bf2 (5.Rc3+ etc.) Be2 5.Rb6 

Bd1 6.Rb5 (7.Qd5+ Kc3 8.c8Q+ Nc5/Nc7#) Be2 7.Qb4+ Kd3 8.Nc5+ Nxc5# 

HELPMATES

W________w
[wdwdbgwd]
[hwdpdwdw]
[riwdwdw4]
[hwHwdKdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwipdn]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[wdwdw0r)]
[IwHwdwdb]
w--------w

No.41 Sven Trommler

Prize

harmonie 1999

h#4   2 solutions    (2+8)

No.42 Christer Jonsson

Prize

Falanga 1997

h#3   2 solutions     (6+8)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwHw]
[w1whw)wd]
[dw4piwgw]
[w0wdN0wd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdwdw4wd]
[dwdwdwIw]
w--------w

No.44 V.Gurov 

I-III Place 

East-West Match (Russia)

h#2   3 solutions     (5+9)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIpdwdw]
[wdp)wdp0]
[dw)wdndR]
[PgkdP0w4]
[hw4wdP0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdbGw]
w--------w

No.43 L.Makaronez

L.Bouchez, J.Morice

1st Pr. Rom. Fed. Cup ‘00

h#3  3 sols.           (8+14)

  No.41 I. 1.Nb5 Ne6 2.Ra7 Nxf8 3.Ka6 Nxd7 4.Rb6 Nc5#, II. 1.Kb5 Nxd7 2.Rab6 Nxf8 3.Ka6 

Ne6 4.Bb5 Nc5# 
No.42 I. 1.Rxh2 Ne2 2.Be4 Nxf4 3.Kxf4 Bb8#, II. 1.Nf6 Be3 2.Ne4 Bxf4 3.Kxf4 Nd3# 

No.43 I. 1.Ne3 Kxd7 2.Kd4 Kxc6 3.Nc4 (Rc4?/Bc4?) Rd5#, II. 1.Nd4 Rxh6 2.Kxc5 Rxg6 

3.Rc4 (Bc4?/Nc4?) Rg5#, III. 1.Rc1 Bh2 2.Kxc5 Bxg3 3.Bc4 (Rc4?/Nc4?) Bf2# 

No.44 I. 1.Re2 Nf2 2.Re4 Ng4#, II. 1.Bxf6 Ng5 2.Ne4 Nf7#, III. 1.Rc4 Nc5 2.Re4 Nd7# 
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No.28 1.a7/i Be4/ii 2.dxc7/iii Nc5/iv 3.a8N+/v Bxa8 4.c8Q Na6+ 5.Kxa6 Nc7+ 6.Kb8 Na6+
7.Qxa6+ Kxa6 8.h5 g4 9.h6 g3 10.h7 g2 11.h8Q g1Q 12.Qxf6+ Qb6+/vi 13.Qxb6+ Kxb6

14.a3 Kc6 15.Kc8 Kb6 16.Kd7 Kb7 (Kc5; Kc7) 17.Kd6 (Ke6?; Kc6) Kb6 18.Kd5 Ka5 19.Kc5

(Kc6?; Ka6) Ka6 20.Kc6 (Kb4?; Kb6) Ka5 21.Kb7 and wins. i) 1.dxc7? Nc5 2.c8Q Nxa6+;
1.d7? Ne5 2.d8Q Nc6+ and Black wins. ii) 1...Ne5 2.a8Q Nc6+ 3.Qxc6+ Kxc6 4.dxc7 Bf5

5.h5 g4 6.h6 g3 7.h7 g2 8.h8Q g1Q 9.Qxf6+ wins. iii) 2.d7? Ne5 3.a8Q Bxa8 4.d8Q Nc6+;

2.a8Q? Bxa8 3.dxc7 Bb7. iv) 2...Ne5 3.a8N+ Bxa8 4.c8Q. v) 3.a8Q? Nd7+ 4.Kc8 Bxa8
5.Kxd7 Bb7; 3.c8Q? Na6+ 4.Qxa6+ Kxa6. vi) In the provisional award 12...Ka5 was the main

line. But apart from 13.Qd8+ Ka6 14.Qd6+ Qb6+ 15.Qxb6+ etc. also 13.Qc6 wins.

SELFMATES

W________w
[wGB$wdwg]
[0R4wdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwiP)P]
[w!pdr0wd]
[HpIpdpdw]
[w)w)pHwd]
[dwhwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwGwdwd]
[dPHw)wdw]
[w0wdwdw!]
[dwdPiBdR]
[wgpdwdw$]
[dw)wdp)w]
[wdP)wdw0]
[hwdKdbdr]
w--------w

No.29 Hans Peter Rehm

1st Prize

Phénix 1998

s#7 (13+13)

No.30 Petko A.Petkov

1st Prize

The Problemist 1993

s#4                       (14+9)

W________w
[wdwdwdRd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dw)w0pdw]
[n$Qdniwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdw0P0]
[dwHNdKgr]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[dwdpdw0w]
[wdbGw0wd]
[$pdk)rdn]
[w0Rdw0wd]
[dw0Kdwdw]
[wdPdNdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
w--------w

No.31 Kazimir Strzala

1st Prize

Wola Gulowska 2000

s#2* (8+12)

No.32 Živko Janevski

1st Prize

Boletim da UBP 1994-95

s#3                       (8+12)

No.29 1.Rb6? (2.Re6+ ~ 3.Re5+ etc.) 1...hxg5!; 1.Qf8! (2.Nxc4+) Re3 2.Rb4 (3.Ng4+ ~ 

4.Rd4+) Re4 3.Rb6 (4.Nxc4+) Re3 4.Qb4 (5.Ng4+) Re4 5.Re6+ Kxf5+ 6.Re5+ Kxe5 7.Rd5+ 
Rxd5# 

No.30 1.d6! (2.Be6+ Kxd6 3.Bxc4+ Kd7 4.Bb5+), 1...Bxd6 2.Bg6+ Kf6 3.Bd3+ Kf7 4.Bxc4+, 
1...Nxc2 2.Bg4+ Ke4 3.Bh3+ Kd3 4.Bxf1+, 1...Bxc3 2.Be4+ Kd4 3.Bd5+ Kc5 4.Rxc4+ 

No.31 1...Bxc4 2.Nxd3+/Ne2+ Bxd3/dxe2#; 1.Qe6/Qf7? (2.Nxd3+/Ne2+) b5!, 1.Qd4? 

(2.Ne2+/Qxf2+) d2+!, 1.Qc2? (2.Qxf2+), 1...dxc2+/Bc4 2.Nd3+/Qd2+, 1...d2+!; 1.Qa2! 

(2.Qxf2+), 1...d2+/Nb2/Bc4 2.Nd3/Ne2/Qd2+ Bxd3/dxe2/Nxd2# 

No.32 1.Bf8! (2.Qf7+ Kxe5 3.Re4+ Bxe4#), 1...R~ 2.Rxb5+[A] Bxb5 3.Nxf4+[B] Nxf4#, 

1...Ng3 2.Nxf4+[B] Rxf4 3.Rxd4+[C] Rxd4#, 1...fxe5 2.Rd4+[C] exd4 3.Rxb5+[A] Bxb5# 

W________w
[B$wdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[wdwdN0wd]
[ipdR)wdw]
[b4pdwdwd]
[dpGwdwdw]
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.34 Michel Caillaud

1st Prize

IRT 1996-97

s#7                         (8+7)

W________w
[qdNdRdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdpd]
[0KdkdB4w]
[PdRdwdbd]
[GQ0wdwdw]
[wdw)wHwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wgwHwdwd]
[0wiPdNdw]
[Qdwdw)wd]
[dwIwhw4r]
[B0w$PGwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.35 V. Zheltonozhko  

A.Selivanov, 1st Pr. e.a.

Pletenev-50JT

s#3                      (11+9)

No.36 V.Surkov 

I-III Place 

East-West Match (Rus.)

s#3                       (10+8)

W________w
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdB0wdp]
[wdwdRdw)]
[dNdwdkdK]
[wdwhwdw)]
[dwdphwdw]
[wdwdrdNG]
[dwdbdw1w]
w--------w

No.33 Petko A. Petkov

1st Prize

Orbit 2000

s#3                         (9+9)

No.33 1.Qg3! (2.Re5+ Kf6 3.Qg6+ hxg6#), 1...Re2~+ 2.Qf3+ (Qg4+?) Nxf3 3.Nd4+ Nxd4#,
1...Rf2+ 2.Qg4+ (Qf3+?) Nxg4 3.Ne3+ Nxe3#, 1...Ng4/Nc4 2.Nxd4+ Qxd4 3.Qg4+ Qxg4#,

1...Qxh2 2.Nxe3+ Rxe3+ 3.Qg4+ Bxg4#

No.34 1.Kb7! (zz) fxe5 2.Nc5 3.Kc6 4.Qa3 5.Be5 6.Rxb5+ Rxb5 7.Bc7+ Rb6#, 1...f5 2.Rc8

3.Rc6 4.Nc7 5.Qxf2 6.Rxb5+ Bxb5 7.Qa7+ Ba6#
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No.57 I. 1.Bxb3 Bc4 2.Kc5 g8R 3.Kxc4 Rc8#, II. 1.Bxe4 Bd5+ 2.Kxd5 g8N 3.Qc5 Ne7# 

No.58 I. 1.Nfe5 cxd5+ 2.Kxd5 Rxd6#, II. 1.Nde5 Rxd6+ 2.Rxd6 Nc5#, III. 1.Be5 Nc5+ 2.dxc5 
cxd5# 

No.59 1.Bg6 Ba8 2.Ne3+ Kf3 3.Nef5+ Ke4 4.Nd4+ Kd5 5.Nc2+ Kc6 6.Rd8 Bb7# 
No.60 I. 1.Ka6 Bxf1 2.Nh3 Bg1 3.Bh5 Bxd4 4.Ng1 Bxd3#, II. 1.Kb6 Bxg1 2.Nh2 Bf1 3.Bh4 

Bxd3 4.Nf1 Bxd4# 

W________w
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwdpdw)K]
[wdk0wdwh]
[dpdb0Pdw]
[w0w0Pdwd]
[dPdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw1wdrdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdw$wdwd]
[dNdw4ndw]
[wdw0k0wd]
[dwdrdpdw]
[wdPdpdwd]
[dKdndwdw]
[wgw1wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wgkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwhw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdBdwdb]
[wdwdwdw0]
[4wdrdwdw]
[wdn0wdKd]
[dw1wdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdP0wgb4]
[iwdPdwdw]
[w)w0wdpd]
[dwdpdw0B]
[wdw0wdwG]
[dwdr1nhK]
w--------w

No.57 Tode Ilijevski

Prize 

Orbit 2000

h#3   2 solutions  (6+12)

No.58 Markus Manhart

1st Prize

feenschach 1996

h#2   3 sols.         (4+11)

No.59 F.Abdurahmanović

H.P.Rehm, 1st Prize

feenschach 1996

h#6                       (2+10)

No.60 V.Syzonenko 

O.Skrynnik, 1st Prize

feenschach 1999

h#4  2 solutions    (6+15)

FIDE Album 1992-1994 
 

 The latest FIDE Album was published this summer. It has 670 pages and contains 168 

twomovers, 111 threemovers, 108 moremovers, 77 studies, 208 helpmates, 86 selfmates, 167 

fairies, and 38 retros/proof games. The text is in three languages: French, German and English. 
At the last PCCC Congress in Wageningen, it was decided that the text, in future albums, will 

be in English only so as to shorten the number of pages and make the albums less expensive. 
 American composers in the album include: Benko, Burger, Garai, Kavnatsky, Kirtley, 

Meinking, Menkis, Mladenovic, Pantazis, Sphicas, Volet and Vukcevich.  Congratulations! 

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iw0wdwdw]
[PdPdwdwd]
[4Bdw0wdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dpdwdw$P]
[bdndpdwg]
[dwdw4wdw]
w--------w

Toma Garai 

Die Schwalbe 1994

h#3   2 sols.         (6+10)

1.Kd4 Bxe2 2.Rc5 Bb5 

3.Re4 Rd3#, 1.Nd4 Rxb3 

2.Bf4 Rg3 3.Bd5 Bd3#

White critical and anticritical

moves, white switchbacks, 

black line-opening

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[)wdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwdw4wd]
[GB$qhwdK]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwhwdwd]
[dwdndwdr]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0w)w)wHq]
[wdkHRdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[Kdw!wGwd]
[dwdwdwgB]
w--------w

Dan Meinking, 5th Prize

U.S. Problem Bulletin 1994

h#3   4 solutions      (5+6)

1.Rf3 Rc2 2.Ke4 Be5 3.Qd5 Re2#

1.Rf4 Rc3 2.Ke5 Bf5 3.Qd6 Rc5#

1.b5 Bc2 2.Kc6 Be5 3.Qd7 Be4#

1.Kd6 Bc3 2.Kc7 Bf5 3.Qd8 Be5#

Double white Grimshaw, changed 

self-blocks by  bQ, reciprocal 

battery-mates

Milan Vukcevich, 1st Prize

U.S. Problem Bulletin 1992

#3                           (9+8)

1.Qb2! (2.Qb3+ Kxc5 3.Qb5#)

1...Nxc5 2.Nc6+ Kd5/Nxe4 3.Rd4/Qb3#

1...Nxe5 2.Nde6+ Kd5 3.Rd4#

1...Qd1 2.Ne2+ Kd5 3.Rh4#

1...Qf7 2.Nf5+ Kd5 3.Rh4#

Direct and indirect battery play with

self-blocks on flights & closure of lines

No.53 1.Bd5 Bd3 2.Bg2 Bxb5 3.Bf1 Be8 4.Qa6 Ke6 5.Bc4+ Kd7 6.Kb5 Kd6# (black Bishop 

Rundlauf) 
No.54 a) 1.Rg5 Nf5+  2.Kxg8 Kb5  3.Rg7 Nh6#, b) 1.Bf8 Ne7  2.Kxh6 Ka3  3.Bg7 Ng8# 

No.55 Set: I. 1...Re6 2.Ne7 Rd6#, II. 1...Bd1 2.Nc2 Bxf3#, Solution: I. 1.Bxe7 Bd3 2.Ke6 
Bc4#, II. 1.Bxc2 Rd7+ 2.Ke4 Rd4# 

No.56 1...Ba3 2.Nf6 Bc1 3.Rdd8 Bg5 4.Kd6 Kd4 5.Ke7+ Ke5 6.Rd7 Bxf6# 
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W________w
[wdBdw4wd]
[Ibdr0pdw]
[w0wdwhwd]
[dRgwdkdw]
[w0w0ndwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.45 Michal Dragoun

1st Prize

Csák-Majoros 2000

h#3  b) -Pe7         (3+13)

W________w
[wdwGwdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
[wdkdpdwd]
[dwdwdwgR]
[pdwdwdrd]
[$w4wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwI]
[dbdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwgwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwhw0]
[dpdNdw0w]
[wdw)kdq0]
[dKdwHwhP]
[wdwdwdw4]
[dw4wdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wiwIwdwd]
[dbdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdwdNdw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.46 C.Jonsson 

R.Wiehagen, 1st Prize

Scheizer  M. 2000 (Min.)

h#2   2 solutions     (3+4)

No.47 Gerold Schaffner

1st Prize, Schweizer

Meisterschaft 2000 

h#3  b) Ph3→h5  (5+11)

No.48 V.Chepizhny 

V.Nefedov, 1st Prize

Moscow Tourney 2000 

h#2  b) Kc6→d6    (5+7)

No.45 a) 1.Ke6 Bxb7 2.Rdd8 (Rd6?) Bxe4 3.Bd6 Bf5#, b) 1.Ke5 Rxb6 2.Be7 (Bd6?) Rxf6
3.Rd6 Rf5#

No.46 I. 1.Ba8 Bb1 2.axb1R Nd4 3.Rb7 Nc6#, II. 1.Ka8 Ng1 2.hxg1B Kc7 3.Ba7 Bxb7#

No.47 a) 1.Qf3 Ne7 (N~?) 2.Kf4 Kb4 (Ka3?) 3.Nfe4 (Nge4?) N3d5#, b) 1.Qe6 Ng2 (N~?)
2.Kf5 Kb2 (Ka2?) 3.Nge4 (Nfe4?) Nde3#

No.48 a) 1.Rcg3 Rd3 2.Bf4 Be4#, b) 1.Bd2 Be4 2.Rc2 Rd3#

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdp4kdwd]
[dw0R0bhw]
[wdwdB0pd]
[dwdqdwdw]
w--------w

No.49 A. Pankratiev 

1st Prize

Moscow Tourney 2000 W________w
[wGBdwdwd]
[dw4w$wdw]
[wdwHw0bd]
[$wdw)wdw]
[wdwdwipd]
[dw0w0wdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[4QIwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dwdwdrGw]
[wdwdpgpd]
[dwdrdk0w]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dKdwdbdw]
w--------w

W________w
[KdNdRdwd]
[dwdbdwhw]
[w)n)Pgpd]
[dPdwiwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdq]
w--------w

h#3   2 solutions   (3+11)

No.50 Jean Haymann

1st Prize

Bob McWilliam MT

h#2   2 solutions     (8+9)

No.51 L.Bouchez

M.Caillaud, L.Makaronez 

1st Prize, Y.Cheylan-60

h#3   4 solutions     (3+9)

No.52 Michel Caillaud

1st Prize

Probleemblad 1998

h#3   2 solutions     (7+7)

 

W________w
[Kdndwgwd]
[0wdw$w0w]
[PdPdwdPd]
[dwdkGpdw]
[p)wdw)wd]
[4Pdwdpdw]
[pdBdw)wd]
[hbdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdrhwd]
[dwdndpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGwiwdw]
[wdw4wdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdw0wd]
[4piwdKdw]
[w0bdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w0wdqdwd]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.53 F.Abdurahmanović 

b.ellinghoven, 1st Prize

Schach-Aktiv 1999

h#6                       (2+10)

No.55 Piotr Murdzia

1st Prize

Probleemblad 1998

h#2**   2 sols.     (11+12)

No.56 F.Abdurahmanović

& b. ellinghoven

1st Prize, Orbit 2000

h#5½                      (2+6)

No.49 I. 1.Rd6 Rxd6 2.Qd5 Bxf3# 3.Kd4 Rxd5#, II. 1.Bh5 Bxh5 2.Qg4 Rxd4+ 3.Kf3 Bxg4# 

No.50 I. 1.Rc5 Be6 2.Kxe5 Nf5# (Nb5?), II. 1.Rd7 Ne4 2.Kf5 exf6# (e6?) 
No.51 I. 1.Ke2 Bf6 (Be7/Bd8?) 2.Kd1 Bc3 3.Be2 Ba4#, II. 1.Be3 Ba4 2.Bf2 Bd2 (tempo) 

3.Bg2 Bd1#, III. 1.Kg2 Bxf4 (Bf6/Be7?) 2.Rh5 Be3 3.Rh3 Bxe4#, IV. 1.Rfd5 Bf6 (Be7/Bd8?) 

2.e3 Bd4 3.e2 Bxd5# 

No.52 I. 1.Bxc8 b7 2.Kxd6 bxc8N+ 3.Kc7 b6#, II. 1.Bxe8 d7 2.Kxe6 dxe8R+ 3.Kf7 Nd6# 

W________w
[wdwdw1Nh]
[dwdwdwiw]
[wdndpdwH]
[drdwdwdw]
[Kdpdwdwd]
[gwdwdwdw]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dwdbdwdw]
w--------w

No.54 Thomas Maeder

1st Prize

The Problemist 1999

h#3  b) Qf8→g5     (4+9)


